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Abstract 

 

“Presenting Korea’s Past: Melodrama, Spectacle, and Democracy in Post-2000 

Historical Films” examines the revival of the cinematic genre of sagŭk in South Korea in 

the 2000s. The diegesis of sagŭk film portrays premodern dynastic eras of Korea. This 

project analyzes the evolution of the genre by genealogically tracing its rise and fall and 

investigates determinants of the genre’s consequential comeback since the new millennium. 

Built upon film scholar Linda Williams’ exposition of “a space of innocence” and Rick 

Altman’s genre theory, this dissertation argues that a powerful nostalgic imagination of 

innocence exists within the genre and suggests that the newly articulated innocence is one 

of the determinants of the revival of genre. However, the specific nature of innocence and 

how it is delivered varies. This dissertation demonstrates that because of an intensification 

of globalization and resistance to late capitalism, innocence is less associated with 

nationhood and national identity but more associated with a universalistic and utopian way 

of existing within a collective community. “Presenting Korea’s Past” concludes that the 

genre is a site of constant struggle among the producing powers and consumers and that 

the spectators are the main agents of the genre’s transformation.  

Chapter One shows how Im Kwon-taek, the father of Korean national cinema, 

nationalized innocence in his historical art films. Im borrows filmic techniques from 

realist filmmaking such as long takes, long shots, stationary camera, and use of marginal 

and deep space to inscribe the suffering spirit of han (historically accumulated, ineffable 

sorrow) onto the images of Korean landscape vistas and indigenous maiden prototypes. 

This chapter argues that what seems to be a realistic portrayal of history actually serves to 
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advance a melodramatic aesthetic and world view. Chapter Two highlights the changes in 

stylistic form and narrative strategy of blockbuster historical films of the 2000s. This 

chapter considers spectacle an indispensable component of blockbuster aesthetics and 

argues that spectacle has played a crucial role in transforming the sagŭk genre. Chapter 

Three analyzes the consequences of blockbuster aesthetics minimizing historical 

referentiality, concluding nostalgic imagination in recent sagŭk films is less associated 

with national memory and more associated with a transhistorical, utopian way of existing 

collectively within a community of commoners. This chapter maintains that an original 

status of virtue and innocence is manifested in personages in historical fiction. Historical 

and fictional characters in sagŭk films embody the space of innocence. Through multiple 

case studies, this chapter demonstrates that while innocence is achieved through 

individual acts of goodness, it is deeply grounded in a collective way of existence. This 

culture of innocence shapes and governs all human relations and general social 

interactions in the diegetic world of the films. Using Mikhail Bakhtin’s concepts of 

carnivalesque and dialogism, Chapter Four examines Lee Joon-ik’s historical films that 

provide radically alternative historical accounts to accepted nationalist narratives. 

Glorious national events all Korean students learn to honor are disparaged as comical 

ventures replete with crude and ribald humor. Lee’s subversive historical films signal the 

potential for the genre to become a social act.  
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Introduction: Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of the Sagŭk Genre 

 

Korea’s most beloved folktale Ch’unhyang (Ch’unhyangjŏn) takes place in 

thirteenth century Chosŏn. A young, handsome aristocrat Yi Mongnyong falls in love at 

first sight with beautiful Sŏng Ch’unhyang, who is of a lower-class origin. It is a 

forbidden interclass love. After a brief love affair and a secret marriage, the two are 

separated by familial and social opposition. Ch’unhyang patiently waits for Yi 

Mongnyong but the corrupted new town official forces her to become his mistress. When 

Ch’unhyang refuses, determined to remain faithful to her husband, she is subjected to 

brutal treatment. In a dramatic turn of events, Yi Mongnyong returns as a secret royal 

inspector in the nick of time, punishes the corrupt town official and reunites with 

Ch’unhyang. The lovers overcome the class prejudice and their union is recognized as 

just and official.  

This utopian and happy-ending tale was recreated using groundbreaking 

developments in filmic technology to garner many “firsts” in Korean cinema. In 1923, 

the Japanese director Hayakawa Matsujiro created The Tale of Ch’unhyang, which was 

the first feature film in Korea during the silent movie era.1 Reproduced in 1935 under Lee 

Myeong-u’s direction, The Tale of Ch’unhyang was also the first sound movie in Korea.2 

In 1955, Yi Kyu-hwan’s  version of Ch’unhyang became a box-office hit, significantly 

contributing to the postwar reconstruction of the South Korean film industry by triggering 

a film production boom.3 In 1961, then rival directors Hong Sŏng-gi (Ch’unhyangjŏn) 

and Shin Sang-ok (Sŏng Ch’unhyang) both produced the first color cinemascope format 

films of The Tale of Ch’unhyang.4 In 1971, Lee Seong-gu created the first 70 mm film in 
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Korea, The Tale of Ch’unhyang. Including North Korean productions, more than twenty 

films have been based on this beloved narrative. The significant recurring presence of the 

folktale Ch’unhyang (Ch’unhyangjŏn) in Korean film history attests to the strong desire 

of audiences to see a realization of an egalitarian society from a distant imaginary past.  

The historical drama on screen, also known as sagŭk, has long been an exemplary 

genre in which all essential features of melodrama can be realized: recovering the initial 

state of innocence; recognizing the victim’s virtue; punishing the villain; and creating 

hope through a dialectic of pathos and action that it is not too late to achieve the utopia. 

Cinematic representation of both folktales and historical drama set in premodern dynastic 

eras of Korea is defined as the sagŭk genre. Sagŭk films are often based on or inspired by 

real historical events and portray the lives of actual historical figures blended with 

varying degrees of fiction. Filmic versions of folktales and entirely fictional stories set in 

the premodern times are also broadly included in the sagŭk genre.5 These films create 

stories from the nation’s ancient past beginning with the origin of Kojosŏn (300 BCE) to 

the Three Kingdoms (50 BCE-668 CE); to the Unified Silla state (668-918) to the Koryŏ 

dynasty (918-1392); and finally to the Chosŏn dynasty (1392-1910).    

There is an issue of translating sagŭk as simply historical film because historical 

films can be classified into two categories. The first category is sagŭk, which is set in the 

premodern era. The second category of historical films is sidaegŭk, which include period 

drama films depicting more recent historical events of the twentieth century. Subjects of 

these latter films include Japan’s annexation and colonization of Korea (1910-1945); the 

joint Soviet and US occupation after the end of World War II in the Pacific (1946-1948); 

the Korean War (1950-1953) and the subsequent division of Korea. Because these two 
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different categories of historical films are both set in South Korea’s past, a universal 

designation as the historical film genre is insufficient. For this reason, this dissertation 

uses the Romanized term “sagŭk” to refer to the specific genre in South Korea of 

historical films set in the premodern era.  

Sagŭk is a longstanding cinematic genre in Korean film history and the genre’s 

contribution to Korean film history is undeniable. Sagŭk film was welcomed by its 

audience in the 1950s. Korean film studies scholar Park Yuhee notes that “from the very 

early stage of Korean cinema, Korean people strongly favored sagŭk films over any other 

genre.”6 Park explains that this strong preference to sagŭk films at the initial phase of 

cinema resulted from the audience’s genuine desire to see the “live” version of familiar 

narrative folk stories, which had been passed down through generations in oral tradition.7 

Early film spectators in Korea were excited that moving images brought the oral folk 

stories to life. This almost unquenchable desire for audiences to verify ancient stories 

with their own eyes catapulted sagŭk into a major genre in Korean film. The genre was 

securely established and flourished in the 1960s. Without question, the 1960s were the 

golden era for sagŭk films, establishing landmark status to works such as Lady Chang, 

Prince Hodong (Hodong wangja; dir. Han Hyeong-mo, 1962), Queen Dowager Inmok 

(Inmok taebi; dir. Ahn Hyeon-Cheol, 1962) and Koryŏ Funeral (Koryŏjang; dir. Kim Ki-

young, 1963).8 The 1960s was also the decade when the greatly admired filmmaker Shin 

Sang-ok produced numerous sagŭk films including Sŏng Ch’unhyang (1961), Prince 

Yŏnsan, Tyrant Yŏnsan (P’okgun yŏnsan, 1962), The Sino-Japanese War and Queen Min 

(Ch’ŏngil chŏnjaeng kwa yŏgyŏl minbi, 1965), Eunuch (Naesi, 1968) and Women of the 

Chosŏn Dynasty (Ijo yŏin chanhoksa, 1969).9 However, since the 1970s and up to the 
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year 2000, sagŭk suffered a period of marginalization. During this period, sagŭk was 

often described as outdated, unproductive, ideologically charged, nationalistic, and even 

dead.10 After thirty years of being labeled “box office poison,” shunned by filmmakers 

and audiences alike, this disappearing cinematic genre of sagŭk has made a surprising 

comeback since the new millennium. 

“Presenting Korea’s Past: Melodrama, Spectacle, and Democracy in Post-2000 

Historical Films” examines the evolution of the South Korean sagŭk genre, focusing on 

its revitalization from the 2000s to the current day. This dissertation analyzes the drastic 

shifts in the genre’s diegetic and aesthetic presentational modes in engaging with the past 

and discusses how these changes contributed to the rebirth of the genre. Building upon 

Rick Altman’s central idea of genre theory that the constitution of genre “is a never-

ceasing process,” this dissertation analyzes this “never-ceasing” regenrefication process 

within the sagŭk genre. 11 In doing so, this study identifies transhistorical elements of the 

genre that continue to remain intact and historical elements of the genre that were 

discontinued. Every genre is profoundly historical as it is deeply connected to the 

cultural, political and economic transformations of a society. Historical fiction film genre, 

especially the sagŭk genre, has not evolved organically in a vacuum. The sagŭk genre is 

closely connected to historical imaging shaped by political and economic developments 

in South Korean society. Hence, investigating how the sagŭk genre has changed over 

time will illuminate the transformations of South Korean society. Finally, the study also 

discusses the problem of historical referentiality as the genre transformed. Due to the 

genre’s special attachment to national history, the debate of historical authenticity or the 

lack of it never fails to disappear in dealing with the genre itself or the individual sagŭk 
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films. The correlation of regenrefication and historical referentiality, therefore, will be 

explored in terms of what happens to the “history” in the age of postmodernism. But 

before this study engages with the history of the sagŭk genre and how it reflects the 

historical and social transformations of Korean society, it first discusses how this study 

interprets concepts of a genre. The next section explores the problematic aspects of genre 

classification. Nevertheless, this study acknowledges that genre can be also understood as 

a timesaving method to communicate the context in which a work of art is to be placed or 

experienced. 

 

Question of Film Genre 

Why did genre emerge? How is genre a useful concept? In general, genre is 

understood as a category of artistic, musical, literary, or visual composition characterized 

by a distinctive style, form, or content.12 The word genre comes from French, and means 

a ‘kind’ or ‘type.’13 It was originally derived from Latin genus to classify groups of plants 

and animals in the biological sciences.14 However, genre is not merely a substitute word 

for “category,” but also a useful concept that systemizes the ways in which people can 

understand or experience works of art. Genre has occupied a significant place in film 

studies but even more so in literature. In literature, there has been a considerably longer 

historical debate regarding literary types. Aristotelian notions of genre had a lasting 

impact on the history of classical genre theory in literature. Aristotle devised a system of 

organizing existing literary works into literary genres in Poetics. Within these literary 

types of poetry, prose, and drama, “there are further divisions, such as tragedy and 

comedy within the category of drama.”15 These sub-divisions are determined by their 
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essential properties through textual analysis.16 Despite the fact that these essential 

properties may be repetitive and formulaic, they may be beneficial. For example, 

tragedies share certain essential properties. One essential property is the suffering of the 

righteous hero. This suffering offers distinct psychological affect such as pity or fear. 

Readers who want to experience catharsis, the purgation of and liberation from the 

emotion, especially pity or fear, will seek the genre of tragedy.  

The history of genre as a concept reveals that genre is varied and evolving. There 

is no single uniform method of studying genre; it is historically determined. In the late 

nineteenth century, the concept of genre was greatly influenced by a deductive and 

scientific method established by the evolutionary ideas of Charles Darwin and Herbert 

Spencer.17 The scientific method of genre study strongly suggested that genres have 

distinct qualities that are not easily changed. Therefore, in its Victorian version, genre 

was conceived as evolutionarily predictable. Altman notes,  

scientific justification of genre study serves to convince theorists that genres 

actually exist, that they have distinct borders, that they can be firmly identified, 

that they operate systemically, that their internal functioning can be observed and 

scientifically described and that they evolve according to a fixed and identifiable 

trajectory.18 

Unlike the scientific trend in the nineteenth century, twentieth-century genre theory 

rejected the scientific model. Whereas nineteenth century genre theory was occupied with 

the dialectic of the classic genres of tradition against the modern mixed genres, twentieth-

century genre theory emphasized “a new dialectic opposing generic categories and 

individual texts.”19 In Theory of Literature (1956), René Wellek and Austin Warren 
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provided a “conscious model for analysis and criteria” for the classification of genres.20 

Wellek and Warren propose that genre should be conceived as a grouping of literary 

work based on ‘outer’ form such as specific meter (rhythm) or structure and also on 

‘inner’ form such as attitude, tone, purpose (author and audience).21 The concept of inner 

and outer literary forms was further developed by the Canadian formalist literary theorist 

Northrop Frye. In Anatomy of Criticism (1957), Frye introduced “certain universal genres 

and modes as the key to organizing the entire literary corpus.”22 Frye imposed a new 

generic classification and redefined generic categories such as comedy, romance and 

tragedy.23 Tzvetan Todorov’s The Fantastic (1970) is another important contribution to 

literary genre theory during this time. Todorov distinguished two types of genre: 

historical and theoretical. Historical genre includes epic, short story, and lyric poetry and 

is characterized by its recognition and acceptance by the prevalent culture at that time. 

Theoretical genre, on the other hand, is determined or assigned as such by critics.24 But as 

Altman points out: all historical genres were once theoretical genre defined by critics of 

previous culture; there is no pure theoretical genre. Therefore, Altman questions the 

validity of this distinction between historical and theoretical.25  Establishing genres is 

consequently a complex process and this classifying is not a neutral or objective 

procedure.26 Jane Feuer proposes “[a] genre is ultimately an abstract conception rather 

than something that exists empirically in the world.”27 As such, genre is a complex 

concept with many ways of understanding it.  

Different genres are chosen for consumption depending on how audiences want to 

experience works of art. This is especially true for film genres. Genres in cinema are 

useful conceptual tools for understanding films and their spectators’ taste. Film genre 
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offers preliminary information to prospective spectators about the narrative and the kind 

of experience the viewers can expect the film to provide. As a genre in cinema undergoes 

a certain period of stability, through repetition, certain generic characteristics are 

recognized and enjoyed by its consumers. Steve Neale writes, “[g]enres do not consist 

only of films: they consist also, and equally, of specific systems of expectation and 

hypothesis that spectators bring with them to the cinema and that interact with films 

themselves during the course of the viewing process.28 Thus, “specific systems of 

expectation and hypothesis that spectators bring with them” constitute an element of a  

film genre in addition to basic elements of conventions, iconography, setting, stories, 

themes, characters, actors, stars, and viewers.29 Film genre, therefore, can be understood 

as a transhistorical entity as generic characteristics of a particular genre continue to 

define the genre and spectators expect to experience these from a particular genre. For 

example, authenticity is considered an important generic characteristic and expectation of 

the historical film genre. In terms of production practice in historical filmmaking, setting, 

costumes, and artifacts are expected to reflect “historical” details accurately. 

Additionally, historical film genre’s signature trait of design-intensive mise-en-scene 

almost always ensures it is a high cost production genre.  

Nevertheless, film genres are also profoundly historical, subject to change 

according to historical demands. Barry Keith Grant emphasizes this historical nature of 

genre, pointing out that generic descriptions are constantly changing. Therefore, it is a 

mistake to “reify generic patterns of a historical period as norms.”30 The study of genre 

films consequently reveals the culture of the time and place they were produced. Grant 

notes that “genre movies have been commonly understood as inevitable expressions of 
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the contemporary zeitgeist. This is true not only of individual genre movies, but also of 

the changing patterns and popularity of different genres and of the shifting relationship 

between them.”31 For example, the historic epic genre in Hollywood has recognizable 

narrative characteristics such as familiar stories, characters, and situations. However, for 

complex reasons both economic and cultural, contemporary historical epics formulate 

their narrative strategies in a way that speak to collective desires which are no longer 

framed by nationhood but by universally gratifying themes. Notable Hollywood epic 

films such as Gladiator (Ridley Scott, 2000), Troy (Wolfgang Petersen, 2004) and 300 

(Zack Snyder, 2007) are solid examples that “engage and promote broad cross-cultural 

and even universal structures of identification, affinity, and inclusivity.” 32 These 

contemporary epic films were motivated by “financial incentives and creative aspirations 

to express a more enlightened, global outlook” to reach the widest possible international 

audiences. 33 Narrative themes of contemporary historical epic films emphasize “the 

ideals of personal honor, spirituality, and sacrifice” in Gladiator; “the shared human 

aspiration to achieve immortality” in Troy; and “freedom of the individual and the 

society at large” in 300. 34 Film scholars such as Robert Burgoyne and Monica Silveira 

Cyrino argue that the epic film genre set in the ancient and medieval past has evolved and 

this evolution begs a new generic assessment of the epic film genre.35 Genre is therefore 

paradoxical in nature as it is both profoundly historical as well as transhistorical.  

 

Understanding the Genre and Historical Forces 

1) The Sagŭk Genre and Politics  

Genre is historical because it is a site of constant struggle among users—
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governments, film industry, authors and consumers. The sagŭk genre evolved within the 

larger framework of political developments in South Korea. In the 1970s, the sagŭk genre 

was used for political ambitions of the authoritarian regime of Park Chung-hee (Pak 

Chŏng-hŭi). Park became the president of South Korea through a military coup d’état in 

1961. Despite the regime’s highly centralized administrative structure and gripping 

control over public and cultural spheres, Park “earned a grudging acceptance” in his early 

presidency (1963-1968) for two reasons.36 First, his government maintained political 

control and public order with the military’s support, quelling social unrest. Secondly, the 

state-directed South Korean economy grew exponentially under Park’s leadership with 

the wealth of the growing urban middle class. However, in the early 1970s, Park’s power 

was eroding; and he faced two problems. Domestically, the public’s support for Park 

waned as the oppositional party’s popularity grew.37 Internationally, Park perceived 

President Richard Nixon’s diplomatic overture to China and announcement of a gradual 

withdrawal of the US troops in Vietnam as a threat to South Korea’s security and Park’s 

anti-Communism policy.38 Park Chung-hee responded in 1972 by sponsoring the Yusin 

Constitution or “revitalization reforms.” These reforms effectively concentrated all 

governing power in Park, creating a legal dictatorship for him.39 Michael Robinson 

explains how the Yusin Constitution enabled overtly restrictive government controls over 

cultural production: 

The constitution was supported by a series of emergency measures that made 

illegal even vague criticism of the president or the constitution itself, thus 

providing wide censorial power to the police. All publications, newspapers, and 

other public forms of expressions—including films—were covered by these 
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laws.40  

In this anxious political climate, state-sponsored sagŭk films were produced to 

adhere to the cultural policy of the military government. State-sponsored historical 

biopics purposefully idolized strong male figures, particularly Admiral Yi Sun-sin (1545-

1598) and The Great Sejong (1397-1450), whose charismatic leadership delivered 

forbearers of the Korean minjok (national subject or citizen) from imminent danger (in 

the case of Admiral Yi) or backwardness (in the case of King Sejong). These heroes are 

depicted as the father figures of the Korean minjok. They were supposed to mirror 

charismatic Park Chung-hee who not only had supposedly protected the South Korean 

minjok from “the emergency” of an impending national security crisis—encroaching 

communist threats—but also had raised up a poor third-world nation by building an 

industrialized economy. State-sponsored sagŭk films provided several teachable moments 

of “authoritarian ethics of self-sacrifice.”41 These lessons advocated that dutiful citizens 

sacrifice for the greater causes of anti-communism efforts and state-initiated 

modernization. Humdrum and lifeless, state-sponsored sagŭk films were largely shunned 

by their audiences, although students in school had no choice but to watch the films. 

A War Diary (Nanjung ilgi; dir. Jang Il-ho, 1977), for example, depicted Admiral 

Yi as a one-dimensional character who is driven solely by his patriotism. In the film, his 

son is killed by Japanese soldiers in 1592 during the naval campaigns of the Imjin War. 

Upon hearing the news of his son’s tragic death, Admiral Yi impassively responds, “we 

must develop our strength to protect our soil.” Such a wooden response from a father is 

not only difficult to believe, it is repugnant in a hero figure. Moreover, female characters 

in the film have completely internalized a spirit of self-sacrifice. Their role is confined to 
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assisting their husbands who are committed to defending the native soil from the 

Japanese invasion (1592-1598).  

King Sejong (Sejongdae wang; dir. Choe In-hyeon, 1978) portrayed King Sejong 

as a charismatic despot and an iron-willed king. In the film, the king with his clearly 

superior knowledge and wisdom disregards any oppositional voices to promulgating the 

Korean alphabet, han’gŭl. This depiction was drastically different from the conventional 

image of the cooperative, sage king. The film obviously created a new version of the 

historical figure, King Sejong, now intolerant of dissent, to more closely resemble the 

authoritative Park Chung-hee .42 State-sponsored sagŭk films reinvented national heroes 

to promulgate a hero-worship culture and to support Park’s governing. However, the 

outcome was failure. Audiences turned away from the boring, didactic, and ideologically 

invested state-sponsored sagŭk films. This attempt to infuse Park’s political agenda into 

sagŭk cinema almost caused the demise of the genre.  

Instead of retaining its blatant propagandistic functions using great leaders and 

sacrificial masses, sagŭk films during the Chun Doo-hwan (Chŏn Tuh-wan) Fifth 

Republic (1981-1987) were used to divert attention from the brutal reality and deep 

contradictions within contemporary society. Under Chun’s regime, sagŭk films such as 

Outong, (Lee Chang-ho, 1985), Mulberry (Ppong; dir. Lee Doo-Yong, 1986) and Prince 

Yŏnsan (Yŏnsan'gun; dir. Lee Hyeok-su, 1987) occupied a hyper-sexualized space. 

Powerless and voiceless male audiences of the 1980s could alleviate their anxieties about 

their male identity through narratives that redeemed their masculinity by sexually 

oppressing women. In the pursuit of making spectators apolitical and mere consumers of 

sexual spectacles, the Chun regime lifted its censorship “only on overt sexual 
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expression.”43 Lee Hyoin further suggests that 1980s sagŭk produced a split in ordinary 

citizens between their public self and private self, betraying their own demands for 

gender equality and freedom by seeking a distorted sexual spectacle in sagŭk.44 Chun’s 

presidency ended in 1987.  

With the advent of consecutive liberal governments since the 1990s, a more 

liberal sociopolitical mood was fostered. Beginning in the late 1990s, with more creative 

aesthetic expressions enabled by tolerant governance, the new generation of directors, the 

so-called “386 generation filmmakers,” produced more entertaining, commercially 

viable, and creative historical films. This number has important significance: ‘3’ stands 

for people who reached the age of thirty in the 1990’s; ‘8’ stands for the decade they 

entered college, which was the 1980s; and ‘6’ stands for the decade in which they were 

born, the 1960s. The 386 generation filmmakers experienced historical events of a 

monologic totalitarian culture in the 1970s and 1980s. They also witnessed how the 

historical film genre was misused as a source of creating and instilling “master 

narratives” into the memories of the masses according to the ideological demands of the 

time.45 Jinhee Choi points out that historical blockbuster films made by the 386 

generation filmmakers “question and doubt the legitimacy of militaristic nationalism and 

ideology advanced and advocated by the Korean government for the last couple of 

decades.”46 The 386 generation filmmakers and newcomers to sagŭk filmmaking, such as 

Choo Chang-min and Lee Jae-Gyu, incorporate elements of romance, comedy, and 

martial arts into their historical films. As a result, the gravitas of nationhood and national 

identity significantly decreased. 
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2) The Sagŭk Genre and Globalization 

The sagŭk genre has undergone major developments as a result of the dynamic 

interplay between the global and the local. One of the primary forces is the intensification 

of globalization. As the South Korean film enterprise transformed to become part of a 

global film industry, the sagŭk genre also evolved. The opening of the Korean film 

market that began in the mid-1980s placed Korean films in direct competition with 

Hollywood and other national cinemas. The traditional elements of the sagŭk genre were 

refashioned to meet commercial imperatives, accommodating the demand of the global 

market. Both the narrative form and stylistic elements of the genre have continually been 

tailored to reach a wider audience beyond Korea and the Korean diasporic communities.  

Particularly since 2000, more and more Korean blockbuster films rely on the 

sagŭk genre. In this process of accommodating a larger audience base domestically, 

regionally, and internationally, sagŭk’s definitional attachment to historical referentiality 

has weakened. Globalization brought about stylistic changes in blockbuster scale sagŭk 

films as the new generation filmmakers incorporated large-scale special effects to 

represent premodern history. Although they rely on the narrative and visual allure of 

broadly known moments in ancient history, blockbuster sagŭk films are much less 

concerned with historical referentiality and the representation of history proper. Dazzling 

spectacles such as highly-stylized fight scenes or boom explosions featured in 

blockbuster historical films tend to translate better to the global market than culturally 

saturated national images. Awe-inspiring, digitally generated or enhanced images 

underpin the mode of blockbuster sagŭk film production causing the sagŭk genre to 
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become notoriously costly to produce. With few exceptions, sagŭk blockbusters are 

produced and distributed by a few multinational media conglomerates such as CJ 

Entertainment, Lotte Entertainment, Showbox Mediaplex, and New Entertainment 

World. Inevitably, at the level of image, post-2000 sagŭk blockbusters lack serious 

political value and an ability to communicate counter discourses. The narrative form of 

sagŭk blockbuster changed accordingly, becoming less complex to accommodate the 

visual aspects of the blockbuster. 

Today, sagŭk films dominate the South Korean box office and garner global 

recognition. The post-2000 sagŭk films in which factual narratives are set in the Chosŏn 

dynasty, such as The King and the Crown (Wangŭi namja; dir. Lee Joon-ik, 2005), 

Masquerade (Kwanghae: wangi toen namja; dir. Choo Chang-min, 2012) and The 

Admiral: Roaring Currents (Myŏngyang; dir. Kim Han-min, 2014), lead the field in the 

“more than ten-million viewers” club, which is an indicator of a large commercial 

success at the Korean box office. Increasingly, sagŭk films are presold at the pre-

production stage worldwide. For example, The Great Battle (Ansisŏng; dir. Kim Kwang-

sik, 2018), which features the eighty-eight day battle between Koguryŏ and Tang China, 

was presold to thirty-two countries on four different continents and released 

simultaneously.47 Since the year 2000, the rendition of history has become a key focus for 

the South Korean film industry as Korean blockbusters have relied heavily on historical 

events.  
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Issue of Historical Referentiality and Virtual Nostalgia    

The definition of the genre, historical film, always encompasses a certain degree 

of indexical and official history, which is the main factor distinguishing it from the 

costume drama film genre. According to Robert Burgoyne, the historical film genre 

differs primarily from the costume drama in that the former is “centered on documentable 

historical events, directly referring to historical occurrences through [its] main 

plotlines.”48 In defining historical film, Susan Hayward writes, “[a]uthenticity is the key 

term where historical films are concerned.”49 This idea that historical film ought to 

portray “proper” history permeates the study of historical genre in the Korean context as 

well. Jinsoo An makes a clear distinction between sidaegŭk (period drama films) and 

sagŭk (historical drama films) based on historical truth-value: the period drama film is 

“constituted by folkloric and fictional stories set in an indeterminate pre-modern time 

frame” whereas the historical drama film “derives its narratives from specific and official 

histories of the nation.”50  

Why is a representation of a proper history always a crucial element to, and a 

point of contention of, the historical film genre? It is because of the historical 

representation’s strong links to the collectivity and powerful appeal to the contemporary 

generation. Tessa Morris-Suzuki convincingly demonstrates that “the very act of 

historical commemoration” calls “group identity into being.” 51 When consumers 

encounter historical cultural products, “an empathetic relationship link of identity 

between past and present generations” is formed and this identification “becomes the 

basis for rethinking or reaffirming our own identity in the present.”52 This unique 

connection between the historical film genre and “official” histories of a nation— 
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— “the birth of a nation, the emergence of a people, the fulfillment of a heroic destiny”—

elicits a strong identification between individuals and their nation.53 This collective, 

symbolic, and shared identification produces what the historian Benedict Anderson calls 

an “imagined community.”54 Historical representations can produce a powerful nostalgic 

imagining of what makes us a transhistorical, unified, and collective ‘us.’ 

For this reason, post-2000 sagŭk films have been criticized for making viewers 

feel nostalgic about the past, but all the while these films actually are effacing historical 

authenticity through contemporizing history. Especially post-2000 sagŭk films’ emphasis 

on aesthetic pleasure with visual effects and digitalized images are evaluated to seriously 

undermine historical truthfulness and efface historical authenticity. Kyung Hyun Kim 

focuses on this very issue of “historical authenticity.” Kim argues that contemporary 

sagŭk films manifest a nostalgia culture and a crisis of historicity. Kim is convinced that 

vacuous spectacles and special effects are the very reasons behind this crisis. Kim 

differentiates the “virtual” and “actual” by explaining that the “virtual” refers to “the way 

things are remembered” and the “actual” refers to “the way things really were.”55 

Contemporary sagŭk, Kim maintains, signals “the end of history” as the “virtual” 

qualities of special effects eradicate “every bit of history.”56 Kim adopts the Deleuzian 

“powers of the false” to explain the virtuality rendered in the post-2000 sagŭk: “The 

themes of forgetting preferred to remembrance, the postmodern fascination with amnesia, 

and the superficiality of a pure object that flattens every traumatic bit of history has 

finally branded Korean cinema. Through its sagŭks, a new chapter in search of the most 

persuasive special-effects visual imaginary for its metageneric production has been 

launched.”57 Kim consequently asks, “[d]o the deconstruction and demise of historical 
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authenticity in these films suggest that there is no need for representation, historical 

analysis, or an investigation into the current systemic failures that legitimize the 

increasing gap between the rich and the poor?”58 However, Kim’s account assumes that 

there is an unmediated way to represent “the way things really were.” Was there a time in 

Korean cinema history when the audience experienced the totality of history in an 

authentic way? Additionally, Kim narrowly understands history through direct cause-and-

effect relationships. Kim traces the cause of “the current systemic failures” to the nation’s 

antiquity, suggesting that the lasting effects of the failure are now finally manifested in 

the present day.  

In the same vein, Frederic Jameson famously argues that the demise of historicity 

is the core feature of postmodern cultural production. Postmodern culture lost its sense of 

history and postmodern subjects are “incapable of dealing with time and history.”59 

Jameson’s principal example of the postmodern demise of historicity is “nostalgia film.” 

Only occasionally marked by the intrusion of the past or the possibility of the future, the 

postmodern nostalgia film has lost its sense of history as the nostalgia film suffers from 

“historical amnesia.”60 Borrowing a term initially developed by Lacan to signify a 

language disorder to describe a failure of the temporal relationship between signifiers, 

Jameson asserts that nostalgia film is a form of “cultural schizophrenia.”61 Viewers 

experience time not as a continuum of past-present-future but only as an intensification of 

the experience of the perpetual present.62 Nostalgia films are locked in a “discontinuous 

flow of perpetual presents.”63 But as Allison Landsberg points out, this search for 

genuine historicity in nostalgia film itself “participates in a nostalgia of its own, nostalgia 
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for that prelapsarian moment” when people actually experienced history in an authentic 

way.64 

Popular renditions of history can be more meaningfully discussed when we move 

away from the issue of veracity, which often inadvertently prevents serious analyses of 

popular historical fiction. Marcia Landy cautions that “[t]he insistence on the part of 

traditional historians and film critics for ‘accuracy’ is a major obstacle inhibiting a proper 

assessment of the uses of the past in cinema.”65 Scholars who focus on the study of 

cinematic history such as Robert A. Rosenstone, Pierre Sorlin, George F. Custen, and Sue 

Harper also acknowledge that “the straightforward paths to ‘interpreting’ events, by 

means of explaining and judging the fidelity of the events represented in a [film] text 

according to an ‘external’ reality, do not do justice to the complex ways in which the 

visual image functions as history.”66 By nature, the perception of a “historical” 

occurrence is in constant transition and an imaginative reconstruction of a historical event 

differs according to this transitional perception of “history.” Furthermore, as Hayden 

White’s influential thesis demonstrates, every piece of historical writing is, whether it is 

proper history or imaginative history, shaped by its “metahistory,” in which historical 

narrative is governed by the present historical consciousness.67 Historical film is a 

product of contemporary culture; therefore, it tells more about the time of its production 

and reception, how the present shapes the past, and the kind of meaning the present 

endows the past as it represents a historical event or figure. There is no singularly 

authentic way to cinematically represent history. 
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Historically Interesting Post-2000 Sagŭk Films 

Despite the lack of historical accuracy or a deep sense of history according to the 

traditional notion of history proper, post-2000 sagŭk genre is historically interesting. The 

genre speaks to the limitations of official national history and rejects previous monologic 

totalitarian culture. National historiography has a tendency to strengthen a continuous 

national history and ground a homogenous national identity in the continuous national 

history. Through the invention of shared traditions from the ancient past of Korea, 

official national history presumes a larger Korean collectivity existed in the premodern 

era. John Duncan, who specializes in Korean history, argues that nationalist 

historiography often omits “potentially competitive forms of identification such as class, 

region, or gender in favor of a totalizing national identity.”68 Henry H. Em also argues 

that “unlike the modern nation-state, the kingdoms of ‘Unified’ Silla, Koryŏ, and Chosŏn 

were not interested in homogenizing their subjects. In fact, it can be argued that the 

premodern state’s (extremely effective) solution to the problem of maintaining political 

stability was to tolerate local distinctiveness and to maintain status distinctions.”69 

Etienne Balibar convincingly demonstrates that history is “not a line of necessary 

evolution but a series of conjunctural relations which has inscribed them after the event 

into the pre-history of the nation form. It is the characteristic feature of states of all types 

to represent the order they institute as eternal, though practice shows that more or less the 

opposite is the case.”70 The official nationalist historical narratives that previously 

emphasized the homogeneity and unity of people during the dynastic eras is a modern 

construct of historians built upon a false assumption to regulate cultural imagination.  
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As discussed earlier, this inscription of a uniform Korean collective identity to the 

nation’s premodern history was evident in sagŭk biopic films during the Park Chung-hee  

era. State-sponsored sagŭk biopic films were used to promote societal unity and exploited 

to support the goals of the authoritarian leader, Park Chung-hee . For example, films 

about General Yi Sun-sin and King Sejong including Sŏng’ung Yi Sun-sin (The Divine 

Hero Yi Sun-sin, Kyu-woong Lee, 1971), Nanjung ilgi (A War Diary, Jang Il-ho, 1977) 

and Sejongdae wang (King Sejong, Choe In-hyeon, 1978) promoted the idea that the 

collective self should be sacrificed under supreme leadership to achieve greater national 

(collective) goals. In other words, didactic themes conveyed the message that aspirations, 

dreams, and ideas of an individual should be sublimated to achieve greater national goals. 

These films restricted the scope of the genre to episodes of victory and achievement, 

which were purported teachable moments. Historical examples of great leadership and 

sacrifices of a nation’s people served as propaganda for Park Chung-hee ’s presidential 

leadership; these stories were for the kungmin (a member of the nation) to achieve Park’s 

goals of national economic progress. 

For decades, South Korean society had been deeply immersed in a monologic 

totalitarian culture, especially in the treatment of history. Traditional sagŭk dramas were 

also overtly monologic in their style and form. In the 1980s and 1990s, sagŭk dramas, 

such as 500 Hundred Years of Chosŏn Dynasty (Chosŏn wangjo 500 nyŏn, 1983-1990), 

were often accompanied by a male voiceover to establish a claim to historical truth. With 

their deep male voices, such narrators were frequently used to enforce historical 

authenticity and authority. The narration often begins with “kŭraetta,” which translates as 

“indeed that is true [without a doubt].”71 Traditional sagŭk dramas also prevented any 
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other opinion from being taken seriously. As the frame frequently stopped to 

accommodate voice over, the narrator’s extensive role in summarizing historical 

incidents and in giving excessive interpretations treated spectators as mere receivers. 

Viewers were expected to digest the story as historical truth.72 Traditional sagŭk was used 

to shape people’s understanding of history to align with and support state ideology.  

In analyzing the popular sagŭk phenomenon in South Korea, Korean historian and 

culture critic Kim Ki-bong argues that  

contemporary sagŭk “expresses the collective dreams of the Korean people in the 

present day. The sweeping craze of the sagŭk genre in Korean society manifests 

the collective dreaming of the masses and fosters the emergence of a new kind of 

historical drama genre. Thus, scrutinizing the sagŭk genre is in fact interpreting 

current society’s collective dreams, and furthermore, it is ultimately a working 

process of elucidating our identity, who we are today.”73  

What exactly are Kim Ki-bong’s “collective dreams” referring to? How does the rebirth 

of the sagŭk film genre manifest “the collective dreaming of the masses”? What happens 

to the history in the new sagŭk film genre? Alastair Bonnett notes that even the smallest 

wistful attachment is “a metaphor for a larger scale of loss.”74  

Perhaps the content of the larger scale loss can be found in the powerfully 

articulated statement by the influential cultural anthropologist and feminist Cho 

Haejoang:  

In the official discourse, the nation, the state and the people are one and the 

same…Modernization through popular mobilization not only reduced the personal 

dimension of daily life, but also produced a totalitarian culture in which people 
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were trained through discipline and surveillance, leaving no room for the 

emergence of civil society. It is a society in which it is dangerous for an 

individual to think or act from different subject positions other than that of one’s 

national or familial identity.75 

Cho argues that South Korea’s modernization can best be described as “abnormal” and 

“extremely unbalanced.”76 South Korea’s economy-first policies ignored all demands of 

various social groups and eliminated any space for civil society.77 South Korean society 

successfully manufactured a majority “consisting of middle class, middle-aged male 

members of society.”78 Immersed in such a uniform and totalitarian culture so deeply for 

decades, people in South Korea have mechanically perpetuated their own alienation. 

What is truly concerning are the repercussions of the uniform, totalitarian culture which 

persist in South Korean society today. Decades of South Korea’s economy-first policies 

and mobilization have long deprived the public of a civil space for critical reflection and 

innovation, robbing its citizens of the capacity for self-reflection and rendering them 

voiceless. Alternative public spaces for various social groups were thwarted from 

emerging.   

Sagŭk spectators’ expectations and participation as well as the cinematic texts 

themselves have evolved into a dialogic interaction. In this regard, Mikhail Bakhtin 

(1895-1975)’s concept of dialogism can be applied to trace how these properties reflect 

historical and social transformations in South Korean society. Bakhtin contrasts 

dialogism with monologism, the unitary, single-voiced, single-thought discourse. Bakhtin 

associates monologism with the idea of a centralized power system, in which a single 

transcendental perspective or consciousness dictates “the matrix of values, signifying 
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practices, and creative impulses that constitute the living reality of language and socio-

cultural life.”79 In monologism, one single consciousness overrules others as the ultimate 

“truth.” The right to produce an alternative autonomous meaning to that truth by another 

consciousness is denied: “[a]ny cultural force or expressive mode that does not admit 

another view, or seek to artificially bond an official meaning to an utterance, would be 

considered monologic in Bakhtin’s thinking.”80 Bakhtin’s dialogism contrasts with 

monologism in that dialogism requires a view of the social world as a compilation of 

multiple voices and perspectives. For Bakhtin, dialogism, rather than monologism, is a 

discursive mechanism that reveals truth.81  

Bakhtin also developed the concept of polyphony in his critical work, Problems of 

Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1963). Borrowed from music, polyphony refers to a plurality of 

unmerged voices in a narrative. These plural, independent voices are not subordinated to 

the voice of the author. The author does not attach his or her standpoint to the characters. 

Each of these voices is accorded its own distinct perspective and narrative weight within 

the novel. The narrative reveals a plurality of consciousness, each with its own world.82 

The reader, therefore, does not receive a single reality of the world held together by an 

author; the reader sees how reality appears to each character. Because the author shows 

diverse ideological points of view and attitudes to life through the different characters 

and even includes those perspectives that the author himself opposes, the polyphonic text 

appears as an interaction among them. The polyphonic text rejects the rigidities of 

monologic structure. 

Many post-2000 sagŭk films provide alternative historical accounts to accepted 

nationalist narratives. These films also challenge the notion of a homogenous ethnic 
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people of Korea in official nationalist history by differentiating subjects and making 

visible to the eye stories of individuals. The most noticeable change in the post-2000 

sagŭk film genre is its focus on paeksŏng-based stories. Paeksŏng were historically 

unrecorded commoners, including peasants, women, children, and anyone who did not 

belong to the ruling classes or was not an elite. Unlike traditional sagŭk films which 

highlight lives and viewpoints of great monarchs, dignitaries, and warriors, the 

protagonists of post-2000 sagŭk films have diverse identities of the “below.” Sagŭk films 

analyzed in this study provide compelling examples: a jester, a food taster, a bodyguard, 

and a eunuch in Masquerade (Kwanghae: wang-i toen namja; dir. Choo Chang-min, 

2012); an assassin, a laundry maid, a young girl and a eunuch in Fatal Encounter 

(Yŏngnin; dir. Lee Jae-gyu, 2014); pirates from all over the peninsula in The Pirates: The 

Seafaring Mountain Bandits (Haejŏk: padaro kan sanjŏk; dir. Yi Sŏk-hun, 2014); 

conscripted farmers and peasants, a wife of a general in Once Upon a Time in the 

Battlefield (Hwangsanbŏl; dir. Lee Joon-ik, 2003); and a female solider and teens in 

Battlefield Heroes (P’yŏngyangsŏng; dir. Lee Joon-ik, 2011).  

Narrating a historical account from the multiple perspectives of “the below” 

departs drastically from the contemporary Korean national historiography (minjok sahak) 

as it “secures for the nation a long list of ‘national’ heroes from as early as the Three 

Kingdom period.”83 The new generation of sagŭk filmmakers use historical as well as 

fictional individuals whose lives have been significantly altered by larger historical 

events and portray how they overcome societal challenges. By doing so, sagŭk directors 

profoundly reject the great man theory of the nineteenth century, which still looms large 

in the nationalist narrative. Even when “great” historical figures such as monarchs and 
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dignitaries are the driving force of the narrative in contemporary sagŭk, what makes them 

real heroes is how they interact with the commoners (paeksŏng) and other subjugated 

peoples. In this way, thematic concerns and narratives of recent sagŭk films reflect social 

progress against political, gender, and economic imbalances.  

This dissertation also explores a new kind of subversive aesthetic movement in 

post-2000 sagŭk that takes the form of opposition to the singular “truth” of documented 

official narratives of history. Chapter Four, “What Does It Mean to Contest History? 

History as Dialogic Polyphony in Lee-Joon-ik’s Sagŭk Films” examines the prolific 

sagŭk filmmaker Lee Joon-ik (Lee Jun-ik) and his sagŭk films of the 2000s as well as 

Lee’s sidaegŭk (period drama) films. Lee’s sagŭk films such as Once Upon a Time in the 

Battlefield (Hwangsanbŏl, 2003), The King and the Crown (Wangŭi namja, 2005), 

Blades of Blood (Kurŭmŭl pŏsŏnan talch'ŏrŏm, 2010), Battlefield Heroes 

(P’yŏngyangsŏng, 2011), and The Throne (Sado, 2015) provide radically alternative 

historical accounts to accepted nationalist narratives. These sagŭk films powerfully 

portray a Bakhtinian subversive culture in an imagined minjung community in the ancient 

past: a democratic, egalitarian society filled with dialogic debate coming from multiple 

voices and abundant perspectives, which were completely absent from official national 

history on the page. Lee’s treatment of history and indigenous culture has no hidden 

nationalist agenda. Instead, it champions a universal sense of individual freedom as well 

as a freedom to develop an individual position within a larger framework of a collective 

identity, an “us.”  
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Three Main Ways Post-2000 Sagŭk Genre is Historical  

This dissertation explores three main ways in which the post-2000 sagŭk genre is 

historical by examining both textual and contextual properties of sagŭk films produced 

after the year 2000. By doing so, this study traces how these properties reflect historical 

and social transformations in South Korean society. But prior to examining three main 

ways the post-2000 sagŭk genre is historical, this dissertation first discusses the 

problematic preference of “realism” in historical filmmaking. How realistically and 

authentically a film portrays a historical event or a figure is an apparent criterion for the 

historical filmmaking practice. Robert A. Rosenstone argues that “[f]or hundreds of years 

the only mode for historical representation has been what we call naive ‘realism,’ the 

attempt to make the world on the page seem as much as possible like the world we 

imagine we encounter each day—linear, regular, with clear sense of cause and effect.”84 

There still seems to be a hierarchy in presentational modes determined by the degree of 

historical referentiality in representing history. In this context, “realist” historical art 

films have been considered a superior expression of historical reality in comparison to the 

more populist and commercially oriented historical fiction genres of contemporary visual 

productions in South Korea. These include blockbuster historical epic films, period 

biopics, and television sagŭk dramas targeted for Hallyu (Korean Wave) audiences. 

 Chapter One: “Finding Melodramatic ‘Us’ through Realism in Im Kwon-taek’s 

Historical Art Films” investigates artificial historical referentiality in historical art films 

and provides an important point of contrast between “realist” historical art films and post-

2000 blockbuster scale sagŭk films. This chapter also examines realism in historical films 

that espouses culturally-specific subject matter of East Asian cinemas, what Yingjin 
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Zhang calls “native soil consciousness.” 85 Realism in ethnographic filmmaking with 

historical connotations not only explains my primary case study of South Korea’s 

representative director Im Kwon-taek and his aesthetic but also the aesthetic of 

contemporaneous East Asian cinema at large. This chapter argues that “realism” itself is 

codified through all manner of narrative and filmic conventions in historical art films; 

this “realism” (used in the 1980s through early 2000s) is itself historical and was 

employed to establish a competitive national film identity to distinguish these films from 

the dominance of Hollywood while catering to the taste of international film festivals. For 

example, director Im Kwon-taek’s deployment of filmic techniques used in realist 

filmmaking such as the long take, a stationary camera, and deep space have been 

successfully recognized at various prestigious domestic and international film festivals.86 

Im was the first Korean director to receive the Best Director Award at the Cannes Film 

Festival for Painted Fire (Ch’wihwasŏn, 2002). His historical art films such as 

Chunhyang (2000) and Painted Fire (2002) were critically acclaimed as high cultural 

expressions of history and national identity due to their “reality effect.” However, this 

chapter argues that what seems to be a realistic portrayal of history actually serves to 

advance a melodramatic aesthetic and worldview.  

Chapter Two, “Blockbuster Sagŭk Films of the 2000s: Reworking of the Aesthetic 

of Style and the Narrative Form,” closely examines the pressure of globalization and 

intensification of chaebol centered capitalism, which drove the South Korean film 

industry to launch Korean style (hangukhyeong) blockbusters. This chapter investigates 

how blockbuster sagŭk films came to dominate the genre in South Korea and is 

concerned with the blockbuster aesthetics of digital visual effects representing a nation’s 
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distant past. The opening of the Korean film market placed Korean films in direct 

competition with Hollywood and other national cinemas. Korean blockbusters have 

adopted Korean history as a subject matter to reach out to a larger domestic audience. 

Events which took place in national history provide a more accessible and plausible 

storyline to the domestic audience as well as offering a differentiating subject matter 

from Hollywood or national cinemas. At the same time, the sagŭk genre did not escape 

from the demand of the global market to yield to commercial imperatives. Consequently, 

many sagŭk films have been produced as blockbuster scale films since 2000. Blockbuster 

aesthetics of special effects and spectacles is one of the main determinants of the genre’s 

revival. Historic battles and wars provide a natural opportunity to devise a narrative that 

can showcase exciting action-packed fight scenes, spectacles of explosions and gunfights. 

To gain the mass cultural appeal in overseas markets, spectacular images in blockbuster 

sagŭk films were culturally and historically empty spectacles.  

However, special effects and spectacles have substantially changed the way 

Korean cinema represents national history. Sagŭk blockbusters no longer bear the burden 

of an indexical trace of historical references. The ubiquity and homogeneity of digital 

technology is creating a globalization of visuality, a sameness devoid of its cultural 

origin. In fact, digital visual effects are perhaps the real historical effects of contemporary 

films. Visual pleasure becomes central to the viewing experience, perhaps even 

fetishized. With two quintessential blockbuster sagŭk films as primary case studies, The 

Pirates: The Seafaring Mountain Bandits (2014) and The Fatal Encounter (2014), the 

chapter demonstrates how blockbuster aesthetics and narrative strategy alter the 

relationship between the genre of historical film and historical referentiality.  
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Chapter Three, “Redefining Nostalgia: A Quest for Innocence and Hope in Post-

2000 Sagŭk Films” continues to explore determinants of the revival of the sagŭk genre. 

Using film scholar Linda Williams’ exposition of “a space of innocence,” this chapter 

argues that a powerful nostalgic imagination of innocence exists within the genre and 

suggests that this newly articulated innocence is associated with a transhistorical and 

utopian way of existing collectively. Through an examination of nostalgia and 

melodrama in the narrative of the sagŭk blockbuster, this chapter suggests that the 

essence of nostalgia in popular sagŭk films is not triggered by stylistic elements but 

rather by the typical melodramatic qualities in storytelling. The nostalgic imagination in 

sagŭk produced post-2000 is intimately related to gratifying democratic ideals in 

melodramatic qualities: retrieval of innocence in human relations, triumph of society’s 

weaker party, and the hope that it may not be too late to recover innocence and justice.  

Existing under the pressures of what Rob Wilson calls “killer capitalism,” 

contemporary South Korean society has lost its innocence in human relations, lost belief 

that society’s weaker party will prevail, and lost hope of recovering innocence and 

justice.87 Innocence is the nostalgic content of the loss, its absence keenly felt in highly 

competitive, technologically savvy, and future-oriented South Korean society.	Nostalgia 

is expressed in the form of resistance to the social conditions of South Korea which 

devalue the individual self. Unbound by nation, ethnicity, or religion, those individuals 

today feel perpetually displaced by the alienating urban life of the metropolis; they long 

for a space of innocence where humanity, kindness, and connectedness prevail. 

Contemporary sagŭk films offer this home.	Appreciating the role of nostalgia in historical 

films will lead to a greater understanding of a larger sociocultural issue that the 
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“collective dreaming of the masses” encompasses an elucidation of South Korea’s current 

identity.”88	

One of the significant changes in the narrative and subject matter of the post-2000 

sagŭk genre is its detachment from the nationhood and idea of national. Democratic 

ideals that melodrama offers are not directly tied to national ideals. Post-2000 sagŭk films 

formulate their narrative strategies in a way that speak to collective desires not framed by 

nationhood but by universally gratifying themes. Unlike their predecessors of the 1970s 

through early 1990s, narratives of post-2000 sagŭk films are removed from ideologies of 

nationhood and the emergence of national identity. Instead, their narrative exudes a quest 

for a utopian and democratic ideal of innocence. Innocence is articulated as desirable 

humanness and the prevalence of utopian social interactions within a collective 

community of paeksŏng. Chapter Three’s analyses of two representative post-2000 sagŭk 

films highlight the largely missing culturally saturated meanings in plots of post-2000 

sagŭk films. As substantiated in the case study of Masquerade (2012), the object of 

nostalgia in post-2000 sagŭk films is not a physical space or a past time but an ideal way 

of existing: with kindness, honor, sincerity and integrity. Innocence is achieved by 

individual acts of goodness but deeply grounded in a democratic, collective existence. A 

culture of innocence shapes and governs all human relations and general social 

interactions in the diegetic world of post-2000 sagŭk films.  

In addition, recent sagŭk films also offer a hope for the possibility of a better 

society for the present and the future through the redemption of historical victim heroes. 

One of the dominant features of the melodramatic mode is telling a story that generates 

sympathy for a hero who is also a victim. By analyzing the blockbuster sagŭk film Fatal 
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Encounter (2014) based on its diegetic and historical frames, I suggest that the post-2000 

sagŭk films redefine attributes of a hero. Rather than accentuating heroic deeds and 

sacrifices of a historical hero, post-2000 sagŭk films present heroes as victims whose 

suffering enables them to empathize with members of other social classes, especially 

marginalized ones. There is no unadulterated heroism in these victim-heroes. A historical 

figure is presented as a victim-hero with mature qualities acquired through suffering, 

whose virtue is recognized by empathetic relations with others, especially individuals 

from socially marginalized classes. Both historical victim-heroes and fictional heroes of 

the oppressed paeksŏng dream of change within the social structure. These victim-heroes 

create hope that “it may still not be too late” for the possibility of societal improvement in 

the present and the future.   

Chapter Four, “What Does It Mean to Contest History? History as Dialogic 

Polyphony in Lee-Joon-ik’s Sagŭk Films” extends the discussion of how influential post-

2000 sagŭk films break away from the traditional notion of historical referentiality. Lee 

Joon-ik’s two critically acclaimed sagŭk films, Once Upon a Time in the Battlefield 

(2003) and Battlefield Heroes (2011) demonstrate that the sagŭk genre is becoming a 

space of satire instead of being a national space where national identity is searched and 

discovered. In both films, documented official narratives of history are contested and 

challenged through satire. Through the concepts of carnivalesque and dialogism 

developed by Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin, this chapter analyzes how Lee post-2000 

sagŭk films possess Bakhtinian carnivalesque elements to serve as social and political 

criticism. Glorious national events all Korean students learn to honor are disparaged as 

comical ventures replete with crude and ribald humor. Lee recounts the battle of Silla’s 
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unification of the Three Kingdoms, for example, from the point of view of the “common 

man,” the minjung, while satirizing the ethno-national generals and elites. Lee’s 

protagonists consistently eschew national identity, searching instead for their unique 

individual identities.  

In Lee’s other masterpiece, Battlefield Heroes (2011), Lee purposefully presents a 

plurality of independent voices from several different characters, equal in relation to each 

other. The result is the complex interplay of multiple voices together—whether the 

concern is political, personal, or familial—that generates dialogical dynamism among the 

characters. The film convincingly exemplifies Bakhtin’s idea of dialogism: multiple 

meanings arise when people are in dialogue about something in contrast to a singular 

monologue. It is the idea that meaning comes not only from what is being said (the 

utterance) but also from the positioning of the subject with regard to social relationships, 

economic status, and other factors that contribute to a language and perspective. Like his 

contemporary 386 generation filmmakers, Lee grew up in a monologic totalitarian 

culture. He witnessed, for instance, the aftershock of the Democratic Uprising of May 

1980 against martial law declared by the Chun Doo-hwan regime in the southern 

provincial city of Kwangju. The authorities constructed the singular “truth” of the 

historical incident and considered any other analyses insurrectionist. This kind of singular 

voice of the “truth” is what Bakhtin refers to as ‘monologism,’ or single-language 

discourse. Through dialogism, coupled with a carnivalesque approach to political power, 

Lee successfully challenges the official accounts of great moments in Korean history.  

This kind of new aesthetic movement that breaks from the traditional notion of 

historical referentiality within the genre does not mean degeneration of the genre. Some 
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might ask: was the sagŭk genre ever anything else than an entertainment genre? In 

discussing the sagŭk genre, the problem of commodification of history and utopia in that 

imagined history persist. The apparent tension between utopian desire on screen and 

production and dissemination of sagŭk films by multinational media conglomerates tends 

to trigger reified and hyperreal nostalgia. However, sagŭk films such as Lee Joon-ik’s 

block reified nostalgia. Post-2000 sagŭk films such as Once Upon a Time in the 

Battlefield (2003) and Battlefield Heroes (2011) are not nostalgic about a utopian society 

that existed in premodern, dynastic Korea. These films reflect the changing historical 

consciousness of the present generation through a manifestation of alternative historical 

accounts. Each generation has seen the emergence of new types of historical 

consciousness manifested through historical fiction, which illuminates the genre’s special 

connection to the spirit, or “mentalité,” of the contemporary. Historical films are 

mediated representations that depict the past through the imaginations of the present. 

Historical consciousness of the current generation challenges the conventional notions 

and images which have established an abstract idea as a historical truth. This historical 

consciousness grew out of a rejection of South Korea’s monologic totalitarian culture, a 

culture which profoundly influenced how national history is narrated. In other words, the 

regenrefication denotes resistance to the metanarratives that structure Korea’s official 

history born of the Cold War ideology. This historical consciousness is evident awareness 

of the unique site of struggle this genre has always occupied, underscoring the validity of 

the axiom that no single historical truth exists; that history can always be contested, 

reflected, and negotiated.  

The impact of the larger scale loss from the historiographic context is the absence 
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of multiple voices and perspectives. The historical film genre gradually has evolved into 

a genre that has the potential to create an alternative public space, enabling the audience 

to critically engage and debate the historical accounts and meanings, which previously 

have been promulgated hierarchically, from the government to national subjects and from 

teachers to students. The audience of the post-2000 sagŭk genre critically engage in 

reshaping accounts of the past. As evidenced in the growing field of online blogs and 

discussion forums, the popularity of post-2000 sagŭk has generated mass consumer 

interest in historical narrative, ascertaining the historical references used in sagŭk films. 

The contemporary generation of the sagŭk audience has unprecedented participatory 

power. In an interactive mode of discussion in cyber communities, non-expert consumers 

of sagŭk films come to question and engage in historical debates related to context used 

in sagŭk films. Empowered by digital and technological advancements, audiences are 

making their historical imagination integral to the evolution of the sagŭk film genre. 
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Chapter One. Finding Melodramatic “Us” through Realism in Im 

Kwon-taek’s Historical Art Films  

 

By attaching “historical” to define the genre, historical films are expected to 

maintain veracity grounded in actual historical conflicts, incidents, and figures. However, 

what exactly does it mean when a visual representation is realistic when it comes to 

representing the nation’s history? This chapter explores problems of cinematic references 

in visual representations of history in the nationalist realist style of filmmaking of 

selected contemporary South Korean films. Im Kwon-taek’s historical art films, 

Sŏp’yŏnje (1993) and Painted Fire (Ch’wihwasŏn, 2002) have been domestically and 

internationally acclaimed. Sŏp’yŏnje and Painted Fire have been critiqued primarily for a 

problematic of gender, including subjugation of female agency (Chungmoo Choi, Cho 

Hae Joang) and Korean male subjectivity (Kyun Hyun Kim). With psychoanalytic and 

feminist approaches, these discussions have greatly enhanced South Korean film 

scholarship by uncovering gender politics in the nationalist aesthetic of Im Kwon-taek’s 

filmmaking. While these findings have a paramount significance in defining historically 

rooted sociopolitical problems of gender, this chapter addresses the overlooked problem 

of realism that has been postulated to be the basis for these evaluations. Analyzed beyond 

the historical biography of the auteur, this chapter employs formalist film theory to 

closely examine the historical authenticity supposedly definitional to the aesthetics of the 

genre of historical film, including the form, mode, and style of Im Kwon-taek’s films. By 

doing so, this chapter argues that historical referentiality was constructed through the 
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deployment of filmic techniques used in realist filmmaking such as the long take, a 

stationary camera, and deep space to create a culturally integrated diegesis.  

This chapter contends that "realism" is codified through filmic conventions of 

historical art films grounded in nationalist realism and is itself an historical phenomenon 

that is not unique to Korean cinema but is also found in the ethnographic filmmaking of 

other East Asian auteurs. On the surface, the operating modality of Im’s films is realism; 

however, I would argue that the dominant mode of Im’s films is, in fact, melodrama. The 

space of enduring han is where Im identifies a melodramatic “space of innocence,” a 

fleeting space absence of corruption and intrusion of modernization and westernization 

“in the nick of time” before its permanent disappearance. I define the term ‘han’ as 

“historically accumulated, ineffable sorrow.” For Im, han is also a carrier of historical 

referentiality that assumes a univocal audience response arising out of that same 

historical experience.      

Through close readings of Im Kwon-taek’s historical art films Sŏp’yŏnje and 

Painted Fire, this chapter reconsiders criteria for realism and posits an alternative 

construct for interpreting Korean films. Im Kwon-taek is considered representative of 

realist filmmakers in South Korea and his historical art films in particular are highly 

regarded as realistic representations of Korea’s history and culture.89 Expectations for 

realism come from the fact that historical and epic films in South Korea often heavily 

rely on their narrative motivation from the real historical events or the life of a real 

historical figure. Im Kwon-taek’s aesthetic is identified as realism based on three 

features. First and foremost, Im’s signature style creates a strong impression of historical 

reality, as if one is witnessing an actual historical space and time. His realistic 
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filmmaking techniques include depth of field, deep space, real locations, non-professional 

actors, and natural lighting. The historical content feels real and true especially through 

Im’s deployment of the long take. The realistic effect in a long take is derived from its 

attitude towards profilmic reality. Without the manipulation of editing, the long take 

suggests that the spectator is viewing the actual existence of the profilmic prior to any 

meaning or message being created; it is how we perceive the real world, and this gives 

the impression of authenticity.90 In this context, I also investigate how persuasive realistic 

effects forged “prosthetic” memories, giving a false sense of homogeneity in a historical 

experience of the recent past and consequently reinforcing a sense of historical 

continuity. In her influential concept, “prosthetic memory,” Alison Landsberg argues that 

memory can be gained not only through lived experience but also through a person’s 

mass-mediated experience—through film, television and the Internet. These acquired 

memories might not be natural or authentic, yet they feel real and the viewers adopt these 

memories as their own memories.91 

In addition to the technical aspects of Im’s cinematic realism in a formal sense, a 

second way his historical art films achieved archival status was through their indexical 

trace of cultural references. The indexicality is the presence of the physical reality 

through the indexical trace of an image derived from photography as it captures a direct 

physical connection between the object on screen and its referent, the physical reality of 

an object. Soyoung Kim argues that Im Kwon-taek reconstructed the perished past 

through the auteur’s imagination to offer “graspable, indexical and symbolic historical 

moments.”92 Cultural references to Korean traditional art forms such as p’ansori, 

painting, and images of ethnographic Korean landscapes and locales are postulated to 
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leave indexical traces in films. These images containing cultural references are accepted 

as substitutes for lost historical records; they are accepted as artifacts that index the ethnic 

Korean identity. Im’s period films are embraced to fill the gap of the largely missing 

South Korean postcolonial archive as a “virtual archive.”  

The third key feature of Im’s films is “melodramatic realism,” which is realism 

that advances the mode of melodrama and fosters emotional identification rather than 

historical referentiality. Strong emotional identification is elicited as a combined result of 

melodrama as a modality of narrative and realism as a modality of overall style of film. 

The main function of Im’s film techniques associated with realism is to deploy the 

melodramatic imagination of han to carry historical and cultural referentiality. 

Chungmoo Choi elaborately defines han as: 

[T]he sentiment that one develops when one cannot or is not allowed to express 

feelings of oppression, alienation, or exploitation because one is trapped in an 

unequal power relationship. The feelings of anger, pain, sorrow, or resentment 

that find no expression turn into han.93     

As Linda Williams points out, realism is not in diametrical opposition to melodrama.  

The mode of realism in fact serves to advance the melodrama of pathos and action.94 

Paradoxically, melodramatic imagined han, central to Im’s films, is articulated through 

conflating the realistic form with the melodramatic mode. This merging produces a 

strong emotional identification. I further suggest that han can also be viewed as that 

which Peter Brooks calls “moral occult,” the domain of operative spiritual value in Im’s 

historical films. In Im’s films, han is a distinctive and purely Korean spiritual value that 

needs to rediscovered in a postindustrial South Korea. Since han is illustrated as a 
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historically accumulated character that represents a Koreanness, it is crucial for Im’s 

melodrama to restore han because without it, history is disappearing. In this way, han 

represents more than the essence of Korean virtue; it represents the core of Korean 

national history. The protagonists in both films, Sŏp’yŏnje and Painted Fire, sacrifice 

themselves by severely mutilating their bodies in order to accelerate their acquisition of a 

greater spiritual realm of meaning and value embedded in han. Since han by definition 

entails a long period of severe suffering, these acts of bodily mutilation were necessary to 

quicken the deep sorrow of han within the relatively short periods of time the films 

depict. In both anxiety-filled diegetic worlds where han seems to be disappearing, han-

inducing bodily mutilations were either inflicted upon (in the case of Sŏp’yŏnje) the 

chosen inheritor of the cultural tradition or were self-initiated (in the case of Painted 

Fire) to continue the history. Cultural anxiety surfaced at very distinctive historical 

junctures: Sŏp’yŏnje at the historical turn of influx of Westernization, and Painted Fire at 

the turn of Korea’s modernization and the beginning of Japanese colonial rule. Sŏp’yŏnje 

locates the purest possible han from the prehistorical past that appeared in the folktale of 

“the Song of Sim Ch’ŏng” (Simch’ŏngga) where one’s sacrificial act does not fulfill the 

individual’s wish, but rather prolongs han whereas Painted Fire finds the han expressed 

in traditional Korean paintings. With this symbiotic marriage of cinematic realism and 

melodramatic mode, audiences emotionally identify with han with the deep sense of 

securing an “almost” loss. This sentiment is then translated into indexicality—emotional 

and cultural traces of Korean history. But I would argue that this mechanism of 

identification largely assumes, falsely, that individuals have the same historical 

experience.  
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Identification being translated into indexicality and referentiality being a 

symptom indicate the confusion of the “nationalist realist” tradition. Korean film 

criticism has a deeply ingrained conviction that true representation requires an image 

which bears spiritual substance: that is, an image must embody a certain kind of 

spirituality, attitude or impulse to shape and influence an ethical domain of a society to 

bring out consequential ethical awakening. Steven Chung confirms this indwelling 

approach to the image in Korean film history: “the search for meaning underneath the 

surface of the image” and that this critical stream of Korean cinema “disavow[s] surfaces 

and attempt[s] to uncover art or social significance in any place but the image.”95 What 

makes cinema a powerfully realistic medium is this very materiality of an image encoded 

with social or political significance that may induce subsequent social reaction. 

Nationalist realism is more than specific filmic styles and trends. Han is understood as a 

very “unique” spirituality or even a virtue embedded in Im’s images; the idea being that 

“han is what makes us Korean” and is perceived as an affective, spiritual resistance to 

distinguish Koreanness and its national cinema from other dominant players: the Western 

powers, especially America’s Hollywood. This spirituality of resistance is encapsulated 

in suffering individual protagonists, but is interpreted as belonging to the national 

collectivity.     

I suggest that these three features comprise the core of cinematic realism. Each 

feature will be discussed in light of how imagined history is perceived as real through 

historical referentiality which subsequently transforms into emotional identification. I 

suggest that Im’s melodramatic imagination of han through ideological techniques 

produces nostalgia while creating a false sense of history by creating a mythical time and 
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space.  What seems to be an impression of authenticity can engender a false sense of 

reality in representing history, indigenous space and people. Through investigating a 

mechanism of identification in reading nationalism and realism in Im Kwon-taek’s 

historical art films, this chapter illustrates that because han is not in fact indexed, the 

ideology of han carries an ahistorical referentiality. The danger of misplacing 

identification with indexicality is an assumption that the audience response is from the 

identical historical experience. Cinematic realism as referenced in this chapter goes 

beyond considering technical aspects and the process of identification, focusing more 

broadly on historical referentiality.  

 

 “Real” History and Nation  

Im Kwon-taek is one of the most celebrated South Korean directors in the twenty-

first century. Most Korean film critics and scholars would not dispute that he is the father 

of Korean national cinema. With more than a half-century of filmmaking experience, 

producing 102 films, he is viewed as a cultural ambassador of uniquely Korean 

aesthetics. By using culturally-specific “subject matter” (to borrow Im’s words) with an 

aesthetic form, which can best be summarized as “silence and simplicity,” Im has 

represented Korean culture for many decades.96 Specifically, Im has achieved global 

fame and prominence by cinematically articulating the ethnic identity of “Koreanness” 

represented in Korean history by producing historical art films. Im’s representative work 

of the New Korean Cinema, the widely acclaimed historical film, Sŏp’yŏnje (1993), 

became the first Korean film ever to be institutionalized in “the permanent collection of 

the Museum of Modern Art in New York.”97  
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In contrast to the relatively scant academic research on other Korean auteurs and 

even greater scarcity of academic work analyzing and evaluating Korean historical films 

more generally, Im’s aesthetic in his historical art films has been extensively studied in 

the field of Korean cinema. Scholarly works on Im Kwon-taek far outweigh those on any 

other Korean auteurs in both Korean and Anglophone circles. For example, there is 

Korean Films and Im Kwon-taek (Han’guk yŏnghwa wa Im Kwon-taek), originally 

written by Japanese film critic Satō Tadao (translated into Korean in 2000); an entire 

volume dedicated to the director, Im Kwon-taek: The Making of A Korean National 

Cinema (2002), edited by David E. James and Kyung Hyun Kim, which was also 

translated and published in Korean in 2005 as Im Kwŏnt’aek minjok yŏnghwa mandŭlgi; 

a two-volume interview of Im Kwon-taek as Im Kwon-taek Talks About Im Kwon-taek 

(Im Kwŏnt’aek i Im Kwŏnt’ae ŭl malhada) by critic Chŏng Sŏngil (2003); and 

Ch’wihwasŏn edited by Kim Soyoung (2004). Chapters and scholarly articles on Im 

Kwon-taek and his works are copious compared to the number of scholarly works 

available on other Korean auteurs.  

What makes Im Kwon-taek the father of Korean national cinema and celebrated 

as a realistic filmmaker of historical films? I suggest that the national cinema version of 

realism has been constructed according to a defined sense of image materiality that 

privileges Im Kwon-taek’s aesthetic. This materiality of the image is conceived and 

foregrounded through cinema’s status as an index. Filmic images inherit their indexical 

nature from the photographic image. The photographic image, unlike paintings or 

drawings, imprints its referent by light sensitive chemicals, and since cinema is a 

photographic medium, the filmic image on screen also captures its photographic trace of 
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an image. Therefore, a film can be considered a visual reproduction of the real world 

because indexically it “records” the real world. However, in Im’s films, the impression of 

authenticity generated by ideological techniques creates an illusion of reality and 

provides an experience of the past through convincing Orientalized spectacles. 

Furthermore, the historical referentiality of Im’s images comes from nonvisual elements 

such as han and music (p’ansori). Im’s stylistic auteur-like filmic techniques such as long 

takes, long shots, stationary camera, and use of marginal and deep space inscribes the 

suffering spirit of han onto the images of Korean vistas and the indigenous (female) 

body. Although Im’s films are not entirely dominated by long takes, one of Im’s stylistic 

characteristics since the 1980s has been a relatively longer shot duration. Im tends to use 

one or two extremely protracted long takes within a film to inscribe fictive ethnicity onto 

the Korean landscape.  

His ideological technique is clearly exemplified with the long take of the chindo 

arirang shot in Sŏp’yŏnje. This shot was filmed in a single static take in which three 

characters perform chindo arirang (a particular version of arirang from the rural 

southwest province). The pristine landscape that bypassed any kind of modernization 

process is captured with a single static take for five minutes and ten seconds. This shot is 

a perfect mixture of Im’s signature styles: long take, stationary shot, and deep space 

creating a powerfully realistic scene as if viewers are seeing a carved-out portion of time 

and space. This long-take shot starts with the family walking down the long country road 

connected to the path of the mountain hill. Their small figures appear back in the distance 

on top of a hill, and in the foreground is a dusty dirt road with old rock walls along the 

sides. As the characters move through the shot, they transform from being very small in 
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the background to dominating the frame as they make their way to the foreground. Three 

p’ansori performers wearing ragged hanbok joyfully recite and dance to the timeless and 

quintessential national folk song, arirang.98  

 

 

Figure 1. The long take of the chindo arirang shot in Sŏp’yŏnje (1993) 

 

It is noteworthy that the troupe recites arirang throughout the shot rather than the 

more popular folktales such as the Ch’unhyangga (“The Song of Ch’unhyang”), which 

Song-hwa recites, and practices throughout the film. Arirang is not just another national 

folk song: it signifies a sense of cultural resistance as it was reborn and popularized 

during the years of cultural violence under the Japanese colonial occupation (1905-

1945).99 The stillness of the beautiful Korean landscape in juxtaposition to arirang 

evokes a feeling of rediscovering and retrieving what has been “deprived of national 

beauty and aesthetics.”100 As the troupe leaves the frame, the camera lingers on the 

uncontaminated and undeveloped Korean soil, now emotionally laden with a sense of 
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reawakened cultural pride in juxtaposition to arirang. The space of remote countryside is 

captured in a way to render a regressive gaze that could be explained by what Laura 

Mulvey calls “to-be-looked-at-ness,” with the landscape itself fully laid out to be gazed 

upon.101 It facilitates the past to be experienced through a self-Orientalizing spectacle, as 

the camera’s nostalgic gaze evokes in viewers the strong ethnocentric sentimentalism 

central to han. There is only the feminized Korean landscape personified as hearing the 

dying traditional vocal music, p’ansori as sori (singing) performed without any p’an 

(audience). Usually p’ansori requires an audience in an open venue or large public place 

such as a market or public square. But in this shot, only nature is there to nurture the 

traditional culture. This long, uninterrupted take is significant to Im Kwon-taek’s 

conception of time and nature: people come and go on this Korean land, but this land has 

been, is, and will always be there. A Korean identity is drawn from the images of the 

sustained physical existence of an unchanging landscape. Korea is turned into “a 

storehouse of cultural poetics and landscape” where “the power of natural energy and 

spiritual power” originated and continues.102 Yet, the viewer’s disconcerting sense of 

alienation comes from the fact that p’ansori as a traditional art form has long atrophied 

and been forgotten in Korea, as well as from seeing the Korean soil uncharacteristically 

untouched by modernization and industrialization. Hence, the impression of authenticity 

created by Im’s extreme long take and long shot of native soil and its ensuing affective 

register of a people’s belongingness to that native soil is as ideological and melodramatic 

(a “locus of innocence”) as it is realist.  

Im is not alone as a filmmaker who explores the cinematic motif of 

sentimentalization of a native land and a traditional way of life to construct his own 
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version of “realist” cinema. The Chinese Fifth Generation directors of the 1980s and 

1990s including Chen Kaige, Zhang Yimou, Tian Zhuangzhuang and Wu Ziniu produced 

nostalgic films about their versions of traditional China using similar modes of realist 

practices characterized by “natural lighting and barren landscapes.”103 Rey Chow, for 

instance, pointed out that China’s Fifth Generation directors use “the exotic, unfamiliar 

rural landscapes” as “a popular mise-en-scène,” capturing in extreme long shots in a 

manner that highlights empty spaces; Chen’s Yellow Earth (1984) is one example.104  

Taiwan New Cinema has also seen its success flourish with overseas audiences in part 

due to the deployment of realism with its own characteristics. In particular, one of the 

leading directors of Taiwanese New Cinema, Hou Hsiao-hsien, has received global 

attention with his signature style of long takes, static camera position, natural acting, and 

deep focus with his critically acclaimed Taiwan Trilogy—City of Sadness (1989), The 

Puppetmaster (1993), and Good Men, Good Women (1995). What gave rise to this 

specific realistic modality to be celebrated as cinematic “realism” in representing national 

history? I suggest that the way in which “realism” itself is codified through all manner of 

narrative and filmic conventions in historical art films is itself historical. It is revealing 

that poetic realism in ethnographic filmmaking with historical connotations not only 

explains Im’s aesthetic but also the aesthetic of contemporaneous East Asian cinema at 

large. It is a “realism” that espouses “native soil consciousness” to establish a competitive 

national film identity that distinguishes itself from the dominance of Hollywood while 

catering to the taste of international film festivals.105 
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Historical Art Films as National Archive 

Soyoung Kim credits Im Kwon-taek’s historical art films as an authoritative, 

historical record, or what she calls a “virtual archive.” Kim explains that “archive” means 

“not just ‘historical repositories’” but also encompasses cultural references of “artifacts 

of culture that endure as signifiers of who we are and why.”106 Kim postulates that 

artifacts of national culture not only signify the national identity but also why certain 

national people can be identified with a certain characteristic. In Kim’s analysis, the 

filmic discovery of Korean traditional painting in Im Kwon-taek’s Painted Fire and 

Taiwanese traditional puppet theater in Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s The Puppetmaster (1993) are 

“artifacts of culture that endure as signifiers of who we are and why” serving as an 

instance of “a virtual archive on the screen.”107 Kim maintains that historical art films, 

such as Painted Fire, fill the gaps in a largely missing postcolonial historiography by 

representing what has perished. Besides the obvious reasons of scarcity of colonial 

archives in postcolonial Korea and the previously colonized East Asian nations, the lack 

of postcolonial archives are due to the “haunting epistemic violence” of imperialism.108 

According to Kim, Im and Hou should be considered as “postcolonial archivists.”109 This 

again establishes the inseparable link between national identity and the indexicality of 

film. The indexicality of film can and does illuminate retrospection on a nation’s 

fractured past, although there is a gap between the real past and the “imagined” past. The 

idea of indexicality as a fact still persists. Films that are indexical have authority as 

historical records because of their cultural referents. The perished national cultural 

achievement appears to be recovered through the indexicality of film. The materiality of 
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the image is assumed to have a direct physical connection between the object, which is 

now an artifact of culture, and its ultimate referent, “who we are,” thus tracing national 

identity from the materiality of the image. The indexicality of the image ensures the 

preservation of “our” story and therefore our ethno-national selves.  

However, the “archive” also includes the selectiveness and limits of the 

preservation of the past. In Painted Fire, “history” has escaped the filmic text as the 

“imagined” past does not carry historical referentiality but is limited to physical 

registration of the object, that is, images of ethnographic mise-en-scene and locale or 

performance of a Korean art form. Painted Fire is loosely based on a biographical 

account of Chang Sŭng-ŏp (1843-97), an important painter of the late Chosŏn period 

whose life was depicted as a long, continuous struggle to produce indigenous Korean 

paintings that are divorced from classical Chinese painting. During the lifetime of Chang 

Sŭng-ŏp, Korean society faced formidable challenges domestically and internationally. A 

series of revolutionary anti-feudal peasant revolts occurred, including the Imsul Peasant 

Revolts (1862) and the Tonghak Rebellion (1894) reform. In addition, Chosŏn’s strict 

isolationist policy was challenged by the French campaign against Korea 

(Pyŏnginyangyo) in 1866; the United States expedition to Korea (Shinmiyangyo) in 1871; 

and the Japan—Korea Treaty of 1876 (Kanghwado choyak). However, the film alludes to 

these significant historical forces shifting from feudal Chosŏn to modern Great Korean 

Empire (Taehan cheguk) by merely inserting vague explanatory titles sporadically. 

Comprehension of concrete historical situations and the political consequences of these 

historical situations is almost inconceivable. In Painted Fire, an impending “modern” 

Korea is represented not as a utopian paradise but as a place of social unrest. 
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Nevertheless, without offering historical context to suggest causes of the unrest and 

without providing a connection to inevitable historical forces, the film leads the viewers 

into what can only be described as ambiguous scenes of the Kapsin coup (1884) and the 

Tonghak Peasant Revolution (1894-1895). What were people of the late Chosŏn period 

clamoring for?    

In the case of Sŏp’yŏnje, the film takes the audience to a beautiful Korean land 

where the ideal time and tradition are still preserved. It is “the ideal time” not because the 

time is represented as a paradise of cultural wholeness but the past was an idealized space 

where ethnic agency still survives, impervious to modernization and all the changes that 

modernization brought. Im invents a mythical past in Sŏp’yŏnje and creates in its viewers 

a nostalgic yearning for a time that never was. The time is only known as “Korea’s past.” 

Sŏp’yŏnje does not provide an exact historical period, but the audience is given a general 

idea that the film spans the late colonial era to the cold war era, so approximately the 

1940s to 1960s. Sŏp’yŏnje thus takes place in a rural landscape at a time when Korea had 

already undergone significant industrialization with factories and buildings. Historical 

reality is critically undermined as two centuries of industrialization disappear into the 

memories of untainted landscape of Korea. Also, the passage of time is expressed with 

frequent “pan sequence[s] in blurred detail” obfuscating any defined time period.110 To 

represent a Korean landscape devoid of any kind of modernization and industrialization is 

to project a timeless entity of nationhood. It is this self-orientalizing gaze that suggests an 

unchanging nation and groups of people within that nation without history. It is an act of 

turning inwards instead of turning backwards.111 The fundamental problem of turning 

inwards is that, as in Edward Said’s Orientalism, this mythical Korea does not exist by 
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itself; it exists as the other and is suggested as an alternative to the West or Japan, 

cultivating in viewers an emotional nationalism. Korea is defined by what the West and 

Japan lack. The corollary is that Korea stands for an unchanging space of innocence, 

existing without history, whereas the West and Japan typify dynamic historical societies, 

possessing history.112 

Im also portrays the nation’s history only through precarious private and personal 

memories. History could only be accessed through fragmented memories via the 

flashbacks of one of the main characters, Tong-ho. The flashback narrative structure, 

which is often adopted by Im, shows an entirely subjective imaginative history rather 

than an objective reality of the past. His prevalent use of a non-linear time structure 

further complicates the difficulty of establishing an historical time or the duration of the 

historical time the film depicts. More importantly, native women and pristine Korean 

landscapes only exist through their existential absence or lack: female characters exist 

only in the memories of male characters, and the countryside exists only as the deprived 

beauty of Korean scenery and spirituality in the imagination of the spectators. Whereas 

Song-hwa should be the central subject of the film, she is unable to utter a narrative of 

her own. She exists only through the recounting of male characters: from the beginning 

of the film, while Tong-ho searches for his long-lost sister, Song-hwa exists solely in 

Tong-ho’s memory through his flashbacks or in the stories of people who encountered 

her. As Sŏp’yŏnje recasts the indigenous space as Orientalized spectacles, the camera 

focuses on the female body with high angle crane shots that highlight the “to be looked-

at-ness” of the female character. Song-hwa, played by Oh Chŏng-hae, a Korean classical 

musician who later became a professional actor, responds to this gaze with her 
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emotionless face and motionless body without any resistance to the violence that is done 

to her. Her lack of agency resembles and symbolizes the stillness of the native land in the 

same way it was historically colonized and exploited and unable to resist the violence it 

suffered. Yet, as melodrama visibly locates and retrieves its locus of innocence, the 

dominant mode of melodrama compels Song-hwa to suffer to reclaim virtue and 

elucidates the moral legibility. As the purging of the modernization and Westernization 

from the locale of Sŏp’yŏnje, the suffering purges the selfish individual desires and 

recuperates the higher and collective affect, han—Im’s melodramatic imagination 

prescribed as the desirable essence of Koreanness.    

 

Melodramatic Imagination of Han in Sŏp’yŏnje  

Sŏp’yŏnje presents itinerant p’ansori (traditional vocal music) performers who 

wander the pristine countryside of southwestern South Korea.113 While not blood related, 

these homeless performers end up forming a family. The tentatively formed family 

performs the operatic art known as p’ansori anywhere they can to make their meager 

living. The head of this family, Yu-bong, is a former p’ansori prodigy, who was 

excommunicated from the elite p’ansori society due to his brief but passionate affair with 

his master’s mistress. Yu-bong notices an orphan girl, Song-hwa, and her talent for 

p’ansori. Realizing that he no longer has an opportunity to become a p’ansori master, he 

adopts Song-hwa to fulfill his dreams through her. He also mentors his stepson, Tong-ho, 

after the death of Tong-ho’s mother, a widow and lover of Yu-bong, who dies during 

childbirth with Yu-bong’s child. During these decades of an unknown past where 

premodern traditions and modern cultures from the West coexisted in South Korea, the 
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American mass culture was flourishing in all corners of South Korea, pushing p’ansori 

out of the mainstream. P’ansori thus becomes a thing of the past, a disappearing Korean 

art, pushed into the remote countryside. The family troupe accompanies medicine 

peddlers performing sori (singing) wherever there is a p’an (audience) in the rural 

countryside to boost the sales of what amounts to snake oil and earning a little extra 

money. The medicine peddlers who wish to replace them with a violist fire the troupe. 

Without knowing where to go, the itinerant family wonders the countryside.   

Yu-bong obsessively waits for the time when p’ansori will be revived again, 

relentlessly training Song-hwa and Tong-ho. Being sick of drunken Yu-bong and his 

physical and verbal abuse, Tong-ho runs away from his itinerant family and their abject 

poverty. Song-hwa, heart-broken by Tong-ho’s flight, refuses to eat and sleep or practice 

p’ansori and eventually falls ill. Overwrought with fear that Song-hwa will also leave 

him, Yu-bong blinds her by feeding her a lethal dose of the herb buja. Now utterly blind 

and dependent on Yu-bong, Song-hwa devotes herself to refining her tones. During this 

time, the story strongly suggests that Yu-bong and Song-hwa have an incestuous 

relationship. After many years have passed and at his deathbed, Yu-bong confesses to 

Song-hwa that he has caused her sightless condition. Without any kind of regret, Yu-

bong does not apologize to Song-hwa but instead urges her to become a master of sound 

(tŭgŭm). Tong-ho, after many years of searching for Song-hwa, eventually locates her. 

They perform Simch’ŏngga (“The Song of Sim ch’ŏng”), a p’ansori version of a folktale, 

which narrates the story of a woman in the Silla dynasty who sacrifices herself as an 

offering to help her blind father regain his eyesight. It is a reunion at last but instead of 

revealing their true identity and expressing their longing for each other, they sublimate 
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their han through p’ansori that epitomizes filial piety. In the last scene, without Tong-ho 

and Yu-bong, Song-hwa wanders a snow-laden road beside the lake in the mystical, 

beautiful countryside of Korea with her illegitimate daughter, now forever homeless: the 

complete embodiment of Korean han.  

Sŏp’yŏnje etches the self-defining essence of Korean culture, han, onto the 

indigenous female body at the expense of her womanhood. Trapped in a self-deceiving 

mindset and self-justification, Yu-bong firmly believes that he needs to plant han in 

Song-hwa’s heart, which will eventually lead her to master p’ansori. Yu-bong believes 

that han is a necessary core element to perfect sŏp’yŏnje (the film’s title, which literally 

means ‘the western sound’). Sŏp’yŏnje is one of the three major p’ansori styles, which is 

interpreted as a more feminine, sorrowfully ornamented sound compared to two other 

more masculine styles of p’ansori: tongp’yŏnje (the eastern sound) and chunggoje (the 

middle high sound). Yu-bong plants han in Song-hwa’s heart, which was what he 

believes to be a precondition for a p’ansori singer. Once Song-hwa embodies han 

through mental and physically suffering, she must transcend han to express sori (singing) 

to reach aesthetic perfection: “Instead of being buried in the han clenched inside you, 

from now on sing the sori (sing, sound) that transcends han.” Williams writes: “The 

suffering body caught up in paroxysms of mental or physical pain can be male or female, 

but suffering itself is a form of powerlessness that is coded feminine.”114 Julian Stringer 

notes that the film supports the notion that the burden of national grief, han, in Korea is 

borne by women and lives on through the female line.115 The film positions Song-hwa 

only as a powerless object of desire fulfillment—born only to fulfill her father’s dream 

and object of sublimation. 
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“Nationalist Realist” Tradition 

Nationalist realist tradition sets melodrama in opposition to realism. Preeminent 

film critic and historian Yi Yŏng-il summarizes that the essence of cinematic realism 

depends on socio-political relevance. According to Yi, sinp’a, an imported and localized 

theatrical genre that is widely regarded as the origin of Korean melodrama, does not have 

a realistic impetus116: 

Although sinp’a deals with social issues, it departs from any rational sense and it 

does not suggest that the social problems can be solved. Instead, it just sets up the 

social space where stories of sorrow and misery can be told. Realism, on the other 

hand, engages with human and social issues based on rational thinking with social 

consciousness. Sinp’a and realism differ on this point.117  

Yi strongly rejects any kind of association between sinp’a and nationalist realism in spite 

of sinp’a films cinematically articulating the Korean national sentiment of han and han-

driven emotions such as oppression, disheartenment, and resignation. Yi writes, “han 

refers to emotion of unfulfilled desire, frustration because you are robbed, grieved” but 

realism takes the form of “resistance and refusal.”118 As Yi’s proposition suggests, 

Korean cinema has a long tradition of valuing films that employ ethical realist modalities 

to position cinema as a site of resistance to colonial and antidemocratic political forces. 

“Realism” in Korean cinema primarily functioned as “resistance and refusal” to external 

forces such as colonialism and to internal forces such as antidemocratic dictatorship. 

Cultural legitimacy is given to socially or politically engaged works that prompt social 

and political consciousness in viewers and induce subsequent action from the viewers.  
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 This concept of “nationalist realism” was developed in the colonial through 

postwar and even into the contemporary period with a premise of politically engaged 

realist cinema.119 Im’s historical art films certainly do not share the anticolonial or the 

prodemocratic consciousness with political films that previously constituted the 

“nationalist realism” camp. Nevertheless, Im’s art-historical films are highly regarded as 

realistic representations of Korea’s history and culture because his aesthetics are falsely 

assumed to continue the “nationalist realist” tradition through emotional identification 

with han. As explained earlier, han is what Yi Yŏng-il regards as the antithesis of 

cinematic realism: an unsolvable, elusive affect that cannot induce desirable action. Thus, 

even if we hesitantly agree with the historiography that argues for the continual existence 

of the “nationalist realist tradition,” Im Kwon-taek’s historical art films would not qualify 

as part of the “nationalist realist” tradition according to Yi’s definition of realism.  

Yet, Im’s aesthetics in his art-historical films are conceived as historically 

realistic and registered as a continuation of the “nationalist realist” tradition because his 

films are perceived as another kind of affective and spiritual resistance to and refusal of 

the dominance of Hollywood. Cho Hae Joang further argues Im’s effort to revive 

traditional culture and “something Korean” is in fact “an indication of modernity.”120 It is 

both an “ideological ritual” to reclaim the past and “an uprising” to a materialist culture, 

but more so to deliberately stand apart from a global homogenization.121 But 

globalization is also a historical category that has a structural problem: to be part of 

globalization means sharing the same temporality. Korean film critic Chŏng Sŏngil 

recalls the moment when Im Kwon-taek won the Best Director Award at the Cannes Film 

Festival (2002) for Painted Fire:  
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Even though he has not gained self-directed experience from modernity and 

always is struggling with the invention of the West, Im Kwon-taek finally has 

brought Korean films into the history of world cinema after much trial and error. 

Now Korean film shares contemporaneity with world cinema, occupying the same 

time within a global cinema.122 

Yet Chŏng’s remark points to the persisting problem of temporality: the West has the 

privileged time and the Rest must catch up so as to captivate the global gaze. To share the 

same temporality as the West, the Rest must bring back to life the premodern and drench 

their image with “unique” spirituality. Eric Cazdyn addresses the fundamental problem 

which the current global homogenization has caused for a national aesthetic: how can one 

distinguish oneself and identify with one’s tradition without simultaneously speaking the 

same language of nationalism and exceptionalism when operating within a historical 

moment of global homogenization? “We must live in the center of contradiction until the 

movement of history—a movement shaped by individual choices and collective action 

just as much as by the structural logic of the historical moment itself—reconfigures the 

situation.”123  

The impetus of this resistance in Im’s historical films is a historically repressed 

and traumatized Koreanness as manifested in distinctive Korean han. By conveying a 

vanishing Korean identity embedded in han without mimicking the current stylization of 

image and the forms of Hollywood, Im’s historical art films legitimately register as 

national resistance to Hollywood film production. Korean film criticism still 

conceptualizes the idea that national cinema should be a site of resistance to an external 

force by embracing the materiality of the image drenched in “Korean” spirituality. In the 
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context of carrying on the tradition of national cinema or building a new national cinema 

through the Korean New Wave, Im has persistently proclaimed that his thematic motifs 

are uniquely Korean, as he deals with Korean historical and cultural subject matters, 

manifested in han, and therefore inconceivable unless one is Korean: “We have to make 

films based on our stories, the ones that no one else can tell. Their subject matter must be 

something that couldn’t have been conceived unless you’re a Korean.”124 The emphasis 

of han in Sŏp’yŏnje and Painted Fire attempts to forge a timeless, homogenous national 

identity through the invention of shared affect. Han is integral to Korea’s national history 

and originary identity conceived as surviving “a long history of foreign invasions by the 

Chinese, the Japanese, and the West.”125 In this view, suffering more than 500 years 

under a feudal caste system with strictly classified and sexist rules governed by 

Confucian ideology, Korea remained powerless and voiceless in a state of ethnic 

violation under colonialism. Further traumatized by the nation’s civil war and division, 

the Korean people suffered the suppression of civil rights under successive authoritarian 

military regimes in the postcolonial period. The higher spirituality of han, which is what 

Im defines as the essence of Koreanness in this context, played a pivotal role in Im’s 

establishment of a Korean national cinema. To the question of what han represents for 

Korean people, Im responds:  

[H]an is a specific emotion that has profound links to the history of the Korean 

people, and as such, might be a difficult concept for non-Koreans to grasp fully. 

[Sŏp’yŏnje] has succeeded in giving voice to han and making it felt, albeit in a 

limited fashion, among people who have not shared the common history.126 
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In his response, Im explains han is historical and national, and that Sŏp’yŏnje was 

successful in giving an aural and visual form to this legitimately national sentiment. I do 

not claim that han is an abiding affect foundational to Im's nationalism, but rather that he 

inscribes and recovers what he believes to be a “uniquely” national sentiment to 

differentiate a national cinema from the global domination of Hollywood.  

But what Im has failed to recognize is that han is an almost universal affect—not 

uniquely Korean—which can be found in multiple historical contexts in East Asian 

cinemas with the same goal: to construct a unique national cinema, one that is 

independent from Hollywood domination. Filmic han was also mobilized through 

Cuiqiao’s “bitter tune” of the Chinese folk song in Chen Kaige’s Yellow Earth (Huang tu 

di, 1984). Cuiqiao, a young Chinese girl, was forced by her father to get married to a 

much older man in compliance with the regional custom of arranged marriages. The 

feminization and emotionalism of Cuiqiao’s songs can be compared with similar 

ideological techniques that Im used to mobilize han in Song-hwa’s p’ansori by “means of 

parallel editing, …images of nature which are filmed in natural lighting and extreme long 

shots, minimally edited in slow panning long takes.”127 It is hard not to recognize and 

find similarity in the deeply embedded grief and bitterness in Song-hwa’s p’ansori 

performance and Cuiqiao’s “bitter tune.” Han arguably is a historically universal 

sentiment felt by any marginalized, colonized, repressed, or dominated individual or 

group of people over a long period of time. Han exists in any society where oppression, 

alienation, or exploitation occurs, where a victim loses his or her voice to historically 

institutionalized or systemic violence. Hye Seung Chung also perceives the shared 

component of the concept han among East Asian cinemas and finds the moments of 
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transnational circulation of filmic han. Chung maintains that han is an ontologically 

unstable concept for the explication to a particular national cinema.128 Instead, Chung 

sees han as that which Peter Brooks defines as the “melodramatic imagination” or 

“melodramatic mode.”129 Chung, therefore, suggests that han can be one of many 

melodramatic imaginations rather than a “uniquely indigenous manifestation of a given 

culture’s resignation to or transcendence of sorrow.”130  

Making han the essence of Koreanness alienates both Korean spectators and 

international audiences. What makes Sŏp’yŏnje completely alien is the idea of accepting 

mastering an art through sacrificing the female body. Song-hwa is deprived of her 

womanhood in order to attain mastery. Yu-bong’s sacrifice of his adopted daughter in the 

name of perfecting p’ansori and her subsequent submission to Yu-bong’s violence puts 

the audience into an extremely ambivalent viewing position; the audience is doubly 

alienated. Koreans are unable to accept this aesthetic, and non-Koreans are alienated by 

what they perceive as a Korean phenomenon. Subsequently, Korean viewers are isolated 

once again when they realize that this idea of han is reinforced by foreign audiences who 

identify han as uniquely Korean. Enforcing Song-hwa to be solely a Korean subject who 

sublimates her own voice to uphold national aesthetics is not only tragic and traumatic 

but also unnecessary and avoidable. Sŏp’yŏnje is sentimentalizing this oppressiveness of 

“history.”     

 

The Reality Effect of Cinematic Images and The Precarious Nature of Prosthetic 

Memory 

 A culturally integrated diegetic world in Sŏp’yŏnje is manufactured by the realist 
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filmmaking style of Im Kwon-taek such as the long take, a stationary camera, and deep 

space. These realistic filmmaking techniques make an audience feel like they are 

watching a profilmic reality, in other words, looking directly at a historical event. These 

persuasive realistic effects forge shared memories, that is, a false sense of homogeneity in 

a historical experience and consequently reinforce a sense of historical continuity.  

Landsberg argues that cinema is a memory-making device. When individuals 

encounter a mass cultural representation of the past, they can take on more personal, 

deeply felt memories of public events through which one did not live. In short, these 

prosthetic “memories” are personally felt public memories. Prosthetic memory is a 

modern form of memory, made possible by the modern mass cultural technology, 

especially cinema, along the advanced state of capitalism and its ensuing commodity 

culture. Prosthetic memory enables spectators to experience historical narrative with their 

body as they engage with the images: “[m]emory remains a sensuous phenomenon 

experienced by the body, and it continues to derive much of its power through affect.”131 

Landsberg explains that cinema makes specific memories experienced only by particular 

groups of people, such as slaves, survivors of the Holocaust and two World-Wars, and 

immigrants, more accessible to those who have not experienced them.  

Landsberg emphasizes the powerful political potential of prosthetic memory, that 

is, prosthetic memory has the ability to shape a person’s subjectivity and politics. The 

audiences insert themselves into the images of past that historical film presents. An 

imaginative identification is formed by the act of viewing as the viewers learn to 

empathize. As a result, those films compel one to take necessary action to bring about 

social change. In other words, because spectators now have a shared archive of 
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experience through the bodily experience of cinema, it can form a new kind of “imagined 

community.”132 Even though viewers are from diverse backgrounds and ancestries, 

accumulated prosthetic memories become an impetus that challenges the essentialist logic 

with which a group identities. The new kind of “imagined community” is unfettered by 

nations and geography, creating shared social frameworks. Landsberg claims that 

prosthetic memories “may become the grounds for political alliances and the production 

of new, potentially counterhegemonic public spheres.”133  

I could not agree more with Landsberg that prosthetic memory has played an 

important role in affecting and shaping mediated collective identification, fostering 

kinship and forging an alliance with people who might otherwise not be able to 

empathize. Nevertheless, prosthetic memory is also dangerously powerful in creating an 

illusion that what one remembers is what one has eye-witnessed, making seem real a re-

staged historical event. Cinematic techniques, especially those hidden to the naked eye, 

escalate the collapse between these real and reconstructed memories. Despite prosthetic 

memory’s ethical and utopian features, it can solidify, internalize, and foster false 

messages of films as essential truths, naturalizing existing prejudices and stereotypes 

within a culture. 

D. W. Griffith’s rewriting of the American Civil War and the subsequent period 

of Reconstruction in his film, The Birth of a Nation (1915), vividly illustrates how the 

most innovative features of cinema made spectators feel they were immersed in historical 

reality itself and that what they were seeing was the recollection of their public memory. 

The film celebrates the old South around the time of the Civil War and depicts African 

Americans as lazy, unintelligent and sexually aggressive towards white women. Despite 
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its fundamentally racist message, technically, the film surpassed anything that had come 

before. By making use of editing techniques such as parallel editing, and the new uses of 

close-ups and point-of-view shots, the film creates a total image of society at war and 

lends depth and pathos to the acting. Wilson Woodrow Wilson, who occupied the White 

House at the time when the film was released, was deeply impressed by the film, 

reportedly commenting that Griffith’s film was “like writing history in lightening. My 

only regret is that it is all so terribly true.”134  

Landsberg convincingly demonstrates that cinema’s sensuous and tactile mode of 

address has enabled its spectators to experience images in a bodily way, making the 

experience of the film as formative and formidable as other life experiences.135 As a 

result of this experiential nature of the cinema, in this case of Griffith’s film, spectators 

developed a deep imaginative identification with “defenseless white women.”136 The 

majority of audiences who saw the film “became immediately convinced of its historical 

‘truth’” and the film “converted the nation to southern sympathy.”137 Williams suggests 

that the film had a lasting effect on American society. The Birth of a Nation “generated 

racial controversies that altered the way white Americans felt about blacks, and how they 

felt about being white… [The film] converted an Uncle Tom-style sympathy for the 

sufferings of a black man to an anti-Tom antipathy for the black male sexual threat to 

white women.”138 With Griffith’s deployment of the new medium, the film established a 

new sense of national historical truth and enduring racial vilifications. Michel Foucault 

asserts that in the “fight” over memory, cinema functions as an apparatus 

“reprogramming popular memory” and contends that “if one controls people’s memory, 

one controls their dynamism…their experience, their knowledge.”139 Critical stance and 
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cautious examination are much needed in approaching memory-producing films, 

especially as Landsberg argues that memory has “the ability to shape the person’s 

subjectivity and politics.”140 

The popularity of The Birth of a Nation temporarily stabilized new feelings of 

race, that is, “the antipathy for the black male.”141 Im Kwon-taek’s Sŏp’yŏnje temporarily 

stabilized new feelings of national identity, that is, the identity built upon the anxiety over 

losing Korea’s essence from the influx of Westernization and modernization. As such, 

these new feelings can easily transform into a discourse until the newer social and 

cultural expectations surfaced and displaced them over the course of history. Having a 

memory acquired from the mass media without personal experience is alarming because 

this “memory” can be naturalized and passed down as a deep-rooted historical truth. 

Katharina Niemeyer writes, “[e]ven if history and memory cannot be described as being 

the same, either epistemologically or socially, it becomes more and more difficult to 

confine their frontiers and their mutual exchange.”142 The scholarly reflection on memory 

being a dangerous counterpart of history has been copious. 

Because of the precarious nature of unexperienced memory, literary scholars such 

as Ernst van Alphen and Gary Weissman underscore the continuity between an event that 

has been experienced and its memory. For van Alphen and Weissman, memory comes 

from the lived experience, in which the indexical link is unhampered. Analyzing memory 

from a semiotic perspective, Ernst van Alphen insists on the indexical nature of memory 

and how lived experience is essential in constituting a memory. Van Alphen states, “[t]he 

connection of memory to the past is basically an indexical one: the person whose memory 

it is has lived that past.”143 In part, they are responding to Marianne Hirsch’s 
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controversial postulation that memory can be transferable. Hirsch is instrumental in 

proposing a persuasive concept of “postmemory,” that is, a form of belated or received 

memory. The term was originally used to describe memories of descendants of survivors 

as well as of perpetrators of the Holocaust. Hirsch argues that the second generation can 

inherit the memory of previous generations’ traumatic experiences: “massive traumatic 

events connect so deeply to the previous generation’s remembrances of the past that they 

need to call that connection memory and thus that, in certain extreme circumstances, 

memory can be transmitted to those who were not actually there to live an event.”144 The 

idea of post-memory has since been adopted beyond this particular circumstantial 

transference of trauma. Objecting firmly to the liberal use of the term “memory” to 

analyze the aftereffects of trauma, van Alphen asserts that trauma cannot transmit 

memory from parents to their offspring: “Memories, partial, idealized, fragmented, or 

distorted as they can be, are traces of the events of which they are the memories. There is 

continuity between the event and its memory. And this continuity has an unambiguous 

direction: the event is the beginning, the memory is the result.”145 The heated debate 

about whether having a lived experience is an essential condition for constituting a 

memory has been a topic of discussion of memory studies in recent decades. In this way, 

how one recollects the past became a critical cultural issue for both the popular 

imagination as well as an academic discussion.    

To the extent that nostalgia relies on personal and collective memory, 

remembrance is believed to be inherent in an experience of nostalgia. In her 

comprehensive overview of the history of nostalgia, Ekaterina Kalinina affirms that 

having a memory, a remembrance, is a necessary condition for an experience of 
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nostalgia: “[n]ostalgic experiences are impossible without having a memory anchored in 

the human faculty to remember and forget.”146 Kalinina quotes Krystine Irene Batcho to 

further underscore the integrality of memory in evoking nostalgic feeling, “[g]iven that 

the object of nostalgic feeling is something no longer present, memory is inherent in the 

construct of nostalgia…One can remember without being nostalgic, but one cannot be 

nostalgic without remembering.”147 However, nostalgia is seldom about the actual past 

that was experienced. More often than not, it is the imagined and idealized past through 

the workings of both the memory and desire. Regardless, memory is deeply integrated 

into the experience of nostalgia. There is no doubt that in the last three decades, memory 

studies as a field of inquiry has grown exponentially because of the link between 

nostalgia and memory, which has become a key component of contemporary culture.  

Media’s memory making is a highly selective process because the late-capitalist 

logic governs which memories should be prioritized and which should become obsolete. 

Film goers pay much more attention to historical films which win awards or enjoy 

commercial success. For example, the Korean War has been called “a Forgotten War” in 

the United States and never resonated with the American public in the way that World 

War II and the Vietnam War did. To a great extent this is due to the fact that this conflict 

has been largely ignored by Hollywood production companies, whereas films depicting 

World War II, the Vietnam War, and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are abundant. Why 

the Korean War was overshadowed by many other global conflicts is beyond the scope of 

this chapter; nevertheless, the disproportionate number of films demonstrates how media 

can selectively hierarchize public memory.  
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“Cinematic realism” should not conflate the indexicality of the photographic 

images with historical referentiality. Otherwise, historical referentiality loses its meaning 

and would not be distinguishable from a folktale, legend, or myth that pleases the global 

gaze—like The Story of Chunhyang that Song-wha repeatedly recited. Just as The Story 

of Chunhyang was developed as an oral narrative folk story, the national history and 

collective memory is suffused visually by a mythical past where knowing historical time 

is obstructed by the quintessential Korean “nature” (Sŏp’yŏnje) or the nature of the 

“Korean culture” (Painted Fire)—both phenomena of the physical world exemplified by 

the rural landscape and inherent features of ethnic identity. The next chapter will further 

explore the question of historical referentiality in blockbuster sagŭk films, in which 

stylistic and narrative form do not claim any kind of national memory.
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Chapter Two. Blockbuster Sagŭk Films of the 2000s: Reworking of the 

Aesthetic of Style and the Narrative Form  

 

The previous chapter explored Korean historical films that problematically traced 

their cultural roots back to a pre-existing han. Im Kwon-taek’s Sŏp’yŏnje (1993) and 

Painted Fire (2002) best exemplify this assumption of that han exists in history. Im’s 

historical films encouraged consumer nationalism in Korean audiences and appealed to 

the Orientalized spectacle-seeking audiences of international film festivals. Around the 

year 2000, the new generation of 386 filmmakers such as Kang Je-gyu, Kang Woo-suk, 

Bong Joon-ho and Lee Joon-ik moved away from a nationalist realist filmmaking style 

and achieved various stylistic and aesthetic innovations by actively “borrowing from 

Hollywood and other national cinemas film styles.”148 By doing so, their films appealed 

to wider audiences at home and abroad. Indeed, as Darcy Paquet claims, “[f]rom 1999, 

Korean cinema has experienced a commercial boom that harkens back to its Golden Age 

of the 1950s and 1960s.”149  

Furthermore, influx of capital from South Korean conglomerates and venture 

capitalists from the 1990s enabled Korean style blockbusters (hangukhyeong) to 

successfully emerge. The popularity of Korean style blockbusters grew within the East 

Asian market. Increasing recognition of South Korean cinema abroad further encouraged 

the transformation of the South Korean film industry to align itself with the globalization 

of the motion-picture business. Stylistic innovation in blockbuster aesthetics constitutes 

an important point of contrast to Im Kwon-taek’s ethnographic realism.	Im deployed 

filmic techniques used in realist filmmaking to inscribe the suffering spirit of han onto 
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the images of Korean vistas and the indigenous female body. These images were carriers 

of historical referentiality. The ethnographic realism in Im’s films conflates the 

indexicality of the photographic images with historical referentiality. In contrast, 

spectacles have no historical referentiality as they are computer-generated digital visual 

effects.  

The definition of blockbuster encompasses the size and cost of the production, the 

scale of distribution and the level of commercial box office success.150 Jinhee Choi 

explains that three distinguishing features are unique to Korean blockbusters. First, 

unlike the episodic narrative structure which previously characterized South Korean 

cinema, Korean style blockbuster adopted a tighter narrative structure.151 Secondly, much 

like Hollywood cinema, Korean blockbuster films also largely consist of “action-

adventure, disaster, war films, and science fiction.”152 However, while Korean 

blockbuster films freely borrowed genre and stylistic conventions from overseas, to 

attract the domestic audience, Korean filmmakers customized their productions to a much 

greater degree to establish a specific Korean context.153 Lastly and importantly for the 

topic of this chapter, Korean blockbusters attract their domestic audience by “appeal[ing] 

to a shared sense of Korean history,” differentiating themselves from Hollywood and 

other national cinemas.154 Choi finds that in contrast to the trend of Hollywood 

blockbusters to be based on already well-established, lucrative properties that are 

preexisting and presold—properties such as best-sellers (Jurassic Park) and comics 

(Batman)—Korean blockbusters in the 2000s and later rely heavily on historical 

events.155 Choi explains that adapting a historical event is a marketing strategy to 

generate greater revenue as the audience is familiar with historical events. Stories based 
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on historical circumstances of Korea give a “sense of plausibility and verisimilitude,” 

broadening the scope of their target audience to appeal to older generation audience 

members.156 In such a way, “national history” has become a keyword for the South 

Korean film industry as Korean blockbusters since 1999 have relied heavily on historical 

events. Choi analyzes the highest grossing box-office blockbuster films in South Korea 

made around the turn of century including Shiri (Kang Je-gyu 1999), Joint Security Area 

(JSA) (Park Chan-wook 2000), Silmido (Kang Woo-suk 2003), Taegukgi (Kang Je-gyu 

2004) and Welcome to Dongmakgol (Park Kwang-hyun 2005). Choi concludes that the 

success of Korean blockbusters at the box office can be explained by a combination of 

factors: the 386 generation filmmakers appealed to “a sensibility specific to Koreans” 

through “stylistic, aesthetic elevation” enabled by increases in budgeting, and improved 

production procedures, distribution and marketing strategies.157  

In addition to stylistic changes, Choi points out that Korean blockbusters 

borrowed three narrative strategies from Hollywood, namely, “deadline, causality, and 

redundancy.”158 Korean blockbusters tend to advance the narrative and control its 

progression by frequently resetting “mini-deadlines” throughout the films.159 

Furthermore, the narrative in Korean blockbusters is clearly structured using cause and 

effect.160 In other words, events that took place in a previous scene will be explained in 

the subsequent scene. The plot is relatively unambiguous and predictable. The narrative 

form of blockbuster films is, therefore, to a certain degree simple and shorter as 

spectacles repeatedly intervene throughout the film. For an action-packed blockbuster in 

particular, historic battles and wars become pretexts to showcase a series of thrilling 

sequences and special effects. Unlike nationalist-realist historical films explored in the 
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previous chapter, screening spectacular historical films requires no prior historical 

knowledge. Moreover, the narrative form in spectacular films tends to defy the 

underlying notion of continuous history. In this chapter I will expand on this concept of 

history as a continuous narrative and will discuss the effects of spectacles which 

sequester a historical event into an isolated moment in history.    

Choi attributes these transformations in style and narrative to changes in the South 

Korean film industry that began in the mid-1980s, but were more fully realized by the 

end of the 1990s. In 1986, the Korean Motion Picture Law (MPL) was amended to allow 

major Hollywood studios to directly distribute their films to South Korea.161 The 

previously strong barrier to the foreign film import was lifted by the MPL amendment 

and the South Korean film market was forced open. Hollywood studios opened their own 

branch offices in South Korea for the first time.162 Twentieth Century Fox opened its 

distribution office in 1998, followed by Warner Brothers in 1989, Columbia in 1990, and 

Disney in 1993.163 Paquet indicates that this unrestricted competition with the Hollywood 

major studios in the 1990s intensified pressure on the 386 generation filmmakers to focus 

on profitability.164 The 386 generation filmmakers eagerly sought investments from the 

chaebŏl (large conglomerates) and venture capitalists. The chaebŏl welcomed the 

influential young directors’ requests. The chaebŏl could infiltrate the lucrative video 

market by investing in films at the production stage because in this way they could obtain 

video rights at a much lower cost.165 The chaebŏl soon expanded their influence in 

filmmaking by fully financing an entire film in exchange for exclusive rights that 

included “theatrical release, video and cable television.”166 Chaebŏl involvement was 

scaled back drastically after the Asian economic crisis in 1997-1998.167 This is when 
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venture capital companies began investing in films. By investing in the film industry, 

investors could enjoy tax benefits comparable to those in manufacturing since the motion 

picture business was reclassified from a service business to a semi-manufacturing 

business in 1995.168 Investing in films was additionally attractive because the motion-

picture business yielded profits on average in a year compared to other venture-capital 

investments which could average four or five years to produce a financial return.169               

One of the most noticeable consequences of media conglomerates’ and venture 

capitalists’ investing in film production was the substantial increase in average 

production costs. Average production costs increased from about $350,000 to $420,000 

in the early 1990s, and to $760,000 in 1995, and snowballed to $1.6 million by the turn of 

the century.170 The financial benefits enjoyed by these conglomerates and venture 

capitalists “led to a heavy reliance on commercially oriented filmmaking.”171 Choi 

observed that “[b]y 2001 the film industry appeared to be polarized between high-budget 

blockbusters and relatively low-budget comedies” accompanied by a serious reduction in 

mid-budget films.172 During this increase in the number of blockbuster productions and 

chaebŏl support for filmmaking, the sagŭk genre gradually became one of the most 

lucrative genres for this new globalized South Korean film industry. 

The emergence of the sagŭk blockbuster was gradual, however, and particularly 

in the early 2000s, blockbuster films tended to remain focused on Korea’s history of 

division and the Cold War system. Choi’s sample case studies deal exclusively with the 

historical issue of the Korean South-North division—either with the Korean War as the 

subject or with its post-traumatic effects on the people of both Koreas. I suggest that this 

trend of adapting historical events about the national division of Korea dwindled after 
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2005. Since 2010, more and more Korean blockbuster films rely on the sagŭk genre, 

adapting well-known historical events from the premodern dynastic eras of Korea for a 

similar reason: to appeal to a larger audience. The trend moved from Korean films about 

the north-south conflict to those about events in premodern history. Korean audiences 

may have tired of the north-south subject matter or they may have sought escapism in the 

premodern era stories; the attraction to stories of the premodern era will be discussed in 

more detail in the next chapter. Because of the stories’ deep familiarity to domestic 

viewers, these ancient stories can be considered what French historian Pierre Sorlin refers 

to as “historical capitals,” which are the dates, events and characters known to all 

members in a given community. Examples of the highest grossing sagŭk blockbuster 

films in 2010s include: Detective K: Secret of the Virtuous Widow (Chosŏn 

myŏngt'amjŏng: kaksit'ugu kkot ŭi pimil; dir. Kim Sok-Yun, 2011), War of the Arrows 

(Ch'oejongbyŏnggi hwal; dir. Kim Han-min, 2011), Masquerade (Kwanghae: wang-i 

doen namja; dir. Choo Chang-min, 2012), The Face Reader (Kwansang; dir. Han Jae-

rim, 2013), Kundo: The Age of the Rampant (Kundo; dir. Yoon Jong-bin, 2014), The 

Admiral: Roaring Currents (Myŏngnyang; dir. Kim Han-min, 2014), The Fatal 

Encounter (Yŏngnin; dir. Lee Jae-Gyu, 2014), The Pirates: The Seafaring Mountain 

Bandits (Haejŏk: padaro kan sanjŏk; dir. Yi Sŏk-hun, 2014), The Throne (Sado; dir. Lee 

Joon-ik, 2015), The Great Battle (Ansisŏng; dir. Kim Kwang-sik, 2018). 

Building upon Choi’s study of Korean style blockbuster films, this chapter 

examines the commercial pressures and demands of globalization within the South 

Korean film industry since the late 1980s which caused more sagŭk films to be produced 

as blockbuster films. I consider spectacle as an indispensable component of blockbuster 
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aesthetics and argue that the blockbuster aesthetic of spectacle has played a crucial role in 

transforming the genre sagŭk. Blockbuster aesthetics changed and continue to change the 

mode of representing national history beyond realism. This chapter investigates the 

phenomenon of the spectacle’s intense visual pleasure, which contributed to the revival 

of the sagŭk genre. Choi understands spectacle as visual or aural textual features of 

“presentational prowess” that are “designed to evoke awe or admiration of some sort via 

their size, elaborate techniques, excess, power, or energy.173  These features include 

spectacular landscapes, explosions, chases, battles, fights, costumes, and more.”  

Although I very much agree with this general definition, I would like to point out 

that there is also a compelling need to distinguish between two different types of 

spectacle. The first type consists of powerful images of visual assaults. This type of 

spectacle includes highly stylized displays of the trajectory of movements; digitally 

manipulated action sequences; and assaulting visual images of digitally composited 

mammals. These powerful visual images are awe inspiring. Through the case studies of 

The Pirates: The Seafaring Mountain Bandits (2014, hereafter, Pirates) and Fatal 

Encounter (2014)	using an analytical tool from Tom Gunning’s “cinema of attractions” 

concept, I will investigate the impact of the intense pleasure of stunning and shocking 

effects of digital imagery. The screening of this type of spectacle grants an instant 

gratification to the spectator’s visual curiosity and enables deep immersion into the 

images. For the South Korean audience, larger-than-life spectacles provide an 

opportunity to engage them in the given familiar ancient historical narrative. Big budget 

blockbuster sagŭk films offer an experience of intense visual pleasure that has the 

potential to disrupt the normality or quotidian life of those viewers who are familiar with 
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the sequence of historical events and the ending of the story. International audiences 

unfamiliar with the historical background also enjoy the spectacular elements such as 

“special effects, and a sensual saturation of motion, color, and sound” and through them, 

become engrossed in the story line.174  

The second type of spectacle conveys an impression of aggressive authenticity, 

which I call “hyper-realistic imagery.” These includes design intensive, detailed mise-en-

scene and synthesized images that are subtler and less spectacular. These visual effects 

are meant to be imperceptible to spectators. Examples of this second type include 

digitally composited “nature,” such as lakes and mountains, and digitally augmented 

shots of landscapes. These images are seen as more real than an actual photographic 

reproduction and act as an “effective perceptive trap.”175 Film scholar Yvonne Tasker’s 

study concludes that audiences have a contradictory desire to find out, to follow the 

narrative through to its conclusion and the revelation of knowledge that accompanies this. 

But at the very same time, the audience “wishes to stop and stare, to linger over details.176 

Contemporary sagŭk filmmakers’ dynamic blending of these two types of spectacles—

intricate oscillation between visual dramatization and perceptual realism—yields strong 

visual pleasure and contributes to the commercial success of blockbuster sagŭk films.   

 

Visual Pleasures of Cinema of Attractions in The Pirates and The Fatal Encounter 

The story of Pirates, a blockbuster sagŭk film from 2014, begins with a 

postulation that at the dawn of the Chosŏn dynasty in 1388, a group of envoys are sent to 

Ming China to receive a new name for the nation and a new royal seal, symbols of the 

approval from the Ming Court. This bestowed royal seal signals the beginning of a new 
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epoch of Chosŏn (1392-1910) and the end of the kingdom of Koryŏ (918-1392), which 

lasted approximately five hundred years. The fact that this important seal is swallowed by 

a whale after a shipwreck moves the plot forward. To avoid harsh punishment, those 

envoys blame robbery by pirates for the loss, while offering a large sum of under the 

table bounty for capturing the whale. To introduce the two central characters of the film, 

the film begins with two scenes. Images in these two scenes closely resemble the visually 

stunning graphic images one might encounter in a computer game such as Assassin’s 

Creed or Hollywood comic-based films such as Guardians of the Galaxy (James Gunn 

2014), Deadpool (Tim Miller 2016) and Black Panther (Ryan Coogler 2018). 

In the first scene, one of the protagonists, Chang Sa-jang (Kim Nam-gil) engages 

in a sword combat with the antagonist, Mo Hŭng-gap (Kim Tae-woo). In this sublime 

sequence of swordplay, movements are gracefully choreographed and the tempo of the 

combat is hyperbolically slowed down and accelerated rapidly in quick succession. 

Combat is manipulated to ensure trajectory of the movement is highly stylized against a 

background of digitally enhanced raindrops, which also emulate the speed of the two 

contenders’ movements. This scene then dissolves into a vividly yellowish-orange flame. 

Visually stunning shots follow each other in quick succession.    

In the scene that follows, the heroine of the film comes face to face with an 

entirely digitally created, over-sized whale in the deep, digitally composited, picturesque 

ocean. One can easily become lost in the digitally shaded bright blue aqua-green color of 

the ocean, what the Hollywood Reporter refers as “hauntingly ethereal quality” of the 

ocean.177 This whale comes back later in the story, occupying the entire frame, showing 

off its majestic status, splashing a great amount of water, then jumping out of the water, 
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and falling into the large battleship, breaking it into two. The Chosun Daily Newspaper 

reported that audiences enthusiastically responded to the digitally created whale as they 

looked closely and marveled at how real the fully computer-generated whale appeared to 

be.178 The whale is expansive and gigantic, yet the way it swims is seamless and 

effortless. The audience admires the lifelike quality of today’s digital creatures. 

Absorption of the life-like quality of the creature leads to a momentary suspension of the 

narrative. This scene gives an illusion of being in a digital water park. The film later 

provides a more elaborate visual water park experience at one point where the same 

female protagonist rides what could best be described as the tallest water slide encircled 

by one explosion after another. 
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Figure 2.  The computer-generated whale in the digitally composited, 
picturesque ocean in The Pirates (2014) 
 
 
These eye-popping scenes demonstrate the culmination of all that sophisticated 

film technology can offer: highly-stylized displays of movement; digitally-manipulated 

action sequences; the assaulting visual images of digitally-composited mammals; and 

post-production digital augmentation. What the use of enhanced cinematic apparatus does 
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is throw powerful images at the audience. They exist purely for their own sake. Images 

override the narrative. Film scholars such as Vivian Sobchack and Wanda Strauven assert 

that this mode of address is a reincarnation of “cinema of attractions,” which has 

reemerged with the recent spectacle cinema.179 From the inception of motion pictures, 

spectators were astonished with images. Instead of having audiences confined to the 

illusional world created by narrative, early cinema created “an almost unquenchable 

desire to consume the world through images.”180 In his groundbreaking analysis of the 

“cinema of attractions,” Tom Gunning argues that as an historical mode of film practice, 

early films made before 1906 were not integrated into the narratives. Rather, the cinema 

of attraction offered pure pleasure from the act of looking. The spectators of the early 

cinema were fully aware of the act of looking. When early spectators screened full 

nudity, car accidents, and the cutting up of bodies on screen, images themselves induced 

great visual and emotional shocks. The concept of “cinema of attractions” is a time-

specific category of early cinema’s mode of film practice before it was dominated by the 

narrative impulse. “Cinema of attractions” is exhibitionist, presenting discontinuous 

visual attractions, thus becoming a disruptive element to the narrative. Recently, 

contemporary blockbuster’s active display of spectacles and special effects indicates a 

reincarnation of Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault’s attractions model.
 
Sobchack 

notes that spectacular elements offer an immediate gratification to spectators and that this 

kind of exhibitionist tendency of feature films serves as a sign of the return to the early 

cinema of the attractions model.181 

I would further argue that in addition to granting an instant gratification to 

spectators’ visual curiosity, the quality of today’s “cinema of attractions” in its stunning 
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and shocking effects of digital imagery prevents any extensive construction of historical 

referentiality. At the level of visual experience, those entrancing displays of imagery 

brought to life by digital processes generate a profound dissonance that does not belong 

to the temporality that sagŭk films depict, which is the diegetic world of antiquity. The 

most memorable scenes from Pirates effectively demonstrate that highly stylized slow 

motion not only disrupts the absorption of the narrative but also dismantles historical 

referentiality. Highly stylized slow motion enables expressionistic illusionism in which 

images are perceptually and purposefully exaggerated and unreal; no historical trace can 

be found perceptively or affectively in the shot. Much like the deep hills of the coastal 

city of San Francisco, the hills of early Chosŏn’s fictional waterfront town are steep. 

Exotic sceneries of digitally created landscapes and bodies of water are unfold before the 

spectators’ eyes. Two protagonists are fighting on a rolling handcart in a rapid motion 

downhill while a giant waterwheel is let loose, chasing them at a terrific speed. The 

handcart finally falls over a precipice. The shot of their falling is hyperbolically 

protracted in extreme slow motion. The two protagonists literally fly with a seagull side 

by side. All of them, including the seagull, turn their faces and are shocked to see each 

other. Surprised to see humans flying, the seagull falls to the ground. This shot traps the 

spectator’s gaze with its viscerally visible details at a micro-temporal speed. Because of 

the intense pleasure this image yields, at the level of spectatorial experience, this shot 

momentarily fully captivates and captures viewers’ attention. And as a result, the 

narrative is lost momentarily. For a brief second, this dramatically stylized shot without 

any concern of narrative prevents any “history” from surfacing because the 

overwhelmingly sophisticated filmic technology is revealed to the audience.  
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Figure 3. The hyperbolically protracted shot in extreme slow motion in The 
Pirates (2014) 
 
 
Another example from the climax shot of Fatal Encounter also clearly 

demonstrates an “uncanny” moment that resists being absorbed into the premodern 

diegetic world like that of the Chosŏn period. Cinematic apparatus and its capabilities to 

manipulate the duration and effect are ostentatiously and consciously presented to the 

audience in this scene. The climactic shot of a duel between King Chongjo and Eul-soo, 

Chosŏn’s most skilled assassin, was taken by a camera on a track, which then was shot 

with a compressed air pump on a dolly. The effect was to extend the duration of the shot 

excessively; the original shot lasted less than a second but this shot was protracted to 

about one minute. According to the cinematographer Go Rak-sun, the duration of the shot 

was exceedingly exaggerated to capture both the action and emotions of characters on the 

same frame. A full-featured digital high-speed camera, which is capable of speeds over 

700 frames-per-second, rendered a sumptuous picture. This highly stylized shot is clearly 

“uncanny” because of the revelatory presence of the cinematic apparatus: wire cameras 

and high-speed cameras. This type of visual assault renders a highly conscious awareness 
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of the act of looking and momentarily coming back to reality from the fictional world. 

The climax shot presented discontinuous visual attractions, detaching itself from the 

narrative flow of the film. 

 

Figure 4. The excessively extended duration of the shot of a duel between King 
Chongjo and Eul-soo in Fatal Encounter (2014) 
 

The Pleasure of Illusion, Consuming the Premodern Past through Hyperrealistic 

Images  

While larger-than-life spectacles and the highly manipulated speed of the 

cinematography provide moments of intense visual pleasure, an aggressive impression of 

reality in blockbuster sagŭk films also provides many opportunities to stop and stare, to 

linger over details of design-intensive mise-en-scene and bountiful hyperreal synthesized 

images. These synthesized images are subtler and less spectacular. Synthesized images 

achieve greater perceptual credibility because they result from a hybrid form of images: 

existing objects or live-action elements at the production stage are transferred to a digital 
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format in order to enhance them and then are transferred back to film.182 In many cases, 

these synthesized images are combined with computer-generated images. For example, in 

the preproduction stage of Fatal Encounter, Chonhyŏn'gak, a personal library and study 

for King Chŏngjo was entirely reconstructed. Because the original had been severely 

damaged during the Japanese colonial era, the film’s art director, Cho Hwa-sŏng, used 

the folk painting, Sŏgwŏldo (Map of the West Palace) to simulate the original. The film 

set of Chonhyŏn'gak was rebuilt within two and a half months. Lotte Entertainment spent 

approximately $9.6 million purely on production costs for Fatal Encounter. A shot 

preceding the climax battle sequence uses helicams to sweep expansively over the 

reconstructed film set. Then this image of the site is augmented with a computer-

generated digital cloud and moon. When digital clouds hide a full moon, the shot creates 

the deep stillness of the bewitching hour of the imminent assassination attempt. 

Reflecting the seriousness of the thematic concern, the production team lowered the 

overall chroma level and added black particles to the film to render heavier, darker tones. 

183 Meticulous historical attention was also paid to overall mise-en-scene, including 

costumes, settings, and locations, and they were almost always enhanced with 

sophisticated computer technologies and effects. Similarly, when hit man Eul-soo is first 

introduced on screen, he is crossing the lake on a small boat in the dead of night. At the 

postproduction stage, the ominous ambience of the night is accentuated with computer-

generated fog, filling across the scene. Post-augmented reflections of trees onto the 

surface of the river with many rays of light contributed to a more volumetric and three-

dimensional space of a moonlit lake. A team of digital experts that managed and 

controlled the filmed data always accompanied the filming.184  
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Figure 5. The ominous ambience of the night with computer-generated fog and post-
augmented reflections in Fatal Encounter (2014) 
 
 

The high production value and post-production digital augmentation sustain the 

illusion of narrative integrity and coherence, all the while offering the pleasure of 

consuming imitated versions of monumental historical sites and artifacts of the 

premodern world. Stephen Prince argues that seeing realistic digital images enhanced by 

visual effects imperceptible to spectators gives “the pleasure of illusion.”185 Prince points 

out that not only is digital cinema’s portrayal of a fictional world compatible with realism 

but also that digital filmmaking can be even more realistic than classical realist 

filmmaking. Since digital cinema follows the same observable laws of physics as the 

world the spectator inhabits, digital images “persuade viewers that the effects are real 

within the referential terms of the story.”186 Prince suggests that digital cinema should be 

understood as a mode of translation: “[a] design for creating new extensions of realism 
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and fictional truths that renders greater perceptual experience by extending spectators’ 

senses and the imagination achieved through a new technology.”187  

In sum, balancing the two types of spectacles in blockbuster sagŭk films—the 

dazzling digitally-created stylized shot and the subtly digitally-enhanced ‘realistic’ image 

enabled two very different kinds of viewing pleasure. This variation of two extremes of 

visual experience between visual dramatization and perceptual realism broadens the 

target audience by overcoming the familiarity of narrative for the domestic audience and 

the complexity of historical narrative for the global audience. However, the visually 

stunning quality of sagŭk blockbusters requires the most updated and expensive digital-

imaging technology. In addition, sagŭk’s signature trait of design-intensive form to get 

“historical” details right makes sagŭk blockbusters too costly to produce for non-chaebŏl 

media companies. The following section will explore the problematic qualities of 

spectacles enlisted by sagŭk blockbusters which are produced within South Korea’s 

notorious chaebŏl-centric economy.  

The aforementioned blockbusters sagŭk films, Pirates and Fatal Encounter, were 

both produced and distributed by Lotte Entertainment, a multinational media 

conglomerate. Commercial imperative drives these media conglomerates to enlist 

visually stunning spectacles to yield profitability from the domestic market and infiltrate 

overseas markets following the tradition of Hollywood blockbuster distribution. In other 

words, given that the production cost of the sagŭk genre is greater than any other genre, 

to be commercially viable, these films need to have the mass cultural appeal. To produce 

a more accessible and consumable product, are not culturally charged but “culturally 

odorless.”188 As Jason McGrath indicates, “the national boundaries suggested by terms 
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such as ‘Hollywood’ or ‘the Chinese film industry’ are in many ways obsolete.” 189 Sagŭk 

productions are “heritage commodities,” Hye Seung Chung and David Scott Diffrient 

argue, packaged and marketed globally to be profitable for the industry.190 The use of 

spectacular visual effects in a rendition of the past has largely been considered 

problematic. Its use is regarded as a symbol of “cultural vulgarity” and ostentatious visual 

excess.191 In Gunning’s words, the effects of contemporary spectacle cinema are “tamed 

attractions” that generate only aesthetic shock, lacking “revolutionary possibilities,” 

which were once available in avant-garde cinema.192 In this context, visually striking 

images in sagŭk blockbusters are also “tamed attractions.” Without any subversive 

power, these tamed spectacles lack deeper meaning. More specifically, visual effects in 

popular sagŭk blockbusters are evaluated as an affective force that fosters virtual 

nostalgia— a longing for a better time generated by a suprarealistic simulation of that 

past era. Whether contemporary blockbuster’s active display of spectacles and special 

effects indicates a reincarnation of the “cinema of attractions” model or is postmodern 

regression to the crisis of historicity is yet to be determined and requires further research. 

In the following chapter, I will explore the issue of nostalgia in popular sagŭk 

films in depth. I suggest that the essence of nostalgic desire in popular sagŭk films is not 

triggered by stylistic elements but rather by the storytelling. This is in large part because 

spectacular images—both dramatized and hyperreal—lack historical referentiality. I 

would, however, concede that unlike visual assaults of dramatically stylized images, 

some enhanced visual effects may induce virtual nostalgia. For example, seeing 

premodern, pristine surroundings of digitally composited “nature,” such as lakes and 

mountains untouched by industrialization, might invoke a desire to return to a pre-
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industrialized era. Nevertheless, upon reflection even these more perfect than realistic 

images can be characterized as too extremely real in a modern sense. They reveal obvious 

effects of technology and digitalization that belong to a utopic domain rather than a 

nostalgic domain of indexicality from the real past. In other words, the superficiality of 

realistic images is identifiable. As Sobchack suggests, contemporary audiences are fully 

aware that these spectacular and exhibitionist images are highly mediated through a 

“sophisticated and enhanced apparatus” as it makes “its own revelatory presence” felt.193 

These characteristics of digital imaging’s revelatory presence and moments of visual 

eruptions discussed earlier contributed to a shift in the narrative form of sagŭk 

blockbusters. The narrative of sagŭk blockbuster focused on telling a historical event as a 

singled-out event rather than basing the plot within a context of history-as-continuous 

progression, a unified teleological narrative. As opposed to Im’s historical films which 

emphasize historical continuity, sagŭk blockbusters tend to limit their storytelling to an 

isolated historical event. The subsequent section will discuss two alternative ways of 

conceptually understanding history: history as a constant forward and continuous 

narrative, an unfolding sequence of events versus history as a compilation of random, 

contingent, and potentially separate events from each other.194 With this discussion, it is 

my intention to explain the transformation in storytelling strategies from the nationalist-

realist sagŭk films to blockbuster sagŭk films.  

 

History as a Flowing river and History as a Rainfall 

In his colorful and poetic analysis of the relationship between photograph and 

trauma, Ulrich Baer introduces two ways to historically understand time: Heraclitus’s 
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notion of history as a flowing river and Democritus’s conception of time as a rainfall. 

Heraclitus perceived time as inherently flowing and a sequential entity, carrying its 

onlookers “forward from event to event in an unstoppable stream.”195 From this 

perspective, the past is understood as a story that is “coherent, continual, and 

consecutive.”196 Democritus, on the other hand, saw the world as a vast rainfall with 

events occurring in “bursts and explosions.”197 For Democritus, events occur “when 

individual drops accidentally touch one another.”198 Democritus privileged “the moments 

rather than the story, the event rather than the unfolding, particularity rather than 

generality.”199  

If photographs are mechanically frozen chunks of recorded time which is always 

moving forward, photographs seem to adhere to Heraclitus’s principle of time as they 

imply an idea that history is “ever flowing and preprogrammed to produce an on-going 

narrative.”200 Baer, however, asserts that there is no certainty of knowing a photograph’s 

“before” or “after”; hence, a fleeting time that a photograph is capturing cannot be 

assimilated into a continuous narrative. Following a Democritean perspective, Baer 

perceives photography as a device that captures an isolated moment. He does not simply 

regard photographs as interruptions in the evolution of time.201 In Baer’s view, a 

photograph does not preserve a slice of time or freeze a moment that flows linearly but 

enables an access to another kind of experience that is “explosive, instantaneous and 

distinct.”202 What Baer sees in a photograph is not a bit of a narrative and not history, but 

possibly trauma. Baer argues that it is only when we recognize the constructiveness of 

history-as-narrative and attempt to reorient photography criticism away from a narrative 

model of experienced time, that we will finally acknowledge the uncounted number of 
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individuals in our lives and that significant parts of our lives experienced are not in 

sequence but are “explosive bursts of isolated events.”203 These raindrops of events resist 

being integrated into the larger context of a continuous narrative. The Democritean 

concept of time and its significance for understanding history benefitted Baer by giving a 

theoretical tool to move photography criticism away from a general perspective that the 

photograph is “the parceling-out and preservation of time.”204 Instead, the Democritean 

model of the world enabled Baer to discover photograph’s potential to access “another 

kind of experience that is explosive, instantaneous, distinct.”205 

I suggest that the Democritean conception of time as the rainfall is advantageous 

to understanding the relatively simple narrative form of sagŭk blockbusters, which does 

not presume any level of historical knowledge. As spectacles often interrupt the narrative 

flow and disrupt the narrative absorption, the plot of an historical event is presented as a 

singled-out event. Not considering the narrative’s “before” and “after,” a particular event 

is isolated and privileged. For example, the plot of The Pirates focuses exclusively on 

recovering the lost royal seal. The film does not remotely explain what historical force 

ends five hundred years of the kingdom of Koryŏ (918-1392) and begins a new dynasty 

of Chosŏn (1392-1910). One of the problematic narrative lapses is the introduction of a 

historical figure, Yi Sŏng-kye, the founder and first king of the Chosŏn dynasty. At the 

beginning of the film, Yi appears as a head general of the Koryŏ army. As the narrative 

progresses, Yi sits on the throne. What caused his status as a sovereign to a new dynasty 

is never explained. In the case of Fatal Encounter, the story is strictly confined to one 

day—24 hours leading up to July 28, 1777, the day of a real-life assassination attempt in 

the first year of Chŏngjo’s ruling, (chŏng’yu yŏkpyŏn). The film does not explain the 
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historical background of kingship skipping a generation. The film shows the execution of 

Chŏngjo’s father, Prince Sado, from scenes of Chŏngjo’s memory but no backstory 

explains the reason behind this tragic event. With scarcely a trace of historical 

referentiality, these individual events resonate as Democritus-like “splintered, fractured, 

and blown apart” raindrops of historical occurrences.  

A detailed case study of Denis Villeneuve’s thought-provoking science fiction 

film Arrival (2016) enables a greater understanding of Democritus’ concept of history. 

The film problematizes narrative linearity and causality, challenging the normative idea 

that we experience time as a continuous narrative. The film harks back to Democritus’ 

notion of time experienced as raindrops as the film privileges explosive, instantaneous 

and distinct moments. Villeneuve challenges our own presumption of how we recollect 

our memory from the past.  When temporal reality is fragmented by non-linearity, 

Villeneuve asks how one recalls and understands a past event. Villeneuve further 

challenges the notion of linear time by imagining a situation in which humans can access 

simultaneously all temporalities of time—past, present, and future. With this postulation 

that rejects the linearity of time, the film demonstrates the impossibility of fully recalling 

a past event and its context. One does not remember the past in a chronological order but 

remembers decisive moments in life out of chronological order—like a rainfall.  

 

Arrival (2016): Ambivalent Nature of Time as Bursts of Moments 

When twelve, elongated, oval shaped extraterrestrial spacecraft hover over twelve 

different locations across Earth, Louise Banks (Amy Adams), a renowned linguist, is 

recruited by the U.S. military to communicate with giant octopus-like aliens. Panic and 
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paranoia spread around the world and nations recruit their finest linguists to ascertain the 

intent of the aliens, referred to as ‘heptapods.’ Banks, along with a theoretical physicist 

Lan Donnelly (Jeremy Renner) and their teams try to decipher the heptapods’ 

complicated, circular shaped language in an attempt to communicate with them. The 

film’s opening scene shows a montage of what seems to be Louise’s recollection of her 

past including her intimate memories of her daughter, Hannah, from her birth to early 

adolescence. This scene begins with a voice-over narration by Louise: “I used to think 

that this was the beginning of your story. Memory is a strange thing. It doesn’t work like 

I thought it did. We are so bound by time, by its order.” In this sequence of apparent 

flashbacks, audiences watch a series of episodes as Louise interacts with Hannah in a 

chronological order: Banks is caring for a newly born Hannah, taking her back from a 

person who is holding her, saying “come back to me.” Louise is playing with now a 

child, Hannah. “I remember moments in the middle.” Louise recalls when Hannah 

declares her love for her mom, saying “I love you.” Next, Louise recollects Hannah’s 

rebellious teenager years, Hannah screams: “I hate you!” Louise then remembers the day 

Hannah is diagnosed with a rare cancer. “And this was the end.” Louise grieves over 

Hannah’s dead body in a hospital bed, saying desperately, “come back to me, come back 

to me.” She weeps and walks away through a curved corridor, alluding to the theme of 

the film, circularity of the notion of time. The scene ends with the voice-over: “But now 

I’m not so sure I believe in beginning and ending.” This voice-over spills over to the next 

scene.  

“There are days that define your story beyond your life, like they arrived.” In the 

second scene, Louise is coming to a university to teach on the day twelve spacecraft have 
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appeared on earth. Louise looks indifferent to the chaotic ambience of the university and 

the terror on a global scale. This scene seems to bring the viewers back to the present, but 

we are somewhat uncertain because the narrator seems to be telling the story from her 

future perspective. Because we have just watched the tragedy of a young death at the 

beginning of the film, we as viewers tend to attribute Louise’s lack of interest in her 

surroundings to her deep sadness. Because we, as viewers, assume that the film’s timeline 

is linear. Viewers had already attached a meaning to Louise’s quiet and somber demeanor 

as they assumed that Louise must be grieving over the loss of her child. It is only at the 

end of the film where it is dramatically revealed that the opening montage happens after 

the subsequent events in the film. In other words, what the viewers did not know is that 

what happens in the second scene—the day of the heptapods’ arrival—precedes the 

events depicted in the opening scene—birth, growth, and teenage death. What seem to be 

apparent memories of the past are, in fact, flash-forwards of Louise’s future. In doing so, 

Villeneuve challenges how viewers remember their own memories and how they 

perceive recollected events. Memories are subjective and far from a past reality because 

they depend on the situation in which they are recalled. Versions of the recollections 

change with each act of remembering because we attach different meanings to each 

recalling. Moreover, the film urges its spectators to question their own relationship to 

memory: one does not remember the past in a chronological order but rather remembers 

distinctive moments in his or her life indiscriminately out of chronological order. For 

Louise, she remembers when the heptapods arrives as an extraordinary and defining 

moment in her life.    
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Louise is flown to one of the alien’s landing sites, Montana. The heptapods’ 

charcoal, monolithic spacecraft is floating above ground about fifteen feet in the mist in 

an open field. Louis, Lan and a team of military personnel enter the ship via a scissor lift. 

All of them are wearing orange, hefty hazmat suits. They bring a small bird in a cage. It 

is a “canary in the coal mine” to test if the environment in the spacecraft is safe. Once 

they get into the narrow channel of the ship, they jump off. There is a shift in gravity so 

they stand sideways on the vertical surface of the passageway. They walk to a movie-

screen like, transparent, glass wall. Behind this wall, two colossi of hetapods move 

gracefully in a milky cloud of smoke. Ian names them Abbott and Costello, after the 

1940s American comedy duo. Their spoken language sounds like whale or dolphin 

noises. For written language, they squirt ink substance from the ends of their legs. The 

aliens’ logograms are written as complex circles. The researchers later discover that the 

aliens’ logograms do not have any temporal markers. For example, their written language 

has no verb tenses or time indicators such as “before” or “after.” Each circular logogram 

has a direction but no indication of origin; there is no beginning or ending to their 

logogram. Ian’s voiceover narration explains: “unlike speech, a logogram is free of time. 

Like their ship or their bodies, their written language has no forward or backward 

direction. Linguists call this ‘nonlinear orthography.’ Ian raises the question, ‘Is this how 

they think?’” As Louise immerses herself into deciphering the alien’s language, she has 

fragmented visions and dreams of her future daughter, Hannah. At this point, the viewers 

are perplexed by Louise’s visions: Who has access to these images? Are these visions 

solely visible to the viewers or also to Louise? Viewers are puzzled because this girl is 

supposed to be the future daughter-to-be, Hannah. How can one have memories of the 
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future? Are these memories of the past or visions of the future? Viewers slowly come to 

realize that these images are actually Louise’s vision. In a similar fashion to Baer’s 

assertion that there is no certainty of knowing a photograph’s “before” or “after,” 

Villeneuve also poses a question about whether there is a certain way of knowing the 

sequence of memories.   

The introduction of the circular language without an ability to express time is 

complemented by a theme of communication mediated by various forms of screens—

barriers that hinder the communication of intents and meanings. A transparent wall, 

acting as a screen, enables heptapods to communicate with humans via writing, and 

computer screens connect language experts around the globe. Yet communications via 

screens also limit conveyance of meaning and blurs intention. The viewers have another 

barrier—a movie screen, further complicating comprehending the narrative. When Louise 

asks the ultimate question to the heptapods, “What is your purpose here?” They answer 

by writing on the screen: “to offer weapon.” China translates this as “to use weapon.” 

This caused China to break off all communication with other nations and share collected 

information on heptapods. China declares war with the heptapods. All other nations 

follow. Louise argues that the Chinese translation was inaccurate; that the particular 

circular logogram should be interpreted as “tool” rather than “weapon.” 

Screens connect people yet they can also act as barriers, preventing people from 

communicating their true intent. For example, the television screen derails 

communication between the aliens and the humans. After watching a conservative 

television personality reprimanding the U.S. government for handling the aliens with 

peaceful means instead of a much more aggressive approach, renegade soldiers plant a 
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time bomb on the Montana site shell. This incident consequently kills Abbott, one of the 

heptapods. There is a quick succession of multiple shots of military personnel in front of 

their computer screens. They relentlessly engage in conversations, seeking peace with 

their foreign counterparts on screen. At the end, however, all these interactions were 

futile, almost resulting in an all-out global war.   

After all the joint efforts fail and all communications are shut down, Louise is 

transported aboard the spacecraft. Now she is standing on the same side of the glass as 

the heptapod without a screen dividing them. By this time, she has gained much fluency 

in heptapod circular logogram. She understands what Costello is writing yet still does not 

understand the meaning behind the logogram. 

Costello: “Louise has weapon. Use weapon.” 

Louise: “I don’t understand. What is your purpose here?” 

Costello writes again: “We help humanity. In three thousand years, we need 

humanity help.” 

Louise: “How can you know the future?” 

The film cuts to Hannah. Louise has a vision of a child who is playing with rocks. 

Louise: “I don’t understand, who is this child?”    

The film cuts to Hannah again. She is holding up a drawing of a man, a woman, and a 

bird. This drawing is also framed and hung on the wall. 

Hannah: “The show is called ‘Mommy and Daddy Talk to Animals.’” 

Hannah had made black hetapods and humans in orange colored hefty hazmat suits out of 

clay. 

Costello: “Louise sees future. Weapon opens time.”  
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This is the moment the audience realizes that what they viewed in the beginning of the 

film—episodes of Louise’s “memory”—are in fact not flashbacks but flash-forwards into 

Louise’s future. The “weapon” that the heptapods offer is their language. It is not a 

weapon but a gift that enables one to see all of time— past, present and future—at once. 

When one masters the language of heptapods, one can access future events and allow one 

to influence the present. 

The film show how individuals experience significant parts of their lives and 

remember collective historical events as bursts of fragmented instances. Presenting an 

isolated historical event in a film without its connection to its past and future is disruptive 

to the idea of history-as-continuous narrative. In this way, blockbuster aesthetics and 

narrative form used in the rendition of the premodern past provide an alternative option to 

understanding history: not as organized knowledge of a continuous and connected 

process but as an accumulation of isolated moments. If there is scarcely a trace of 

historical referentiality in a rather simplified and shorter narrative form which is 

blockbuster sagŭk, what then holds the narrative together in blockbuster sagŭk films? The 

following chapter will investigate renewed thematic concerns and narrative strategies of 

blockbuster sagŭk films. Sagŭk blockbuster films are also categorized as “nostalgia 

films,” fostering nostalgia while distorting historical accuracy and authenticity. These 

films are simply dismissed as escapism.206 But what is the object of nostalgia and what 

importance, if any, does it hold? How shall we discuss nostalgia without historical 

referentiality in sagŭk films? These are some of the questions that will be explored in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter Three. Redefining Nostalgia: A Quest for Innocence and Hope 

in Post-2000 Sagŭk Films 

 

The preceding chapter on post-2000 blockbuster sagŭk films focused on culturally 

and historically empty spectacles, and how the predomination of digital visual effects 

erases historical referentiality at the level of the image. To accommodate the visual 

aspects of the blockbuster, contemporary sagŭk effectively limits its narrative scope to 

singular events, rather than positioning a historical event as a constituent of a coherent 

and continuous national history.207 History is imagined alternatively as singled-out 

moments touching one another within a taut plot, rather than the unfolding of teleological 

connections. In this chapter, I draw on Linda Williams’ essential features of melodrama 

to explore nostalgia associated with the diegetic premodern world of sagŭk films. I argue 

that there is a powerful nostalgic idealization of innocence at work within the narratives 

of the genre.  

Williams proposes that the most inherently distinguishable feature of melodrama 

is its tendency to begin and to end in a space of innocence.208 In the case of American 

stage melodrama, gardens and rural homes are often portrayed as a place of uncorrupted 

innocence. 209 Similarly, in American film melodrama, the Western Frontier is used as a 

new Garden of Eden. The narrative then unfolds as this setting of virtue is soon spoiled 

by a villain. If the protagonist can somehow return to this represented home, the narrative 

ends happily. It is the melodrama’s goal to recover and return to this initial state of virtue 

and the locus of innocence to prevail at the end of its narrative.	Williams also identifies 
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other essential features of melodrama: recognizing the victim’s virtue and a dialectic of 

pathos and action creating hope that it is not too late. This dissertation postulates that 

melodrama is a dominant mode of contemporary sagŭk films and the objects of nostalgia 

comprise a space of innocence where all these essential features of melodrama can be 

realized.  

In pre-2000 sagŭk films, innocence was embodied in han, that is, han-saturated 

land or people. Innocence was expressed within the boundaries of a Korean nation. In 

contrast, Williams’ space of innocence within the diegesis of recent South Korean sagŭk 

films is manifested in personages. People who are historical and fictional characters in 

sagŭk films embody the space of innocence. Contemporary sagŭk films, such as Choo 

Chang-min’s 2012 hit, Masquerade (Kwanghae: wang-i toen namja), elucidate the ideal 

humanness of people of the imaginary past, making them the locus of virtue. Ideal 

humanness in the characters then shapes and governs all human relations and social 

interactions in the diegetic world of the film.210 These relationships are among kings and 

subjects, family members, lovers, friends, neighbors, and even strangers. By doing so, the 

sagŭk films present desirable human qualities as a space of innocence that is no longer 

believed to be available in a late capitalistic society such as South Korea. At the same 

time, these idealized traits offer pleasure to audiences who see a restoration of innocence 

in humanness—something contemporary viewers imagine to be forever lost living under 

what Rob Wilson calls the “killer capitalistic” society of South Korea.211 With 

melodrama, nostalgia fundamentally shares the substantive desire to return to a space of 

innocence, idealized in one’s imagination among possible social interactions within a 

collective community. This ideal state supposedly existed in rural communities before the 
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urban degradation brought about by a late capitalistic society. Svetlana Boym notes: 

“[m]odern nostalgia is a mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the loss of 

an enchanted world with clear borders and values; it could be a secular expression of a 

spiritual longing, a nostalgia for an absolute, a home that is both physical and spiritual, 

the edenic unity of time and space before entry into history.”212 In this chapter, I correlate 

the rise in popularity of sagŭk with the emergence of South Korea as an economic super 

power. Nostalgia in historical visual representations of the sagŭk films of the 2000s no 

longer reflect the uniform subjectivity of the minjok (national subject) by presenting the 

traumas of Korean history, as in JSA (2000), Taegukgi (2004) and Welcome to 

Dongmakgol (2005). Nor do they evoke identification with shared affects of chŏng 

(emotions) or han (ineffable sorrow) as expressed in Im Kwon-taek’s festival films such 

as Sŏp’yŏnje (1993), Painted Fire (2002), and Chunhyang (2000) (examined in the first 

chapter). The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the possible evocation of nostalgia in 

screening post-2000 Korean sagŭk films, which lack any serious claim to historical 

referentiality.    

While nostalgia expressed in sagŭk melodrama is focused retrospectively, sagŭk 

suggests possible hope, as these films signal the possibility of a better future. Sagŭk films 

first rediscover historical personages who are victim-heroes. The victim-hero offers the 

possibility of change in a profoundly unjust world; seeing the victim-hero triumph over 

adversity produces hope. Nostalgia is experienced as a lost opportunity, a missed chance 

embodied in historical personages. In post-2000 sagŭk, those persons are historical 

victim-heroes, who once inspired hope for social betterment. The opportunity is lost 

because the victim-heroes’ plans for social change are foiled by one of several 
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circumstances: an unforeseeable death, a natural disaster, old age, or an intentional 

scheme by opposing forces. They are victim-heroes because they manifested their virtue 

by enduring extensive suffering while inspiring hope for human betterment. The 

redemption of the victim-hero and the reestablishment of the space of innocence 

constitutes the melodramatic narrative. However, often the hope for social betterment is 

thwarted by the historical circumstances of a hierarchical society of the ancient past. Yet 

the efforts of these victim-heroes are presented as a missed opportunity that may come 

again in the future. Through the extensive case study of Lee Jae-gyu’s 2014 blockbuster 

sagŭk film, Fatal Encounter (Yŏngnin), I explore how melodrama’s offering of hope that 

“it may not be too late” works particularly effectively in evoking nostalgia. This key 

feature of melodrama serves as the metaphorical prospect of the renewal of Korea’s 

current state and its future. In other words, the present and future can be saved; it is not 

too late.  

The contemporary conditions that South Korean civil society desperately desires 

to escape are based on a perpetually imbalanced power relationship. The social structure 

that enables the political, economic, and gendered powers to abuse and silence their 

victims still exists. David I. Steinberg explains this South Korean social structure 

effectively by claiming that “[e]ven the trauma of the Japanese colonial rule and the 

deaths and dislocations of the Korean War did not destroy the tapestry of the essentially 

six-century-old yangban-oriented social elite in Korea.”213 The deep-rooted hierarchical 

structure that established an elite-centered culture has generated an enduring system that 

facilitates the production and maintenance of political, gender, and income inequality in 

South Korea. I suggest that sagŭk films such as Fatal Encounter lead to restorative 
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actions as they strongly suggest that each possibility missed in the past remains a 

possibility for actualization in the future. That is, contemporary sagŭk is rewriting an 

elite-centered history to now accommodate desires and fantasies of marginalized classes 

while critiquing the historical conditions of the diegesis. In exploring the relationship 

between nostalgia and melodrama, and how their interactivity contributes to the revival 

of the post-2000 sagŭk film genre, I begin the chapter by demystifying the nostalgic 

experience of viewing contemporary sagŭk films, which have key melodramatic features. 

Melodrama begins, and wants to end, in a space of innocence.214 Nostalgia is experienced 

as a return to this space of innocence, this home.  

Nostalgia is a historically unstable concept and its discursive construction has 

differed at different junctures in history.215 Andrew Higson explains that the concept of 

nostalgia has developed and changed over the course of history. Higson notes that in the 

seventeenth century, nostalgia was considered a physical condition but the concept was 

gradually used to describe a psychological condition. More recently, nostalgia is 

evaluated as a socio-cultural condition of a lived experience.216 With these multiple 

dimensions of the concept, nostalgia expressed in sagŭk needs to be examined. The 

previous chapter touched upon scholars’ analyses of Korean cinema’s obsession with the 

dramatization of the distant past and these films’ steady success at the box office 

including Kyung Hyun Kim, Hye Seung Chung and David Scott Diffrient. These critics 

explain the motivation behind the creation and consumption of dramatization of the past 

as a postmodern nostalgia culture. While cultural commentary on nostalgia film as a 

principal example of a postmodern condition has been enlightening, it does not 

interrogate the nostalgia that underlies the notion of history as an accumulation of 
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isolated events. In other words, what is nostalgia when filmgoers consume the 

“historical” without reference to historicity? If the recent popularity of sagŭk films is 

indeed propelled by a postmodern nostalgia culture, what is the object of this nostalgia 

and what significance does it hold in a Korean context? I plan to answer these questions 

by tracing what constitutes innocence in two representative films of contemporary sagŭk 

cinema: Masquerade and Fatal Encounter.  

 

Nostalgia and Key Features of Melodrama 

The term “melodrama” has broadened from its limited scope as a genre, and now 

is widely understood as an affective mode that enables an aesthetic-emotional experience. 

Melodrama is a mode of literary, theatrical, or filmic representation characterized by 

heightened sentimentality, emotion, and pathos. Melodrama is particularly effective at 

politicizing the body, provoking pathos and emotional identification through the visceral 

depiction of suffering bodies. Melodrama is a transcultural and transmedial aesthetic. The 

power as well as misuse of melodrama has gained much attention in Korean film 

scholarship.217 The social function of melodrama in Korean cultural art forms has a long 

and complicated history together with its supposed rival, the mode of realism. In the 

1930s, melodrama was mobilized to inculcate Japanese nationalism in the local Korean 

population. Moreover, melodrama was used in both South and North Korea as one of the 

most effective means of propaganda during the Cold War era.  

Why do Korean filmmakers locate the space of innocence in the distant past 

instead of placing it in a more recent past? In general, viewers feel a longing for the 

remembered, not the ancient, past. Anglo-American media fondly look back on their 
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glorious past, imbuing it with nostalgic feelings of courage or glamour, taking away from 

it inspired feelings of hope for the future. Numerous examples could be cited: Almost 

Famous (Cameron Crowe, 2000), Midnight in Paris (Woody Allen, 2011) and AMC’s 

Mad Men (2007-2015) are three. The audience feels nostalgic when seeing the “good old 

days,” remembering an earlier time, or an object, people, values, or conditions associated 

with that time. In the case of South Korean historical film, however, memory plays a very 

different role. In period dramas of the recent past, remembering does not evoke nostalgia; 

instead it serves as a triggering device for recalling trauma. For example, most of the 

recent Korean period films based on true stories of the more recent past, including The 

Attorney (Pyŏnhoin; dir. Yang Woo-seok, 2013), A Taxi Driver (T'aeksiunjŏnsa, dir. Jang 

Hoon, 2017), and 1987: When the Day Comes (Jang Joon-hwan 2018), remind their 

viewers vividly how South Korean democratization movements and struggles for human 

rights against the authoritarian Chun Doo-hwan regime in the 1980s was a traumatic 

experience characterized by bloodshed and destruction. Generally, nostalgic persons do 

not wish to re-experience the relatively recent historical past of violence and aggression 

against humanity—evils such as the Holocaust, slavery, imperialism, and genocide have 

not been immediately representable in cinema.218 The memory of the real past renders a 

person speechless and guilt-ridden. Memory becomes a burden. No one who is truly 

nostalgic wants to return to that past. In contrast, nostalgia is a form of romantic fantasy 

for a space of innocence; an escape from the frustrations and disappointments with the 

recent past and the contemporary situation. 

Nostalgia shares the dynamic common to melodrama, which begins and wants to 

end in a space of innocence. The represented “home” is in fact a space of innocence. I 
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suggest the longevity and universality of melodrama as a popular mode is closely linked 

to its appeal in addressing nostalgia’s focus on recovering virtue and innocence at the 

end. Melodrama strives to return to an extrapolated form of collective “home.” Nostalgia 

involves a continual search for a time when we imagine that desirable humanness once 

existed. As members of postmodern mankind, spectators find these ideal human qualities 

and relationships in historical fiction, specifically in the premodern past.  

The very function of melodrama is also revealing the hidden moral legibility 

through recognizing victim-heroes’ virtue. Therefore, melodrama centers on victim-

heroes and the narrative is focused on acknowledging their virtue. The virtue of a hero is 

manifested through his or her visible mental or bodily suffering. The audience then 

identifies and empathizes with the victim-heroes and adopts their point of view.219 Peter 

Brooks explains that melodrama emerged at a particular historical juncture—a post-

revolutionary, post-Enlightenment, post-sacred world “where moral and religious 

certainties have been erased.” Melodrama is, therefore, an anxious response to the loss of 

the validity of the sacred and the truth. Nostalgia shares melodrama’s ability to establish 

or re-establish the existence of a moral order.  

Melodrama seeks dramatic revelation of moral and emotional truths through a 

dialectic of pathos and action—a give and take of “too late” and “in the nick of time.”220 

Nostalgia is fundamentally engendered by repeated acknowledgments of the irreversible 

nature of time—“too late to go back.” For example, people lament when they realize that 

there is no possibility of regaining what they have already lost. In the case of nostalgia, 

time is the ultimate object of loss, which cannot be preserved or regained—it is always 

“too late.” Williams writes, “[a]t its deepest level melodrama is thus an expression of 
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feeling toward a time that passes too fast. This may be why the spectacular essence of 

melodrama seems to rest in those moments of temporal prolongation when ‘in the nick of 

time’ defies ‘too late.’”221 Time passes only toward an “end,” an inevitable death. The 

acknowledgement of the irreversible nature of time is traumatic. David Lowenthal argues 

that “we crave evidence that the past endures in recoverable form. Some agency, some 

mechanism, some faith will enable us not just know it, but to see and feel it.”222 A certain 

kind of return is demanded even if it is in a fantasy. Nostalgic consumption of 

melodrama can be explained with melodrama’s larger impulse is to reverse time. 

Melodrama’s desire to return to the original state of “home,” with its offering of hope that 

“it may not be too late,”—especially with a last-minute rescue “in the nick of time.” 

Melodrama shares nostalgia’s ability to suspend or upend time to enable its wish 

fulfillment; that is, delaying time in order to defy “too lateness.” In the following section, 

I analyze the 2012 sagŭk film Masquerade to demonstrate how the post-2000 sagŭk films 

recover innocence from the stories of nameless people that were not historically recorded. 

The nameless commoners and their way of existence represent an abstract sense of space 

of innocence, a “home” rather than a concrete and physical place of virtue.   

 

Coming Home: Finding Our Space of Innocence Through Sagŭk Films 

A recurring narrative theme of contemporary sagŭk is how paeksŏng model 

humanness and social connectivity to the higher classes under historical circumstances 

that rendered a complete breakdown of human relations.223 One of the transformative 

traits of contemporary sagŭk cinema is that recent sagŭk films seek to elevate individuals 

from underprivileged classes by telling their everyday life stories under an oppressive 
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social structure, making them a constitutive part of history.224 Earlier traditional sagŭk 

films and TV dramas from the 1970s to the mid-1990s almost exclusively invested in the 

stories of ruling classes and an elite society of monarchs and dignitaries. Paeksŏng-based 

stories were neglected as historically insignificant. In post-2000 sagŭk, fictional 

characters of historically marginalized groups including peasants, women, and children 

are rediscovered as their humane qualities, rather than their heroic achievements for the 

nation, are the driving force of the narrative.  

Most sagŭk films produced after the year 2000 do not present premodern Korea as 

a locus of virtue, a place which should be “a maternal home” for the nation. Korea’s past 

is a continual history of trauma, subjugation, and strife; there are no “good old days” to 

yearn for. Nostalgia is generally understood as a sentiment generated by a deep sense of 

loss of familiar space or a longing for an idealized imagined past. The word “nostalgia” 

comes from two Greek roots: nostos, return home, and algia, longing. This “home” can 

refer to an actual home that no longer exists but existed in the past, or it can also mean an 

abstract sense of home that exists in a person’s memory or imagination. It is imagined 

through desire to be simple, pure, ordered, easy, beautiful and harmonious.225  

In sagŭk, nostalgia is not targeted for a different temporality or location because 

sagŭk films often depicts turbulent moments of history filled with collective and personal 

trauma. The place itself is never a prelapsarian Garden of Eden. The film Masquerade 

transforms previously considered historically insignificant paeksŏng into key protagonists 

that possess the ideal human qualities and connective social interactions, challenging the 

historically-conditioned society, and in doing so, preserve the space of innocence 

represented by the protagonist. It is a coming home to a kind of innocence that is not 
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material and concrete space. The object of nostalgia manifested in contemporary sagŭk is 

an abstract way of existence.  

The film Masquerade uses the historical background of the reign of King 

Kwanghae (1608-1623). The film begins with a tracking shot, slowly backing up to 

reveal a prominent palace covered in snow. In the opening epigraph, the film proves a 

historical narrative recorded in Journals of King Kwanghae (Kwanghaekun ilgi): a 

manuscript that was kept in order to record the daily accounts of the king and national 

affairs.   

In the eighth year of King Kwanghae’s reign, as rumors of treason fill the court, 

the king secretly commands, “Find a man that resembles me. He shall stay in the 

royal chamber after sunset.”; “Matters not needed to be known shall be removed 

from the gazette.”—Journals of King Kwanghae, February 28, 1616.  

This opening epigraph shows the motive of film—to imagine a possible scenario that 

may explain the contemporary historical debate on differing reputations of Kwanghae 

and what might have happened during the fifteen days not recorded in the court journal. 

The film speculates that during these fifteen days of missing journal, the historical 

Kwanghae had been replaced by an imposter and that is why there is a dividing view on 

Kwanghae whether he was an indeed an estimable or treacherous monarch. Following the 

title of the film Masquerade, the shot of the palace fades and in its place, an imagined 

tale begins.  

To better understand the diegetic narrative of the film, I will briefly explain 

historical background of Kwanghae’s reign. Chosŏn is a Korean dynastic kingdom from 

1392-1910 that existed before the establishment of the modern state of Korea. During the 
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earlier period of Kwanghae’s reign, Chosŏn was slowly being reconstructed out of the 

devastation from the Imjin Wars (Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 1592-98 invasion). Chosŏn was 

not only recovering from physical destruction and the total collapse of political and social 

systems but also from the haunting memories of violations of humanity. Henry H. Em 

writes that damaged lands, conscription of men, the displacement of innumerable people, 

and the drastically reduced amount of harvested grain caused active cannibalism. Sŏnjo 

sillok records cases of murder and cannibalism even among family members in the face 

of calamity.226  

The fictional circumstance in Masquerade is not much better. In the beginning of 

the film, spectators are immediately taken into an anxiety-filled court under the paranoid 

King Kwanghae.227 The palace is a place of fear and conspiracy. Yet, with the entrance 

into the court of a lowly peasant, Hasŏn disguised as the king, its atmosphere changes 

from one of fear and mistrust to that of high morale. Hasŏn is a jester who entertains 

aristocrats at the tavern in Hanyang, the capital of Chosŏn. With an exceptional likeness 

to the monarch, Hasŏn is then recruited to act as a decoy for assassins. However, when 

the king is poisoned with poppies and in recovery, Hasŏn gets caught up in the King’s 

affairs. Hasŏn acts as the official king. Although he begins by awkwardly filling this role, 

Hasŏn’s humane personality and affection for people around him change the mood of the 

once oppressive court, building mutual trust. Within the diegetic space of Masquerade, 

the audience finds ideal human qualities and meaningful relationships restored through 

historically insignificant individuals: Hasŏn; the food taster, Sa Wŏl; the King’s personal 

bodyguard, Captain Do; and Chief Eunuch Cho. 
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Hasŏn begins to voice his own opinion to solve complex political and foreign 

relations problems, and unlike the real King Kwanghae, he makes decisions that will 

improve the wellbeing of the paeksŏng of Chosŏn. While Hasŏn is not a legitimate king, 

he is a genuine ruler the paeksŏng desire. However, Kwanghae’s recovery puts Hasŏn’s 

life in danger. Kwanghae plans to kill Hasŏn for corrupting the king’s throne with his 

“lowly” body. Sa Wŏl and Captain Do sacrifice themselves to protect Hasŏn, the 

personified icon of the space of innocence, and save this innocence from the corrupt 

social order of Chosŏn. This sacrifice is particularly revolutionary for Captain Do, whose 

firm belief was to defend the customary laws of the royal court. Captain Do dies as he 

helps Hasŏn, ensuring his escape from Kwanghae’s court. When asked why he is willing 

to die to protect “the fake one,” Captain Do answers, “He may be the fake king to all of 

you but he is the true one for me.” Nostalgic imagination in sagŭk is articulated through 

the restoration of a metaphorical space of innocence within a fictional characters’ ideal 

humanness and morality. In doing so, sagŭk also give names to previously nameless 

ordinary paeksŏng. In such a way, contemporary sagŭk films offer a hope for 

sociocultural change through individual members’ acts of goodness. Williams writes, 

“[m]elodrama offers the hope, then, it may not be too late, that there may still be an 

original locus of virtue, and that this virtue and truth can be achieved in private 

individuals and individual heroic acts rather than, as Eisenstein wanted, in revolution and 

change.”228 In recent sagŭk films, the hope is propelled by discrete acts of goodness 

performed by ordinary people and leaders who recognize the value and importance of 

societal improvement. 
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While films like Masquerade illustrate how sagŭk films recognize a metaphorical 

space of innocence in the personalized virtues of societies’ downtrodden fictional 

characters, sagŭk films such as Fatal Encounter also present hope through the 

redemption of the historical victim-heroes who campaign for human betterment in a 

hierarchical society. Williams points out that “just as melodrama needs a home as its 

locus of innocence, it needs a victim whose visible suffering transmutes into proof of 

virtue.”229 The focus on a victim’s point of view is central to a melodramatic mode. 

Williams suggests that virtuous suffering of a victim-hero is identified as his or her moral 

virtue. The pathos of suffering establishes virtue as well as entitles action.230 The 

following section will introduce the film’s victim-hero historical Chŏngjo and what 

makes Chŏngjo the archetypal victim-hero that melodrama wants to redeem.  

 

Historical Chŏngjo 

Among the total of twenty-seven kings in five hundred years of the Chosŏn 

dynasty, King Chŏngjo (1752-1800), and his predecessor Sejong the Great (1397-1450), 

have been considered in South Korea the most beloved monarchs of Chosŏn. King 

Chongjo’s short reign (March 1776 to June 1800) is widely recognized as the 

Renaissance of the late Chosŏn period. Many of his reform efforts, which were tragically 

derailed by his premature death at the age of forty-eight, have been re-evaluated as the 

underpinnings of Korea’s future democracy. Of course, the definition of democracy is not 

our contemporary understanding of representative government. The historical Chŏngjo is 

evaluated as a reformer concerned with society’s marginalized and subjugated. He 

envisioned a new, more egalitarian Chosŏn. His social reforms centered on inclusivity. 
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He endeavored to connect with ordinary paeksŏng through the petition system and 

through frequent royal processions outside the palace.231 He was an eighteen-century 

sovereign who took an active role in improving the social conditions for his subjects. He 

implemented a policy of impartiality (t’angp’yŏng), giving equal opportunity for official 

appointments to men regardless of their factional affiliations. As a result of Chŏngjo’s 

policy of impartiality, “factional strife became relatively quiescent and a new equilibrium 

was achieved among the yangban officials. Royal authority thus was greatly enhanced, 

with a consequent political stability” during Chŏngjo’s reign.232 He sought to elevate the 

social status of sŏja, the offspring of illegitimate unions between noble yangban class 

men and their lower status concubines. He planned a reformation, some scholars say 

abolishment, of the slavery system, which unfortunately did not materialize because he 

died a month before its implementation.233 Soon after his death in 1800, the Queen 

Dowager, Chŏngsun (1745-1805), presided over Chŏngjo’s young son, King Sunjo 

(1800-1834), and reversed every single reformist effort of Chŏngjo.  

Interestingly, Chŏngjo was widely evaluated as merely a mediocre king until the 

1980s. His emotionally warm personality as a devoted son and an affectionate husband 

made him an average person and vulnerable king, not a strong sovereign.234 The 

transition to civil governance in the 1990s which opened compelling new possibilities for 

social reform galvanized renewed interest in Chŏngjo’s era and his efforts to reform late 

Chosŏn. His unfortunate and untimely death before he could fully implement and enforce 

his reformist policies was perceived as a missed opportunity for what could have been 

Korea’s alternative future. Chŏngjo’s virtuous intentions and plans for the new Chosŏn 
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did not come to fruition. And his reign is particularly viewed nostalgically and 

reimagined as a missed opportunity.  

This rediscovery of Chŏngjo began with the historical novel, Eternal Empire 

(Yŏngwŏnhan Cheguk), written by Yi In-hwa, published in 1993.235 Eternal Empire 

postulates that Korea could have been an autonomous sovereign nation instead of being 

colonized if Chŏngjo had not died prematurely and his reform effort was not thwarted by 

his death. This novel also suggests that the opposition in power poisoned Chŏngjo. Since 

the success of the historical novel, Eternal Empire, Chŏngjo has continually been the 

subject of historical fascination among filmmakers and viewers since the 1990s. 

Chŏngjo’s genealogy, birth, childhood, ascendance to the throne, survival of seven 

assassination attempts and strife with his archrival, queen dowager Chŏngsun, have been 

retold in every possible media and reimagined through multiple narrative structures in 

sagŭk.236 More recently, since 2007, there have been six historical drama series, two 

historical blockbuster films and a 3D documentary film set in Chŏngjo’s reign. Those 

historical representations focus on Chŏngjo’s reforms, which envisioned the building of a 

new Chosŏn. Historical television dramas set in Chŏngjo’s era include Conspiracy in the 

Court (Hansŏngbyŏlgok 2007), Yi San: Wind of the Palace (2007), Painter of the Wind 

(Paramŭi hwawŏn 2008), Chosŏn Mystery Action (2009) and Sungkyunkwan Scandal 

(2010). Historical films include Portrait of a Beauty (Miindo; dir. Jeon Yun-Su, 2008), 

Detective K: Secret of the Virtuous Widow (Chosŏnmyŏngt'amjŏng; dir. Kim Sok-Yun, 

2011), and The Fatal Encounter (Lee Jae-Gyu 2014). Uigwe, the 8-day Festival (Ŭigwe 

8ilganŭi ch'ukche; dir. Choi Pill-Gun, 2014) is the huge documentary film hit. Historical 

examples of missed opportunities for human betterment through social reform, especially 
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with regard to leaders, is evident in the media’s reinterpretation of the reign of King 

Chŏngjo.  

Contemporary sagŭk films repeatedly revisit actual historical incidents that ended 

in tragedies which prevented more desirable outcomes for the future society. Sagŭk films 

present these tragic occasions as missed opportunities, intimating the “what if” questions. 

As regretful as it might be, “what if” questions offered up in sagŭk film is a unique form 

of nostalgia, one that transcends an initial longing for “what might have been” to 

inspiring hope for “what still could be.” Nostalgic imagination is directed towards the 

hope that melodrama offers—it may still not be too late. Perhaps, rearticulating 

unfortunate missed chances leads to changes not only in the past but for their own current 

condition.  

However, this social change is a conservative, incremental one brought forth by 

rather than the uproar of masses in a revolution. In such a way, sagŭk’s conservative 

approach to change is analogous to melodrama’s approach in addressing the basic 

problems of social inequity. Melodrama does address the basic problems of social 

inequity; however, it does so “without challenging the older ideologies of moral certainty 

to which melodrama wishes to return.”237 Similarly, social betterment in sagŭk is 

inherently a conservative process. Change is never radical or spontaneous. After all, 

sagŭk is set in the premodern era that was sustained by the older and conservative 

ideologies. Yet, the possibility of social betterment is presented as a missed opportunity 

in the past, calling for reflection and correction in the present. The chance for human 

betterment was missed and “too late” for the past but it is not “too late” for the present 
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and the future. It is this regrettable, while still hopeful, yearning that may have 

contributed to the appeal of new sagŭk.  

 

Victim-Hero Chŏngjo  

It was the result of Chŏngjo’s relationship with his father, Crown Prince Sado, 

which made Chongjo an ultimate melodramatic victim-hero. And because of this kinship, 

history remembers Chongjo as an “unfortunate King.” However, it is this “virtuous” 

suffering that entitles him a historical responsibility to act for burdened individuals. 

Chŏngjo was a tormented child, whose grandfather executed his father. When Chŏngjo 

was eleven, his grandfather, King Yŏngjo (1724-1776), ordered the execution of Prince 

Sado. Lady Hyegyŏng, a wife of Prince Sado and the birth mother of King Chŏngjo, 

recollects this incident in her memoir, The Memoirs of Lady Hyegyŏng (Hanjungnok, 

1795-1805).  

It was one hot summer day in 1762 at about four o’clock.  

King Yŏngjo ordered Prince Sado, then twenty-seven, to get into a small wooden 

rice chest. The Prince pleaded: “Father, Father. I have done wrong. Herewith, I 

will do everything you say, I will study, I will obey you in everything, I promise. 

Please do not do this to me.” The Grand Heir also begged his grandfather, King 

Yŏngjo: “Please spare my father.” The Grand Heir was Prince Sado’s son and 

the future ruler of Chosŏn, King Chŏngjo (1776-1800). The rice chest was sealed, 

and Sado died eight days later.  

 … 
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The Grand Heir (the future King Chŏngjo) would come down to the 

mourning chamber, he would wail with such true sorrow that no one who heard it 

was unmoved. As soon as the Grand Heir came to wail, Prince Sado’s wooden 

tablet, which had seemed solitary and unattended, seemed to welcome his son, 

and the lonely mourning chamber appeared to be shrouded in light.238 

 

The specific image of Chosŏn’s most horrendous execution of Crown Prince Sado 

by his own father, Yŏngjo, in the imo year (1762) and the mentally tormented child, 

Chŏngjo, captured the Korean imagination. This tragic filicide has been brought to life in 

dramas and films countless times in the history of Korean sagŭk. This peculiar historical 

event has also been popular material for historical novels. While historical records do not 

substantiate whether Chŏngjo actually witnessed his father’s death, through the media’s 

retelling of the story South Korean media consumers believe that he did. With various 

dramatizations of the execution of Prince Sado, for most South Koreans, there is an 

ingrained mental image of a crying boy, Chŏngjo Yisan kneeling in front of a sealed rice 

chest, stretching his arms through a small crack to reach his suffocating father inside. For 

example, most recently in 2015, this horrifying image of Prince Sado’s execution was 

freshly brought to life by Lee Joon-ik’s painfully vivid, detailed scenes in the film The 

Throne (Sado). Director Lee recreated this tragic incident by adding shocking details of 

King Yŏngjo himself nailing the wooden chest. Visual images of Prince Sado’s execution 

from a multiplicity of media increasingly interact with one another, rendering this 
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particular tragic event as a familiar “memory” that can be easily and readily called up like 

a display on a cognitive screen for many South Koreans viewers.  

When Prince Sado died, Yŏngjo was sixty-nine with no other son. When Sado 

was born, Yŏngjo was overjoyed because at the age of forty-two, he finally had an heir: 

“My ancestor’s line was about to be extinguished but now it will continue. Fortunately, I 

now have the face to meet my ancestors. My happiness is indeed great!”239 Yŏngjo 

formally designated Sado as an heir apparent when he was merely fourteen-months-old, 

making him the youngest heir apparent in the entire Yi dynasty. Yŏngjo’s motive for 

ordering the execution of his once beloved sole heir, Sado, is widely debated, but remains 

inconclusive. The Memoirs of Lady Hyegyŏng recalls that Sado was mentally disturbed, 

most likely caused by the extremely demanding and unrealistic expectations of his father. 

The memoir also refers to his father’s bitter disappointment in and growing harshness 

toward Sado. There was a rumor that Sado killed more than one hundred ladies-in-

waiting and eunuchs. Under this argument, Sado had to be eliminated to avoid challenges 

of morally-based legitimacy in Yŏngjo’s kingship.  

Many historians view that this incident was not simply caused by family feud. 

They argue that his execution resulted from his differences in political and factional 

sympathies with his father, King Yŏngjo.240 When Sado acted as a proxy king, Sado 

showed his political favors to the Soron faction and attempted to distribute the compiled 

power of Noron to Soron. King Yŏngjo’s second queen, Queen Chŏngsun, who was 

supported by the Noron faction allegedly created bad blood between King Yŏngjo and 

Prince Sado. King Yŏngjo himself also owed a great debt to Noron for helping him to 
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obtain the throne and may have had no choice but to comply with Noron’s request to 

remove Sado.  

Unlike the traditional execution methods of poison, strangling, or decapitation, 

placing Sado to a rice chest was used to enable Sado to “naturally die.” This method of 

execution was Yŏngjo’s painstaking effort to secure his grandson’s claim to the throne 

because the son of a traitor can otherwise never be king (逆賊之子不爲君王). To further 

protect his grandson’s legitimacy to the throne, Yŏngjo needed to disassociate Chŏngjo 

from his father, Prince Sado, the grave offender to the living King. As soon as Prince 

Sado died, Yŏngjo quickly registered Yisan as the son of his already deceased older first 

son, Prince Hyojang. Yisan was no longer legally the son of Sado. This official measure 

of severing any relational tie between Sado and Yisan freed Yisan from any subsequent 

punishment by the State as wives and children were also punished for their husbands’ and 

fathers’ crimes. Yŏngjo relentlessly prepared his young grandson, Yisan, for the 

kingship. In 1775, the 82-year-old King Yŏngjo ordered Yisan to be a proxy for him, 

participating in all aspects of political affairs for a year under the guidance of Yŏngjo. 

When Yŏngjo passed away the following year in March, Yisan, then 25 years old, was 

enthroned as the twenty-second King of Chŏson. Despite all of Yŏngjo’s effort to 

distance Yisan from his father, Prince Sado, it is recorded in the Veritable Records that 

King Chŏngjo’s first words at the ceremony of accession to the throne on March 10, 

1776, were, “I am the son of Prince Sado.” And this is the opening scene of Lee Jae-

gyu’s 2014 historical film, Fatal Encounter.  
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Lee Jae-gyu’s Fatal Encounter (2014)  

Fatal Encounter dramatizes approximately 24 hours leading up to July 28, 1777, 

the day of a real-life assassination attempt in the first year of Chŏngjo’s ruling, (chŏng’yu 

yŏkpyŏn). Chŏngjo survived seven assassination attempts in his lifetime. But this 

particular incident that Fatal Encounter depicts has been remembered in Korean history 

as the most shocking assassination plot because the assassin was able to enter the king’s 

chamber in the heart of the palace. The official government account of the king’s reign, 

Veritable Records of King Chŏngjo (Chŏngjo sillok), compiled shortly after his death in 

1800, recalled the gravity of this incident. The film uses this historical narrative as a base 

and expands into a fuller version augmenting imaginative elements.  

Brigands entered the Inner Palace. The king made a habit of reading books late 

into the night every day after finishing court. On this night he was reading books 

by candlelight in the Hall of Respect for Worthies, with a single eunuch attending 

him. The eunuch received a royal command to go and check on the night shift of 

the palace guards, so there was no one around the empty hall. Suddenly the king 

heard the soft sound of feet running toward him from the Precious Chapter Gate 

in a northeast direction along a corridor. They came into the inner palace 

quarters and threw roof tiles and rocks, causing such a racket that he could not 

determine what was happening. The king listened silently for a while and saw that 

there were intruders making an attempt on his life. He called for the eunuchs and 

the Inner Palace Guards and held aloft the torch to look for them in the inner 

palace quarters. The tile, gravel, and earth flew in disorder, as if the brigands 

were scrambling to escape. There was no doubt they were assassins. The king 
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called in Chief Royal Secretary Hong Kuk-yŏng and told him what happened. 

Thereupon Hong said to the inner palace attendants, “You are but a short 

distance from the foot of the throne that is protected by the one hundred spirits. 

How can those goblins have gotten so close? There must be a secret plot to 

overthrow the king. In All-under-Heaven from ancient days to today, has there 

ever been such a thing? They are not birds that fly or beasts that walk, so they 

certainly did not vault over the walls. I request a thorough search of the palace 

grounds.” The king assented to this. Hong at that time was the commander of the 

Capital Garrison and at once took direct commend of the guards at the Spreading 

Harmony Gate. The shock troops of the Three Garrisons were called in to patrol 

both inside and outside the wall around the inner palace, and they set up armed 

guards at all its entrances, taking special precautions with martial arts. They 

searched all through the palace. The time was late at night, making the grass and 

trees dark. After four searches, in the end nothing was found.241          

 

Fatal Encounter portrays the personality of King Chŏngjo (Hyŏn Bin) as one who 

is constantly preoccupied with thoughts and therefore highly non-communicative; each 

shot that captures his facial expression and bodily movement becomes his words. 

Throughout the film reveal personality of Chŏngjo through body, gesture, and images to 

disclose his emotional and moral truths. Williams points out that “[i]t is the constant goal 

of melodrama to make visible occulted moral distinctions through acts and gestures that 

are felt by audiences to be the emotional truths of individuals.”242 The portrayal of 

Chŏngjo in the film is largely in agreement with views of historians as the Grand Heir, 
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Yisan concealed his own thoughts and did not voice any opinion on politics until he 

became king.243 In the two minute forty second opening sequence, to reflect Chŏngjo’s 

cautious character, the film uses a distinct approach of each shot being an unuttered word. 

A black and white screen is used for a series of images and arbitrary passages from 

historical documents, indicating constant death threats and Chŏngjo’s fear of fierce 

competition for political leadership which existed between the two factional parties. 

 These rivalries previously put his father, Crown Prince Sado, in a deadly 

situation. The sense of danger is reflected in a shot, which rapidly moves to Prince Sado’s 

wooden rice chest. A fast beat sound track is accompanied by the sounds of heavy rain 

and loud thunder. As the camera tracks in, several quotations attributed to Chŏngjo 

appear on screen. They read, “enveloped by fear and anxiety, I would rather die than go 

on living—The Grand Heir, Yisan, February 5, 1775.” The camera stops at the rice chest 

for a brief second. Next, the screen shows the establishing shot of the palace. Heavy rain 

and thunder continue to underscore imminent danger. Letters appear again: “the Grand 

Heir does not need to know about Noron or Soron factions, nor need he know who the 

Minister of Personnel or the Minister of War is. About the affairs of the State even less 

so—Head of Noron, Hong In-han, November 20, 1775.” This is the famous “slip of the 

tongue” speech of Chŏngjo’s uncle, Hong In-han. Hong was executed for making this 

statement almost immediately after Chŏngjo became king because Chŏngjo interpreted 

this remark as a treacherous attack on his moral and intellectual fitness to rule. The shot 

fades and a close-up shot of the roof of the palace is displayed, foreshadowing where 

assassins will infiltrate and hide. For the third time, a quote appears in the middle of the 

frame that read, “you should never waver from the words of vassals. You just follow my 
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orders and uphold my will. This is a way to filial piety— King Yŏngjo, November 20, 

1775.” At last, dancing smoke fills in the frame and is transformed into the title, Yŏngnin.  

Chŏngjo’s evident psychological suffering sublimates into his virtue, fulfilling 

melodrama’s need for a victim. From the opening scene, the film indicates how Chŏngjo 

must be vigilant at all times as he is surrounded by enemies everywhere. The sparse use 

of dialogue contributes to the film’s overall ominous atmosphere and reflects Chŏngjo’s 

cautious personality. The film’s soundtrack also uses baroque music and contemporary 

music to elicit strong emotional responses to the sounds of Chŏngjo’s mental and 

physical suffering as well as the dramatization of spectacular images. Use of baroque 

music or contemporary music for the soundtrack of historical films departs drastically 

from the 1990s’ practice. Traditional sagŭk emphasizes historicity of the drama, rather 

than the psychological state of protagonists, by attaching traditional tunes to the images, 

evoking the origin of the nation.  

Throughout the film, Chŏngjo is constantly haunted by the memory of his father’s 

death; perhaps his motivation to be a great monarch is largely driven by his wish to 

avenge his father’s death. One important flashback scene artfully conveys this unceasing 

agony of Chŏngjo. The court is in great disarray because the young boy, Chŏngjo, is 

missing. The ladies-in-waiting and eunuchs could not locate him anywhere in the palace. 

Only young eunuch Kap-su (Jung Jae-young), can conceive of where Yisan might have 

hid. Yisan sequesters himself in the wooden rice chest that represents his father Sado 

whenever deep sadness overcomes him. Kap-su can deeply relate to Yisan’s sorrow for 

he himself also endured a truly miserable childhood. Kap-su was, in fact, groomed to be 

an assassin from a young age. He was planted by the Noron faction in the court as a 
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eunuch to be activated when necessary. He grows up alongside Yisan and becomes a 

close ally and loyal clerk in Chŏngjo’s personal library. This scene is significant because 

it shows the moment when Kap-su sympathized with Yisan by commiserating with him 

about the loss of their fathers early in their childhoods. This is when Kap-su changes his 

heart and resolutely decides to protect Yisan. When the commander of the Capital 

Garrison and the head of Chŏngjo’s personal guards, Hong Kuk-yŏng (Park Sŏngung), 

discovers the true identity of Kap-su, he tortures Kap-su to make him confess the de 

factor power behind the assassination plot. Seeing the brutally tortured body of Kap-su, 

Chŏngjo personally orders Hong Kuk-yŏng to stop the torture and instead expels Kap-su 

from the palace—an inconceivable way to treat a traitor during this period. Traitors were 

executed in the most horrific way during the Chosŏn dynasty. Sparing Kap-su’s life and 

sending away his longtime trusted confidant or perhaps the only true friend he ever had, 

Chŏngjo tells Kap-su: “go and live. Do not die but live.” With his body brutally beaten, 

Kap-su returns to the palace to save Chŏngjo’s life when he becomes aware of the 

assassination plan that very night. Much like Chŏngjo in the film, the historical Chŏngjo 

was also known as merciful when punishing crime, often lessening the punishment from 

execution to banishment.244 Chŏngjo respected the sanctity of life regardless of the socio-

economic status of his subjects.  

 

Chŏngjo and His Ordinary Paeksŏng in Fatal Encounter 

In Fatal Encounter, Chŏngjo is portrayed not as a typical exemplary national hero 

whose sole concern is to fulfill his heroic destiny for a nation but as a complex average 

man with his own anguish. It is through his connections and friendships with ordinary 
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paeksŏng that reveal the virtue of the filmic Chŏngjo and makes him recognizable as a 

moral leader. It is the friendships and their care for their subjects that reveal the virtue of 

historical heroes, making them true leaders. Fatal Encounter captures this characteristic 

of our victim-hero, Chŏngjo. Contemporary sagŭk films no longer strive to create 

“impeccable” national heroes by profiling a well-known individual leader from history. 

The importance of protagonists in new sagŭk films arises not from their extraordinary 

personal characteristics in abstract, but from the varied experience shared with members 

of other social strata, especially victimized ones. The protagonists are often victims of 

historical force, which enabled them to have practical knowledge of hardship of the day. 

 What distinguished these “great” historical heroes from previous traditional 

sagŭk is how post-2000 sagŭk films approach these “great” historical heroes. The current 

trend of sagŭk sheds new light on the human qualities of “great” historical figures rather 

than their heroic achievements for the nation. Interestingly, those traits are not all 

positive. These rulers of the nation are portrayed not as irreproachable leaders but as 

victim-heroes, fallible people with their own struggles. And, because they are also 

victims struggling with their own predicaments, they are capable of showing empathy 

toward others, especially the society’s oppressed. The hope for change comes from the 

historical victim-hero, the charismatic yet everyman leader, Chŏngjo, who was a person 

of nobility. However, he alone is not the sole hero in the film. The fictional characters, 

Kap-su and Wŏl-hye in Fatal Encounter, are also very real heroes. The deeds of eunuchs 

and palace servants were never recorded and are therefore forgotten, but Fatal Encounter, 

like many post-2000 sagŭk films, gives specific names to these nameless people, 

recognizing their deeds.  
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The distant past of the nation, as portrayed in post-2000s sagŭk films, is never a 

trouble-free utopia. Space of innocence is not to be found in premodern Chosŏn. The 

diegetic world of Lee Jae-gyu’s Chosŏn in Fatal Encounter has already fallen into an 

early capitalistic brutality—orphaned children are kidnapped and groomed to become 

professional assassins to profit the human trafficker, Kwang-baek (Cho Jae-hyun). Then, 

these innocent children are exploited by the ruthless political machinery for its interest. 

Their innocence is crushed and their sanctity of life is denied. The film gruesomely 

describes in detail how the children are abused by their master, Kwang-baek. Children 

are jailed and their identity as human beings is erased by Kwang-baek. Their identities 

were only known by assigned numbers as their utilitarian “names.” This was done by the 

most horrific method of ironing numbers in their shoulders. Kap-su’s flashback discloses 

how, as a young child, he was forced to be castrated in order to be infiltrated into the 

palace. And it is not only morally corrupted villains who use and abuse innocent children 

for their own gain but by “good” characters do too, such as Lady Hyegyŏng. She takes 

advantage of a young child, Pok-ping (Yoo Eun-mi). To protect her son, Lady Hyegyŏng 

assigns ten-year-old palace maid-in-training, Pok-ping, the mission to poison the queen 

dowager, Chŏngsun. Terrified to carry out the mission, Pok-ping confides in her longtime 

roommate, Wŏl-hye, who is, in fact, the queen dowager’s agent. Wŏl-hye, without any 

hesitation and intimidation reproaches Lady Hyegyŏng for using defenseless Pok-ping 

and “people like us” as a sacrifice for political gain.   

Like the film Masquerade, Fatal Encounter also makes historically 

“insignificant” paeksŏng the owners and facilitators of history and the possessors of the 

metaphorical space of innocence. It is not the powerful Chosŏn upper-class men who 
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change the course of history in the diegetic world of Fatal Encounter. The director Lee 

includes historical details about the important historical figures of the Chŏngjo era in 

Fatal Encounter: Hong Kuk-yŏng was a politician who was immensely influential in 

Chŏngjo’s court, even possessing a nickname as “king maker.” Known for his 

abominable cruelty, Ku Sŏn-bok was a high-ranking general and a cabinet member 

during the Chŏngjo reign. In the film, Hong is depicted as a strong, reliable ally to 

Chŏngjo and Ku is a formidable opponent to Chŏngjo, controlling 80 percent of the entire 

military. However, neither Hong nor Ku has the agency to change the course of history 

for the betterment of society. It is a “lowly” laundry maid, Wŏl-hye, whose agency resists 

the ills of society and saves the personified icon of the reform, Chŏngjo. Wŏl-hye was 

also harbored by Kwang-baek, implanted in the palace. Yet she betrays the conspiracy 

and warns Chŏngjo about the assassination plot and the planned coup d’état. Wŏl-hye’s 

motive for taking this risk to switch sides is to save the metaphorical space of innocence 

of a child, Pok-ping. Wŏl-hye is a symbol of social resistance and change toward the 

hierarchically conditioned Chosŏn society. If Chŏngjo’s friendship with Kap-su manifests 

his virtue, it is his willingness to listen to the suggestion of a “mere” laundry maid and 

cooperate with her that makes him a righteous leader.  

Nonetheless, his reform and change were never aimed at a revolutionary 

upheaval. Above all else, he is an absolute monarch of the Chosŏn. From the beginning 

of the film, Chŏngjo pays special attention to Confucius’s Doctrine of the Mean, chapter 

23.  

You must give your all, even in trivial things. From that, you can attain sincerity.  

This sincerity becomes apparent. From being manifest, it becomes brilliant.  
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Being brilliant, it affects others. Affecting others, they are changed by it. Change 

by it, they are transformed. It is only he who possessed of the most complete 

sincerity who can transform everything, it will change I and all over the world. If 

you do your utmost, one by one the world will change.  

—Confucius, Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter 23.   

 

This Confucian doctrine speaks of the transforming power of starting with small acts of 

goodness in humanity, which will eventually transform others and society as a whole.  

After Chŏngjo finds out about the existence of systemic abuse of the orphan 

children with the aid of Wŏl-hye, he personally accompanies a detachment of soldiers for 

a rescue mission. When Chŏngjo stands face to face with Kwang-baek, he draws his 

sword. Kwang-baek, much to the audience’s surprise, is unperturbed. He responds: 

“What a laughable situation it is! King comes to a place like this? So, you kill me, and 

that will change the world?” Chŏngjo then strikes him. Kwang-baek’s calm posture and 

his contemptuous question accentuate his villainous absence of any regret or guilt. But 

his question still remains unanswered: will elimination of a single villain change a 

corrupted and cruel society stuck in the middle of a feudalistic social order of early 

capitalistic logic? The film ends with Doctrine of the Mean, chapter 23 with Kap-su’s 

voice-over. The Confucian passage from the Doctrine of the Mean captures the main 

theme of the film, which is also the very hope that melodrama offers. Fatal Encounter 

presents the new Chosŏn that Chŏngjo envisioned—social betterment for non-elites and 

elites alike. By doing so, it rediscovered historical Chŏngjo and uncovered nameless 

individuals and their small acts.  
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“The People Are Sovereign!”: The Genre’s Transformation in Tandem with the 

Aspiration for an Egalitarian Society  

As discussed in the case study of Fatal Encounter, in the narrative space of sagŭk, 

national history is no longer simply diatribes of different monarchs and dignitaries but as 

a dialogue between the ruling classes and ordinary paeksŏng. Produced in 2014, Fatal 

Encounter foretold noticeable evolutionary progress against political, gender, and 

economic imbalances from 2016 to the current day. It could even be argued that the 

genre’s transformative narrative focus predicted social change by portraying society’s 

hope. In these films, society’s marginalized and disenfranchised are voicing their 

opposition to the abuse of power by the entrenched elites.  

In 2016, when the media uncovered and released stories of president Park Geun-

hye sharing confidential documents with a shaman-like confidante, Choi Soon-sil, the 

general public demanded Park’s unconditional resignation. Additionally, the media 

discovered the president’s corruption in the form of bribes from conglomerates (chaebol) 

such as Samsung and Lotte. She also coerced her ministers to generate a cultural 

“blacklist”—a registry of nearly ten thousand “anti-government” filmmakers, writers, 

artists and academics. Appalled at the various charges of Park’s abuse of power, over 16 

million people, almost a third of the country’s population, rallied twenty successive 

Saturday nights from November 2016 to March 2017. 245 Thousands of South Korean 

citizens poured out into the streets of Seoul and other major cities to protest and 

denounce President Park’s corruption scandal. Peaceful demonstrations of a massive 

number of ordinary citizens gave impetus to President Park’s impeachment in March 

2017. People of all ages rallied with candles in a nonviolent manner, calling for her 
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immediate resignation. As a result, Park became the first democratically elected president 

to be formally removed from office by impeachment in South Korean history. In April 

2018, she was sentenced to thirty years in prison for abuse of power. 

Political protest has always spurred democratization in South Korea. However, 

widespread candlelight vigils in South Korea are a clear sign of maturity of a protest 

culture, distinguishing itself from earlier violent protests. Protests in South Korea up to 

the 1990s involved mostly deadly exchanges of teargas and Molotov cocktails between 

protestors and police. Differing itself from the previous protest culture, a candlelight vigil 

is a peaceful means of a new, popular platform of protest signifying “sacrifice, unity, and 

hope.” The candlelight vigil traces back to 2002, which became a “symbol of the 

movement against the perceived injustice”246 In March 2017, Korea’s Constitutional 

Court confirmed Park’s impeachment. Many celebrated this court decision with signs that 

said, “The people are sovereign!” and “The power is given by the citizen!”247  

In January 2018, the female public prosecutor Seo Ji-hyeon revealed during a live 

TV interview that she was sexually assaulted by a senior justice ministry official. The 

accused senior prosecutor then used his power to have her demoted without a legitimate 

reason. Her revelation exemplified South Korea’s deep-rooted hierarchical structure and 

culturally normalized sexism that permits sexual assault and silences victims. This 

allegation prompted many more women who felt unable previously to speak out about 

their victimization to go public with their claims. The denunciations spread rapidly from 

the legal world to the culture and arts, academic, press, religious, and business 

communities. Originally initiated in the US, the #MeToo movement has surprisingly 

quickly swept the patriarchal South Korean society in 2018.  
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#MeToo movement was followed by #WithYou, a follow-up movement that 

represents support for the victims. The ongoing #MeToo campaign became more than 

just a movement. It is changing cultural practices throughout South Korean society. 

“While previous approaches to improve gender equality were focused on changing the 

law and the system, I expect the #MeToo campaign to trigger movements to alter the 

culture and people’s attitude,” said Chung Hyun-back, South Korea’s Minister of Gender 

Equality.248 South Koreans are fighting for a new future. Many believe that South Korean 

society will be permanently transformed by the movement, hoping that #MeToo will be a 

stepping stone in creating a better societal structure. 

South Korean working classes are challenging the workforce structure that 

enables abuse of power and inequality. At present, the neologism “kapjil” is capturing 

attention in South Korean society. Kapjil refers to the “arrogant and authoritarian attitude 

or action of people of South Korea who have positions of power over others.”249 This 

newly coined, negative word comes from the traditional Korean contracted term “kap,” 

which refers to the party who leads as a contractor, generally indicating that this party has 

the superior position in a contract. “Jil” is a suffix negatively alluding to the particular 

doing of an act.250 In other words, kapjil is a mistreatment or abusive action by a person 

of superior position done to the weaker party in an imbalanced power relationship. All of 

Korean society became heated over the issue of kapjil when a Korean Air heiress, Cho 

Hyun-min, allegedly abused and verbally insulted an executive of an advertising firm, 

throwing a cup of liquid at him during a business meeting. Hyun-min’s behavior 

rekindled public outrage after her elder sister Cho Hyun-ah’s notorious kapjil, known as 

“nutrage.” In 2014, Hyun-ah threw a tantrum when macadamia nuts were served in a bag 
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rather than on a plate in first class. She ordered the Korean Air plane back to its gate at 

John F. Kennedy International Airport, causing a delay for the flight with 250 people. 

The scandal grew as many Korean Air employees reported their assertions that for years 

the family has used Korean Air flights to smuggle luxury goods into the country while 

avoiding import tariffs. The Cho family of the Hanjin group, which owns Korean Air, is 

facing new charges, including smuggling allegations, tax evasion, and embezzlement. 

Hundreds of Korean Air employees attended a mass street rally demanding the Cho 

family to step down. Fearing the company’s retaliation, most of the protestors wore a 

contemporary version of a Guy Fawkes’ mask, which appeared in the film V for Vendetta 

(James McTeigue, 2005) to hide their identities. Perhaps the wearing of this particular 

mask signifies the coming of a dystopian future which V for Vendetta depicted, a future 

in which the South Korean chaebol-centric economy prevails, and the ordinary citizen’s 

voice is unheard. However, the very act of wearing a mask also signals unification of the 

masses who are diverse but share a common concern.    

 

  
 
Figure 6. Korean Air employees wearing Guy Fawkes’ masks protesting against 
kapjil company family  
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The current sociocultural progress provides hope that it may not be too late to 

better the world, if the smallest deeds of the nameless—what Wŏl-hye refers to as 

“people like us”—are recognized and fostered. Christine Gledhill states that the core 

function of melodrama is “the aesthetic realization of social forces embodied in 

individual energies, released through and into modernity.” 251 It is a universal desire that 

we want to side with victims and recognize their suffering and virtue against injustice. It 

is this desire that engenders action. Melodrama gives hope for a new future. Yet, 

melodrama also moves to restore a lost past. The post-2000 sagŭk films encapsulate this 

aspiration—a restoration of the utopian beginning which can also become the base for a 

better future. Therefore, nostalgia in contemporary sagŭk can be explained as a paradox: 

spectators are looking back for the better future of a collective community, in which each 

and every one counts, a restoration of the home that melodrama offers.  

 

Conclusion 

The cover story in the June 2017 issue of Smithsonian magazine features a 

futuristic South Korea society where nearly every aspect of human interaction is now 

mediated by technology. The convergence of humans and technology is manifested in 

examples of smart apartments and assistant robots. Seoul’s smart-living apartments are 

truly smart: they inform the residents of the arrival of guests into the building’s garage 

using a sensor to read guests’ license plates. A sensory monitor warns a resident to take 

an umbrella before he or she leaves the apartment. With Bluetooth’s accessibility, a 

resident can wirelessly open the door, order an elevator, and scan a visitor’s face from the 
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bathroom stall. Technological advances are also changing social responsibilities. Life-

like assistant robots are developed to provide services for elders. Scientists expect that 

these robots, which can express about twenty emotions, including fear, joy, and anger, 

will offer not only basic care for elders but also simulate true companionship. The writer 

of the article, Gary Shteyngart, maintains that South Korean society is like an outpost 

from the future.  

Yet technologically savvy and future-oriented South Korean society is still 

actively producing stories of the distant past, perhaps because imagination of the distant 

past offers the reestablishment of the space of innocence and the redemption of victim-

heroes. Nostalgia is collective and communal grieving rather than an individual 

condition. People who experience nostalgia are displaced individuals or a displaced 

group of people who belong to a larger community. Different from melancholia, which is 

an individual affect, nostalgia is an affective yearning for a community with shared and 

collective memories.252 Nostalgia is also an affect deeply connected to the notions of time 

and progress that accompanied urbanization, impacting large, collective groups of people 

displaced from the country to the city. Boym notes that unlike melancholia, nostalgia was 

a more “democratic” disease, “a public threat” that unveiled the discrepancies of 

modernity and acquired a greater political significance.253   

Often the contemporary situation is one of alienation and displacement—and I 

would argue, this is the case with South Korean culture today. In 1903, Georg Simmel 

wrote, “The Metropolis and Mental Life.” At the turn of the century, Simmel lamented 

the rapid urbanization and the changing social urban life overflowing with blasé attitudes. 

People were captive to the new notion of measurable time, working under the clock. 
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Everything in the city was quantitatively measurable, including human interactions. 

Qualitative value diminished; everything was reduced to quantitative value. Human 

interactions were shortened and transactional. One could no longer find warmth and 

connection in personal involvement in small communities. It was this social condition 

that alienated individuals living among the masses. Superficiality and indifference were 

governing all human interactions in the city. Nostalgia is grounded in a modern rebellion 

against ruthless, killer capitalism. One hundred and fifteen years have passed since the 

publication of Simmel’s essay. Gary Shteyngart from Smithsonian writes that despite 

South Korea’s financial and technological achievements, “the mood is not one of luxury 

and happy success but of exhaustion and insecurity.”254 Due to extreme competition in 

achieving perfection in every aspect of personhood—whether that is physical perfection 

or intellectual perfection from a very young age—social urban life in the metropolis of 

Seoul is characterized by disconnected human interactions. The social phenomenon of 

“doing everything alone”—honbap (eating alone); honsul (drinking alone); and honhaeng 

(traveling alone)—and preferring to interact solely with technology only aggravates 

anxiety, frustration, and deeper alienation. Post-2000s sagŭk films articulate the desire for 

a kind of collective space of innocence and enable viewers to project their aspirations for 

an ideal human community into that space, offering a stark contrast to the alienating 

social culture within their own contemporary world.  

Post-2000 sagŭk films offer utopian human relations by rewriting history to 

center on ordinary paeksŏng. Whereas traditional sagŭk conceived of national history as 

monologues from different monarchs and dignitaries, recent sagŭk films portray the 

dynamic relationship between the ruling classes and ordinary paeksŏng as dialogues. The 
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next chapter will discuss Lee Joon-ik’s sagŭk films that not only rewrite national history 

but also purposefully contest and challenge official history. With much lower production 

costs, Lee Joon-ik’s two films Battlefield (2003) and Heroes (2011), demonstrate that 

contemporary sagŭk has extensive potential to communicate counter discourses.255 

Robert A. Rosenstone calls this kind of film the new historical film, that is, a body of 

work that aims “to understand the legacy of the past” rather than “to entertain an 

audience or make profits.”256
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Chapter Four. What Does It Mean to Contest History? History as 

Dialogic Polyphony in Lee Joon-ik’s Sagŭk Films 

 

How does a film contest the official, written accounts of history? Robert A. 

Rosenstone explains that unlike written historiography, “the filmic image cannot abstract 

and generalize” the significance of past events because the screen must “show specific 

images.”257 Films contest official history by showing a large gap between the abstract 

idea and the specific images of a particular instance. Specific instances interrogate the 

abstract ideas of “modernization, modernism, Stalinism, revolution, war, Manifest 

Destiny” by making visible to the eye stories of individuals whose lives have been 

significantly altered by larger historical events.258 In other words, for a film to contest the 

metanarratives that structure historical knowledge, it must provide specific instances that 

challenge the formless, received and conventional notions and images that established an 

abstract idea as a historical truth.  

Lee Joon-ik’s (Lee Jun-ik) Hwangsanbŏl (Once Upon a Time in the Battlefield; 

hereafter, Battlefield, 2003) and P’yŏngyangsŏng (Battlefield Heroes; hereafter, Heroes, 

2011) exemplify well what it means for historical films to contest the metanarrative that 

structures historical knowledge. Through the lens of Mikhail Bakhtin’s concepts of 

carnivalesque and dialogism, this chapter analyzes these two sagŭk films by Lee Joon-ik. 

This chapter also focuses on Lee’s challenge to South Korean official history as well as 

the role traditional sagŭk films played in strengthening that official history. Whether or 

not Lee was familiar with Bakhtin’s concepts, it is helpful to understand Bakhtinian 

carnivalesque and dialogism to appreciate Lee’s radical films. Bakhtin states that 
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“carnival celebrated temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the 

established order; it marked the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and 

prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming, change, and 

renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed.”259 Bakhtin explains 

that the pre-Lenten Medieval carnival was a time of festivities which lasted for weeks or 

even months. During this time, the hierarchical structure of a society and “all the forms of 

terror, reverence, piety and etiquette” connected to hierarchical ranks and privileges were 

suspended as Medieval carnival erased all social distinctions.260 Carnival manifested 

signs of a genuine egalitarian community. In his sagŭk films, Lee carnivalizes significant 

historical events by satirizing national heroes and collective heroism while highlighting 

specific experiences of marginalized individuals in official history. Lee reveals “history-

from-below.” 

In his study of folk culture, Bakhtin discovered the liberated human spirit could 

lead to profound social change. Lee’s Battlefield and Heroes films are imbued with a 

Bakhtinian carnivalesque spirit. This chapter argues that Lee Joon-ik’s sagŭk films are 

deeply influenced and inspired by the participatory folk culture that was, beginning in the 

1980s, appropriated by the minjung (people’s) movement as a form of social and political 

critique. As Bakhtin recognizes the utopian ideals of equality and freedom from the open 

yet subversive nature of folk carnival humor, Lee also experienced the revolutionary and 

regenerating power of folk traditions in the minjung movement as a “386 generation 

filmmaker.” The so-called “386 generation filmmakers” were deeply traumatized by 

historical instances of a monologic totalitarian culture. Some of the 386 generation 

filmmakers and producers such as Chang Yoon-hyun, Oh Ki-min and Lee Eun are 
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publicly known to be involved in student activism during the minjung movement.261 It is 

unclear how much Lee participated in the student activism of the 1970s and 1980s but 

one can easily identify from his oeuvre and copious interviews his primary concern for 

the minjung as the central enforcer of Korean history and his aspirations for the minjung 

project—“the articulation and projection of minjung as endowed with a coherent and 

unifying political identity.”262 With an interview with The Korea Times in 2017, Lee said, 

“Korean historiography is in desperate need of rewriting from the minjung’s perspective. 

Only then, can viewers discern the active and autonomous modernity embedded in the 

characters of my films.”263 Lee also spoke of a world history that will eventually evolve 

into a history of the people.264 In particular, Lee rejects the deep-rooted authoritarian 

method of passing down the nationalist narrative, in which the minjung are nowhere be 

found. Lee offers a counter-history by recovering multiple perspectives of socially 

hidden, “small” others. These others include downtrodden women, peasants at war, and 

street clowns in the strictly stratified society of the Three Kingdoms period. Lee contends 

that official Korean history needs to be rewritten so that common people are the 

protagonists, instead of propagating in film the nationalist histories that portray select 

individuals who are predestined to lead the entirety of Korean society.  

Lee Joon-ik is considered a maverick filmmaker by many for two reasons, and 

these reasons are precisely what allowed him to create a new kind of historical film. First, 

Lee completely breached what was considered “permissible” in the practice of traditional 

historical filmmaking. Lee conspicuously broke from traditional methods characterized 

by sobriety, seriousness, and historical accuracy. Instead, Lee transformed grand 

historical events, such as Silla’s Unification of the Three Kingdoms and the overthrow of 
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Tang China, into comical and unpretentious carnivals. In these carnivals, everyone freely 

participates without concern for maintaining the official code of conduct. The director 

also uses commercial popular music to heighten the absurdity. In short, Lee utterly 

challenged the nature of the gravitas of the traditional sagŭk film genre.   

Secondly, Lee’s films provide counter-histories to the accepted nationalist 

narratives. In Battlefield and Heroes, for instance, all the abstract and value-laden 

justifications of wars that South Korean students learn about from a very young age are 

disparaged. Lee lampoons the dignified appearance of historical heroes who exude a 

moral righteousness, the bravery of male heroes considered the protectors of dynastic 

histories, and the “legitimate” request of authorities for the personal sacrifice of 

individual soldiers. Instead, Lee carnivalizes the epic battles significant to the unbroken 

lineage of Korean civilization by transforming the battlefield into a space external to 

official history. When I use the terms “carnival” and “carnivalize,” I am applying 

Bakhtin’s idea of the carnivalesque, the Saturnalian milieu he discovered in works such 

as Rabelais’ novels. While the carnival lasts, “master and servant trade places, the high 

and the low are reversed. The crude and vulgar are enshrined.”265 The fools reign 

temporarily, turning the status quo of the world upside down. Bakhtin believed that this 

very experience of liberating equality and freedom would eventually give rise to far-

reaching social change. Lee’s re-imagining of the battle of Hwangsanbŏl and the battle of 

P’yŏngyangsŏng closely mirrors Rabelais’ novels, as Lee portrays the official version of 

events in an unorthodox manner. Lee destroys the official history of the battles in two 

ways. Lee uses the speech of the market place in his films: speech filled with superfluous, 

coarse language and unsophisticated dialects. Lee also offers detailed stories of 
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historically anonymous and unknown groups of people—women and peasants—and 

shows how the “glorious” battles negatively affected their quotidian lives. Lee unveils the 

wars’ atrocities that had remained hidden in previous historical film behind the 

glamourized higher pursuits of honor and loyalty and helps the audience to see that the 

“solemn” moments of history are in fact a cruel set of events pervaded with senselessness 

and meaningless madness and death.  

 

386 Generation Sagŭk Filmmakers’ Bakhtinian Spirit Against Monologic Society 

and Culture  

Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) is the Russian linguist, literary critic and 

philosopher whose concepts greatly influenced twentieth century issues of language, 

culture and politics. Perhaps one of the most important and relevant concepts he 

developed is dialogism. Dialogism is the idea that multiple meanings will arise when 

people are in dialogue about something in contrast to a singular monologue, which 

produces univocal meaning. It is the idea that meaning comes not only from what is being 

said (the utterance) but also from the positioning of the subject (social relationships, 

economic status, all kinds of perspectives, etc.). Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism is a 

philosophical idea rather than a description of speech.266 For Bakhtin, communication 

was a social act. Bakhtin even sees the act of being as always “co-being simultaneous 

with other beings.”267 Bakhtin knew “the theoretical impossibility of solitude, since every 

word, even the solitary word, presupposes an interlocutor.”268 In this context, Robert 

Stam writes: “[e]ven when looking within oneself, one looks in and through the eyes of 

the other; one needs the other’s gaze to constitute oneself as self. Even the apparently 
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simple act of looking in the mirror, for Bakhtin, is complexly dialogical, implying an 

intricate intersection of perspectives and consciousness.”269 Bakhtin was especially 

interested in the social relations inherent in textual form in which the dialogical is 

embodied.270 Bakhtin looked for instances in genres and from popular culture where 

dialogism was successfully manifested; he found successful manifestation in 

Dostoevsky’s novels and in the carnival.  

Cho Haejoang maintains that South Korea had an “authoritarian developmental 

mobilization structure,” that is, a totalitarian culture exclusively prioritizing economic 

growth, requiring conformity and discipline, and suppression of the various subjectivities 

of autonomous individuals in the service of economic development.271 The period of 

compressed growth of the Korean economy (late 1960s-1980s) produced a lasting society 

“with only grand state power and patriarchal families, but no citizens or autonomous 

individuals.”272 In this process of unbalanced development, “people became highly 

instrumentalized and the various subjectivities have been completely suppressed with the 

signifiers of ‘kungmin’ and the ‘family.’”273 In other words, the two main signifiers of 

kungmin (a member of the nation) and kajok (family) completely dominated Korean 

modern subjectivity. Cho correctly points out that differentiated subjects exist in South 

Korean society but cannot be freely expressed and accepted “within the realm of official 

culture.”274 

386 generation filmmakers participated in the minjung movement during their 

college years in the 1980s. They witnessed the occurrence and experienced the aftershock 

of the Democratic Uprising of May 1980 against martial law declared by the Chun Doo-

hwan (Chŏn Tuhwan) regime in the southern provincial city of Kwangju. When this 
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uprising occurred, the government called it the Kwangjusat’ae, which translates as the 

Kwangju Incident. The Chun regime described it as a communist riot to overthrow the 

Republic of Korea.275 Though the 10-day struggle caused more than 600 deaths and more 

than 3,000 people were seriously injured, the very act of commemorating it was 

considered a form of anti-government protest, and the uprising could not be publicly 

mentioned. Even today, the former president Chun still argues that the insurrection had 

been a communist plot, refusing to accept responsibility for Kwangju. This centralized, 

vertical passing down of a particular viewpoint constitutes the authoritarian word. The 

authoritarian word constructed the “truth” of the historical incident and considered any 

other analyses superfluous. This kind of word is what Bakhtin refers to as “monologism,” 

a single-thought discourse. 386 generation filmmakers witnessed how Chun’s 

authoritarian word censored the Kwangju Massacre.  

Active sagŭk producers of the 386 generation filmmakers including Lee Joon-ik 

also perceive the monological authoritarian word in the treatment of history in traditional 

sagŭk. Sagŭk produced under Korean military regimes (1961-1987) was an ideologically 

invested genre. During the years of Park Chung-hee ’s (Pak Chŏng-hŭi) Yushin 

Constitution (1972-1979) governing, state-sponsored historical films promoted 

irreproachable national heroes that unified the masses. With sagŭk films, Park Chung-

hee ’s regime attempted to regulate the nation’s cultural imagination. The nation’s distant 

past and selected historical personages were used by the military juntas as propaganda 

material to indoctrinate uniform positions regarding one’s national and familial identity.  

Folk culture was no exception to the military juntas’ manipulative appropriation. 

For the purpose of establishing national identity and unifying the nation, the military 
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junta of the 1960s instituted the Cultural Assets Conservation Act to “excavate” lost 

traditional performing arts and rituals.276 Under this act, popular folk traditions were 

designated as “Important Intangible Cultural Property,” preserved and circulated through 

mass media, public exhibitions and performances in accordance with government criteria. 

Due to the cultural policy’s censor and controls, folk festivals were no longer 

participatory community events but state-sponsored spectacles. Similarly, officially 

appointed folk performers, titled “Human Cultural Treasures,” were instructed to follow 

guidelines of the government for teaching and performing.277 Namhee Lee finds that the 

government’s cultural policy of keeping tradition intact as a symbol and reminder of 

Korea’s past constitutes “decontextualization” and “museumization” of traditional 

culture, completely negating folk culture’s inherent purpose to spontaneously express 

“the everyday lives of people in communities.”278 N. Lee further argues that the cultural 

policy prevented “folk culture from evolving into forms relevant and meaningful to 

contemporary society.”279 Park Chung-hee ’s cultural policy molded the fluid traditional 

folk culture into an official, formalized artifact of national property. By appropriating 

folk culture as national culture, Park’s regime achieved two goals: appealing to 

nationalism while reminding the public of the cultural erasure policy of the Japanese 

colonial administration; and making “the state visible as the principal agent of 

modernization.”280  

On the other hand, students and intellectuals from the late 1960s into the 1980s 

envisioned folk tradition as a form of social and political critique. They re-appropriated 

and reinvented folk culture as a counter-narrative to the government’s utilization of it. 

The 386 generation filmmakers witnessed how the minjung movement derived its energy 
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by appropriating Korean folk rituals and dramas. In the late 1960s, folk cultural 

performances, previously deprecated as superstitious and premodern were revived with 

the minjung movement. In the 1970s, college students especially became interested in 

national identity and augmented their demonstrations with “a creative use of Korean folk 

rituals drawn from shamanism and appropriated traditional mask dance drama in order to 

turn its satirical force against what the students believed were the ‘false’ national 

credentials of the government.”281  

Indigenous and non-commercial carnivalesque folk culture became extremely 

popular on university campuses all over South Korea in the late 1980s as well. The 

students not only resisted the brutal suppression of the Democratic Uprising of May 1980 

but also more broadly challenged the consequences of rapid economic development and 

the urbanization of Korea at the expense of kungmin (a member of the nation). On most 

South Korean university campuses students formed farmers’ music troops, masked dance 

clubs, drumming corps, and p’ansori” (traditional oral tale-singing genre) groups as they 

danced to farmers’ music and dressed in traditional farmers’ white clothes.282 

Shamanistic rituals (kut), traditionally performed for a communal good harvest, a good 

catch of fish, or for a cure of the sick, were also practiced around the campuses.283 The 

mask-dance drama in particular developed into an important part of the minjung 

movement as well as becoming “an icon of the people’s resistant spirit and a mark of 

minjung identity.”284 Even beyond campuses, laborers often played the characters of 

exploited tenant farmers to highlight their labor issues—“low wages, harsh working 

conditions, and violations of the basic labor laws.”285 The mask-dance drama has always 

been considered a representational medium that belongs to the common people: “[t]he 
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dialogue of mask-dance drama consisted of the colloquial language of the common 

people, with an abundance of witty talk, puns, and earthy language and expressions”; in 

addition the performers and patrons were mostly commoners.286 N. Lee observes that folk 

drama was a medium that not only expressed minjung’s artistic aspirations but also the 

aesthetics of the minjung, the common people.287  

Bakhtin argues that folk culture not only defies the dominant power but also 

revives and renews people who participate in the carnival at the same time.288 In this way, 

the folk rituals from the minjung movement aimed to subvert military rule. The creative 

spirit of folk culture was also used to liberate domesticated social cultures from both the 

state and the family.289 Lee’s sagŭk films demonstrate the auteur’s preoccupation with the 

same utopian ideal of equality and freedom as the subversive openness of folk culture in 

the minjung movement. With carnival folk humor, Lee challenges the accepted historical 

narrative which justified subjugation and exploitation of the minjung “in the name of” 

state-sanctioned goals. Lee uses the historical events of the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl and 

the Battle of P’yŏngyangsŏng to unmask how authorities used “in the name of” 

justifications—such as in the name of economic development and modernizing—to 

blatantly demand sacrifice of minjung. Lee degrades “all that is high, spiritual, ideal, 

abstract” and the subsequent supposedly elevated discourse of the unification of Silla.290 

Much like Rabelais whose basic goal was to destroy the official picture of events, Lee’s 

goal was to destroy the official pictures behind the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl and the Battle 

of P’yŏngyangsŏng, critical events that led to the unification of the Silla Kingdom. In so 

doing, Lee replaces the official picture with minjung’s lives occupied with small 

instances of festivity and laughter. In a recent interview, Lee says that with his films he 
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wants to demonstrate that trivialities are beautiful and precious even if thinking so is 

paradoxical. Lee claims that everyone is insignificant in some sense but within this 

insignificance one can find beauty.291 In his films, Lee articulates that the beauty and 

worth of an individual come from one’s simple existence.    

 

Historical Significance of The Unified Silla (668 C.E.—935 C.E.) in Korea 

In his 2003 comedic war epic Battlefield, Lee Joon-ik consummately challenges 

the gravitas of the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl by protesting the monologism of “truth” 

constructed from the dominant perspective of the nationalist narrative of a “glorious 

unification” of the Silla dynasty. The historical Battle of Hwangsanbŏl on July 9, 660 

C.E. between the Silla Kingdom (southeastern Korea) and the Paekche Kingdom 

(southwest Korea) was a decisive battle that led to the demise of Paekche and eventually 

a unification of Silla. The Unified Silla (668 C.E.—935 C.E.) was the first dynasty to rule 

over the southern two-thirds of the Korean peninsula. Silla’s unification of the Three 

Kingdoms in 668 C.E. (Koguryŏ: 37 B.C.E.—668 C.E.; Paekche: 18 B.C.E—660 C.E.; 

and Silla: 57 B.C.E.—935 C.E.) has great historical significance in Korean history: it is 

remembered as “a glorious unification” of Korean peoples.  

Historians viewed the Unified Silla as the legitimate dynasty that began the 

unbroken lineage of Korean civilization for more than one thousand years: Unified Silla 

(676-935), followed by Koryŏ (936-1392), followed by Chosŏn (1392-1910). With its 

long history, Korea is presumed ethnically homogenous and with a singular ethnic 

identity.292 This idea of unbroken lineage from Unified Silla has been reinforced by the 

act of state-sponsored historical commemoration—the practice of rituals and the 
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construction of monuments and narratives— forging an identity between the past and the 

present generations. Unified Silla’s language, customs and institutions were believed to 

have had an influence on the subsequent historical development of Korean society and 

culture.293 The flourishing of Unified Silla’s culture as exemplified in its Buddhist art is 

still revered today.294 However, most of our knowledge of the Three Kingdom period 

comes from histories written by subsequent historians who, because they considered 

themselves “heirs to the Sillan tradition,” were deeply biased in favor of Silla. 295  

Lee degrades the metanarrative of a “glorious unification” of the Silla dynasty 

suggesting it conceals more than what it reveals about the past. Lee transforms sober 

popular imagery of heroic fighting for a just and great cause into the laughing chorus of 

the marketplace. To contest the nationalist narrative, Lee uses stories of individuals 

previously ignored and portrays how their lives are tragically affected by wars and the 

pursuit of the “unification” of kingdoms. Bakhtin writes that Rabelais interpreted the 

tragedy or comedy from the point of view of the laughing chorus of the marketplace. 

“[Rabelais] summoned all the resources of sober popular imagery in order to break up 

official lies and the narrow seriousness dictated by the ruling classes. Rabelais did not 

implicitly believe in what his time ‘said and imagined about itself’; he strove to disclose 

its true meaning for the people, the people who grow and are immortal.296 As medieval 

carnival rejects the prevailing truth and established order by destroying hierarchical ranks 

and privileges among the participants of carnival, it creates a new type of peculiar speech 

and gestures. The marketplace of speeches and gestures permits “no distance between 

those who came in contact with each other and liberating from norms of etiquette and 

decency imposed at other times.” 297 This marketplace language is heard in Battlefield in 
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order to show the chasm between the metanarrative of the “grand” war of the unification 

and the imagined narrative of specific and personalized grievance among leaders of the 

kingdoms. Lee imagines that miserable, petty, personal strife develops into the Battle of 

Hwangsanbŏl while history attaches the loftier goals of “glorious unification” and 

“maintaining the peace and harmony.”   

 

Bakhtinian Speech of the Market Place  

When Lee’s film, Battlefield, opened in theaters on October 17, 2003, critics and 

audiences were shocked by Lee’s breach of what is normal and acceptable in historical 

filmmaking. The most noticeable “contravention” is Lee’s use of language. Characters, 

including historically venerated heroes of the battle, speak unexpected vulgar language in 

the film, filled with superfluous blasphemy and obscenity, debasing the meaning of 

sacrificial death and the significance of the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl. Characters also use 

modern dialects with a thick provincial accent. Silla characters speak in a modern 

Kyŏngsang provincial (southeast of Korea) vernacular with a thick accent in sharp 

contrast to Paekche soldiers, who speak Chŏlla provincial (southwest of Korea) dialects, 

and constantly use an obscure filler kŏsigi (“that thing”). The superfluous use of over-

exaggerated dialects and kŏsigi make the speakers sound unintelligent and naïvely 

unaware of their plight. Paekche army’s tacit usage of “kŏsigi” throws the Silla camp into 

disarray because they have no idea what “that thing” is referring to. These exaggerated 

accents and the overuse of “kŏsigi” is confusing, but at the same time amusing. Lee’s 

novel use of language is unconventional, some would argue revolutionary. Such language 

had never been spoken before in traditional historical films. 
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By destroying formal speech codes using a common marketplace language 

suffused with “unpolished” regional vernacular, coarse words and derisive expressions, 

the opening scene reveals precisely how the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl was declared. The 

film unfolds by presenting Silla’s alliance with Emperor Gaozong of the Tang Empire. 

This alliance was a pact to subdue the two other warring kingdoms on the Korean 

peninsula, Paekche and Koguryŏ. Backed by the rising superpower of the Tang Empire, 

Silla first attacks the strategically vulnerable Paekche at its main fortress of 

Hwangsanbŏl. The opening scene portrays at the summit Tang Emperor Gaozong, Yŏn 

Kaesomun (the de facto ruler of Koguryŏ), King Kim Chun-chu of Silla, and King Ŭija 

of Paekche. The arguments of the “great men” of history are miserably petty and their 

language is extremely vulgar, ill-matched to their esteemed rank. All use abusive 

language, insulting words and indecent expressions; Bakhtin refers to it as “the speech of 

the marketplace.”298 The camera movements in the opening scene also conjure up the 

image of an old time topsy-turvy market place crowded with bargaining merchants. The 

camera rapidly pans to the right and left to follow each of the four leaders as they speak 

profane language.   

Kim Chun-chu is furious because King Uija of Paekche captured and killed his 

daughter and son-in-law. Ŭija promises to avenge Kim Chun-chu for his great-

grandfather’s death who was killed in a battle with Silla forces that took place more than 

100 years earlier (in 554), calling him a “mother f***er.” Emperor Gaozong declares 

Koguryŏ Asia’s “axis of evil” because Koguryo built a long border wall to keep out 

Tang’s forces. 
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Emperor Gaozong: The political instability in Asia is caused by your two 

kingdoms, Koguryŏ and Paekche. We, Tang China set the rules and order. What 

is wrong with you, Koguryŏ and Paekche? You do not follow the rules of Tang!   

Yŏn Kaesomun: You, Tang China, who is less than fifty-years-old! Koguryŏ’s 

history is more than seven hundred.     

Emperor Gaozong: You dare go against Heaven’s order? 

Yŏn Kaesomun: What order? Who the hell made it? 

Emperor Gaozong: It was made by Heaven and I am appointed by Heaven. 

Yŏn Kaesomun: Your father slaughtered his own brothers to be an emperor. Was 

that also the order of Heaven? 

 Kim Chun-chu: The Emperor is talking about the philosophical legitimacy. 

Yŏn Kaesomun: Legitimacy! I took power by means of a coup d’état! You [Kim 

Chun-chu] are from a half-royal family. You only became a king because the 

General Kim Yusin made you the king! King Ŭija, your dad was the son of the 

second wife, right? None of us are in a position to claim legitimacy! What is a 

war if not to get legitimacy out of illegitimacy? 

Ŭija: I’d say THAT talk is indeed from political experience and knowledge.  

Kim Chun-chu: [Addressing to Ŭija] Do you call killing my people every single 

day as a way to achieve political experience and knowledge? Since you took the 

throne twenty years ago, Silla has not rested even one single day!   

Ŭija: Isn’t it the natural process to acquire power and unify kingdoms? 

Kim Chun-chu: Did you forget that you killed my daughter in Taeyasŏng? 
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Ŭija: You, Silla, mother f***er, where did you bury my great-grandfather whom 

you killed in 554 in Okch’ŏn? Do you want me to list all the f***ing things we 

have done to each other over a hundred years?   

Kim Chun-chu: You and I cannot live under the same sky. 

Emperor Gaozong: Shut up! I am the emperor of the great Tang! Don’t you dare 

complain about my order.  

Ŭija: Sh*t. So tell us specifically what your order is then. 

Emperor Gaozong: A tribute to Tang is the minimal respect from small 

kingdoms, but you two kingdoms blocked Silla’s route to pay their tribute! 

Ŭija: Well, it is because Kim Chun-chu behaves like a son-of-bitch.  

Emperor Gaozong: Koguryŏ, why did you build the long wall? Do you know 

how much tension the wall created in Asia?  

Yŏn Kaesomun: It is none of your damn business whether I build a wall or 

destroy a wall. You want to fight? 

Kim Chun-chu: How dare you speak to the emperor like that! 

Emperor Gaozong: Shut up! As of today, I proclaim Koguryŏ and Paekche as 

the “axis of evil,” a threat to a heavenly order.  

Kim Chun-chu: They are way worse than “axis of evil.” They are the lumps of 

evil. 

Yŏn Kaesomun: [Throwing his chair to the ground] What the hell! Kim Chun-

chu, stop kissing the ass of the dirty Chinese!  

Kim Chun-chu: Ŭija, son-of-bitch. I will avenge my daughter’s death by killing 

you with my own hands.  
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Ŭija: Is that a declaration of war?  

After this opening exchange, the title of the film appears, Battle of the Hwangsanbŏl.  

From the very beginning, by detailing a chaotic aggravation of personal grudges 

and promotion of self-interests, Lee contests the historical discourse of unification of the 

Silla, demeaning the “glorified war” in Hwangsanbŏl. This most important battle is 

believed to be the beginning of the political unification of the Silla that will subsequently 

lead to a linear, continuous history, which ultimately culminates in the establishment of 

the Republic of Korea. Renate Lachmann sees Bakhtin’s carnival as “the conflict 

between the two forces, the centrifugal and the centripetal.”299 Lachmann writes that the 

centripetal “tends towards the univocalization and closure of a system, towards the 

monological, towards monopolizing the hegemonic space of the single truth. This 

centripetal force permeates the entire system of language and forces it towards unification 

and standardization; it purges literary language of all traces of dialect and substandard 

linguistic elements and allows only one idiom to exist.”300  

By providing the most outrageous scenario which eliminates the language of the 

ruling class, Lee shows how nationalist historiography can be deceptive; it presents itself 

as a totalizing monologic truth while repressing other competing narratives. Through his 

transgression of language not usually found conventional sagŭk, Lee confronts the 

authoritative voice in the former mass media, a mouthpiece for the totalitarian culture. 

With such openness in marketplace language, Lee denigrates revered historical figures to 

street people, a treatment of historical heroes entirely different from traditional sagŭk. 

The next section will demonstrate how Lee converts a national hero into an anti-hero by 
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telling stories of those harmed by the hero, including his own family members. Lee’s 

history is a collection of the anonymous masses’ narratives, history from below.  

 

Finding Confrontative and Alternative Voice in History  

General Kyebaek (?-660) is an undebated national hero in Korean history. He led 

Paekche’s last stand against the Silla offensive of 50,000 soldiers on the Hwangsan Plain 

with a suicide brigade of only five thousand soldiers. The Tang Emperor sent an 

expedition force of 130,000 men by sea under Admiral Su Dingfang to join Silla’s army 

in the attack on Paekche, which was led by General Kim Yusin (595-673).301 General 

Kyebaek is a household name because South Korean students from a very young age 

learn that Kyebaek slaughtered his own family before entering the battlefield. Seriously 

outnumbered, Kyebaek had a premonition of his imminent defeat and the demise of 

Paekche. Some argue that Kyebaek killed his wife and children to prevent his thinking of 

them from influencing his actions or causing him to falter in battle. Samguk sagi 

(Historical Records of the Three Kingdoms), the twelfth-century Korean historiography, 

writes that Kyebaek murdered his wife and children to spare them from a life of slavery 

under the conquering enemy.302 No one can be entirely sure of Kyebaek’s motivation; 

however, perhaps with this kind of readiness to die in battle, Kyebaek’s brigade repelled 

Silla’s army, winning four separate skirmishes. Kyebaek’s brigade inflicted severe 

casualties to Silla forces. 

In the prologue to the saga novel Kyebaek, the author Yi Wŏn-ho states, 

“Paekche’s warrior Kyebaek. He and his suicide brigade together were annihilated in 

Hwangsanbŏl, marking the grand finale of Paekche’s history. 1300 years after the demise 
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of Paekche, Kyebaek is still a symbol of Paekche and a vigor of the Korean 

people…Saga novel Kyebaek shows this very spirit of Koreans. Kyebaek’s patriotism, 

loyalty and zeal is exemplary to all Koreans today.”303 In this way, Kyebaek is one of the 

few venerated warriors in Korean history. It is also noteworthy that Samguk sagi also 

praised Kyebaek highly. Samguk sagi is typical of a winner’s narrative as it was compiled 

by Kim Busik, a descendent of Silla royalty. Moon Dong-seok, a history scholar who 

specializes in the history of the Paekche Kingdom, argues that the image of Kyebaek’s 

undivided loyalty to Paekche was later constructed by Silla’s descendants to justify 

Silla’s overthrow of Paekche. The reasoning behind lauding Kyebaek is that despite 

having a loyal warrior like Kyebaek, King Ŭija’s overwhelming incompetence led to the 

demise of the Paekche Kingdom.304  

 

 

Figure 7. The monument of Kyebaek in Ch’ungnam puyŏgun puyŏŭp 
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Rather than a conventional tale of the unblemished courage of Kyebaek, Lee 

instead offers a story of Kyebaek’s wife whose voice was never heard in historical 

narratives. Kyebaek’s wife was considered a de facto non-being in history. Although she 

still remains nameless in Battlefield because she is only known as the wife of Kyebaek, 

Lee gives her a voice. With her confrontational conversations with Kyebaek, Lee 

overthrows the conventionally brave image of Kyebaek. As a consequence, Lee suggests 

a grand national narrative of male heroes is in fact merely a monologic language 

subordinating others. The end of the film portrays the total defeat of the Paekche force. 

Now captured by Kim Yusin, Kyebaek kneels down in front of Silla’s army. At the 

moment of his decapitation, Kyebaek recalls his wife’s bitter voice. The film takes the 

audience to Kyebaek’s flashback of the night he slaughtered his family. Kyebaek offers 

cups of poison to his wife and three children.  

Kyebaek: Rather than living in shame, we must die in honor. Drink it and go 

before me [implying that he will soon follow]. 

Kyebaek’s Wife: [in anger] What did you say? Do you think you have the right 

to say that? Do you think we’ll reply, “thank you, dear husband, thank you, dear 

father. I’ll act at your bidding.” That’s absurd!   

Kyebaek: The longer you resist, it gets uglier. Let’s choose a virtuous way. 

Kyebaek’s Wife: Oh my, so now you are asking my precious children to die? 

You only sowed the seeds but never care for them. You were always busy 

fighting with swords somewhere. Now you are here and demand us to die!   

Kyebaek: [taking his sword out from the sheath] Will you die by drinking the 

poison or die with my sword? 
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Kyebaek’s Wife: [covering her three children] I have been nothing but patient 

since I got married to you. Damn you! What have you ever done for us? I don’t 

give a sh*t about the war, the kingdom, or whatever. Why do those things have to 

kill my babies? Let’s pretend that your father and mother are still alive, would 

you kill your own father and mother also?  

Kyebaek: As the proverb says, “tigers leave only their skin when they die, but 

through his achievement a man’s name lives on.” Please let’s do this in an easy 

way.   

Kyebaek’s Wife: Nonsense! You don’t know the damn truth behind the saying. 

Tigers die because of their skin and we humans die because of the names! 

 

 

Figure 8. Kyebaek’s wife’s confrontational voice to the National Hero  
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This exchange between a historical hero—Kyebaek— and the historically 

unrecognized Kyebaek’s Wife—achieves dialogism, providing an alternative and 

confrontational voice. In such a way, Lee casts light on how “great men” of history hide 

“small” ordinary others. For the love of his kingdom, Kyebaek failed to uphold the 

chivalric code of defending the society’s weak, namely, women and children. The value-

laden label of bravery has privileged Kyebaek’s determination yet underplayed his 

violence and hid his family in the grand narrative. By showing the specific instance of the 

conversation between Kyebaek and his wife, the film reveals the large gap between the 

two characters: Kyebaek was free to act according to his will, whereas his wife’s agency 

to choose to live or not was denied. Battlefield, therefore, reveals a “history-from-below” 

by recovering the perspective of a woman, which was completely hidden from the official 

history. History scholar Kim Ki-bong suggests that the official history, comprised of 

multiple nationalist narratives, lists exclusively the names of humans who died to 

preserve their names. In contrast, Battlefield is a new kind of historical film that serves as 

a counter-history to the usual nationalist narrative by remembering those who were 

previously unremembered.305 In addition to unmasking an individual hero’s violence 

against humanity, Lee also discloses the brutality behind institutionalized and collective 

heroism. 

 

Collective Heroism or Unmitigated Madness in Hwarang (Flower Youth) 

The historical record of Samguk sagi indicates that behind the ultimate winning of 

the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl and the subsequent unification of the three kingdoms, there 

was a remarkable number of sacrificial deaths of Silla’s hwarang (flower youth) teens. In 
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the sixth century, Silla institutionalized the hwarang, companies of young men in their 

mid-teens from aristocratic lineage. These elite youth corps were taught moral lessons 

and the military arts in preparation to become future ministers and generals. This youth 

group of hwarang honored “Five Commandments”: They were to serve the king with 

loyalty, attend to one’s parents with filial piety, practice fidelity in friendship, never to 

retreat in the face of battle, and refrain from wanton killing.306   

Samguk sagi records that Silla troops could finally overcome Paekche’s fierce 

warriors only because of the self-sacrifice of young hwarang boys. After losing four 

battles, the Silla troops were tired and demoralized. Silla’s army needed a counter spur 

that would exceed Kyebaek’s “inspirational” story of killing his entire family and “I am 

determined to die today” mentality. It was at this very moment of despair that Silla’s 

generals sent their young sons of hwarang—each individual member alone—to 

Paekche’s camp. The Silla generals’ purpose of continuing to send these young boys one 

by one was that each young death would boost the morale of the disheartened Silla’s 

troops. Samguk sagi recalls this act of sending hwarang:         

General Heumchun said to his son Bangul, “For an official, loyalty is utmost, for 

a son, it is filial piety [sic]. If you give your life in this time of crisis, you shall 

fulfill both.” Bangul replied, “I hear and obey.” He then charged the enemy and 

fought to death with all his might.307  

Gwanchang is perhaps the most famous hwarang in the history of Silla because of 

his courageous behavior in the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl. In the official history, Gwanchang 

was in fact a second protagonist to Kyebaek in the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl.  
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General Pumil called his son Gwanchang up to his horse and said to the other 

generals, “My son is only sixteen years old, but he has a bold spirit. Will he be the 

very paragon of Silla’s troops in today’s battle? “I shall,” Gwanchang replied. He 

then mounted his armored horse and with only his lance, charged the enemy. 

However, he was immediately seized and brought alive before the Paekche 

general, Kyebaek. Upon the removal of Gwanchang’s helmet, Kyebaek felt 

affection for this youth’s valor. The general sighed, unable to bring himself to kill 

the warrior, and said, “We cannot contend with Silla. Even their youth are like 

this, not to mention their grown men.” He released Gwanchang alive. 

Gwanchang returned to his father and said, “It was not because I was afraid of 

death that I could not slay the enemy general or capture their flag.” At this, he 

drank water with his hands from a well and again rushed the enemy, fighting 

ferociously [sic]. Kyebaek seized him once more and beheaded him, sending the 

head back tied to the saddle of his horse. Pumil lifted the head, the blood soaking 

his sleeves. “My son’s face looks so alive,” he said. “It is fortunate that he died 

for his country.” Seeing this, the soldiers took heart and resolved to die. Beating 

their drums and with a great outcry, they charged the enemy. Thus, the Paekche 

forces suffered a fatal defeat and Kyebaek was slain.308    

In Battlefield, Lee disturbs this romanticized official picture of young heroism 

shown by Bangul and Gwanchang. Lee shows specific instances of their greedy fathers, 

who are esteemed generals with insatiable hunger for political power, manipulating their 

sons to sacrifice themselves for their own political gain. These fathers urge their sons to 

die: “No one with a long life has been remembered in history”; “As of today, your name 
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will be remembered in history forever”; “Your name will be recited by descendants 

forever.” Lee completely exposes “the unvarnished truth under the veil of false claims” of 

self-sacrifice in the name of honor, loyalty and filial piety.309 Lee deconstructs these 

purported higher, abstract and ideal values as manipulative tools that led to the hwarang’s 

voluntary deaths, benefitting only the older generation of generals.    

As young hwarangs are continuing to come back as corpses, to boost troop 

morale Kim Yusin greedily orders that more hwarang be sent to the enemy camp as 

replacements. Surprised by Kim Yusin’s order, his brother asks, “are you insane?” Kim 

Yusin answers, “Of course I am mad! Do you think you are not mad? You drove your son 

out to die! Do you think Kyebaek, who slaughtered his entire family, is not mad? 

Everyone is mad in a war. Madness enables a war. War is an undertaking that only mad 

people can engage in!” With this outcry of Kim Yusin, Lee demystifies the historical 

discourse of the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl. As the theme of madness in Bakhtin’s grotesque 

realism enables people to escape the false “truth of this world,” the madness manifested 

in the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl enables its viewers to see the false heroism in what is 

regarded as a solemn moment in Korean nationalist history.310 Lee uses this very madness 

to escape the false “truth of this world” in which honor and fame are valued more highly 

than the sanctity of young lives. 

 

Polyphony in Heroes: The Beauty of Being Anonymous Masses 

Who then are Lee’s heroes in his films? In Battlefield, Lee suggests that everyone 

who participates in the battle is a hero. He does so by challenging the nationalist history 

which designates Kyebaek, Hwarang and Kim Yusin as the protagonists of the Battle of 
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Hwangsanbŏl. Through his creation of the fictional character Kŏsigi, Lee underscores 

that history is not the sole purview of heroes but of the anonymous masses. Kŏsigi 

represents the anonymous masses that participate in the battle who become the sole 

survivor of the Paekche Kingdom’s army. Kŏsigi is a poor farmer who was accidentally 

conscripted for the battle. From the perspective of the grand narrative of the unification 

of Silla, Kŏsigi is indeed nobody. He is well aware of this as he considers himself of no 

importance in society. When Kyebaek asks, “what is your name?”  Kŏsigi answers, “you 

don’t need to know the name of a person like me, such a low being, just know me as 

Kŏsigi (that thing or no body),” implying that he is just an insignificant foot soldier. 

Kŏsigi has no military skill. His only concern is that if he does not return to his farm, 

harvesting will be too much for his widowed mother alone.  

Kyebaek, at the end, looks at his annihilated soldiers and realizes the 

meaninglessness of countless deaths. Kyebaek tells Kŏsigi, “before I die, I need to leave 

something in this world. Kŏsigi! I want to leave you behind. Go and help your mother 

harvest.” The ending scene of the film shows a reunion of Kŏsigi and his mother in the 

harvesting field. Kŏsigi is saved and sent home, returning to his normal life. In this final 

scene, Lee proposes that it is completely acceptable or perhaps even preferable to pursue 

your own individual desires instead of giving one’s life to nationalist causes disguised as 

honorable. Bakhtin’s carnivalesque spirit with its democratic social practices values the 

individual. With Kŏsigi as the de facto hero of the film, Lee criticizes South Korea’s long 

history of effective mass mobilization carried out “under the banner of” or “in the name 

of” high discourses such as filial piety and patriotism at the expense of individual 

freedom.    
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Kŏsigi returns in Lee’s 2011 sequel film P’yŏngyangsŏng (Battlefield Heroes; 

hereafter, Heroes), which was produced eight years after his 2003 film, Once Upon a 

Time in the Battlefield. Heroes picks up the threads after the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl, 

depicting the battle that took place 668 C.E. in Koguryŏ’s capital, P’yŏngyang, between 

the Silla-Tang allied forces and Koguryŏ forces. After the fall of the Paekche Kingdom, 

Kŏsigi is now a subject of the Silla Kingdom. In the film, Paekche territory has been 

annexed by the Silla Kingdom and their people are subjects of the Silla.311 Kŏsigi is 

conscripted once more to fight in battle. In the midst of battle, Kŏsigi is accidentally 

catapulted into the enemy’s stronghold. He is forced to broadcast a propaganda message 

to the southern army. While he appears to agree to deliver the propaganda, he instead 

uses the platform to speak truth about the war. It was a heartfelt message to all soldiers in 

both camps.  

Kŏsigi: I have lived under the rule of the Paekche king and also under the rule of 

the Silla king. But they are the same, all jerks. To put it crudely, how would the 

winning of the war affect us? Which side wins has nothing to do with us. The 

winning will bring glory to high officials but what do we get out of it? Nothing at 

all. [Fellow soldiers from the former Paekche Kingdom], Are you listening to me? 

Especially, Mundi, you have said you joined this war to obtain a high post and a 

fortune? What good is it if you die here? What are you going to do with that 

fortune if you get slaughtered today? If you want to live, you must listen carefully 

to the art of staying alive from me. Think carefully about why we are here instead 

of the Silla troops. Why is the Silla king not here attending this battle? Why isn’t 

the main contingent of the Silla force here either? Instead we, only the scums of 
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the former Paekche, are here? Just think about that. Silla is making us fight for 

them. As we die, they live. If you listen to General Kim Yusin, we are all going to 

die in vain. 

The camera cuts to the Silla’s camp. It shows that Kim Yusin and other generals are also 

listening to this message.  

General A: We are busted.       

General B: What do we do now?   

Kim Yusin: Well, he is indeed telling the truth.   

The camera returns to Kŏsigi. 

Kŏsigi: I will soon die too. What is going to happen to my mom waiting for me at 

home? I worry about her.   

With this scene, Lee exposes the socio-economic inequality between the elevated 

class of Silla generals and the conscripted Paekche peasants as well as the upper status 

enjoyed by Silla’s subjects in contrast to the second-class status of the Paekche. Kŏsigi 

represents an enlightened individual who has insight into the social system that 

naturalizes conventions of difference. Kŏsigi reveals this insight through ridiculing the 

authority of the legendary military genius, Kim Yusin. By showing a deep-seated 

antagonism toward authority, Lee reflects the utopian ideal of a democratic society 

manifested in the carnival spirit.   

In Heroes, Lee also exposes South Korean society’s deep-rooted monologic way 

of closed-off discourse by inserting a satirical scene that resembles a typical labor rights 

negotiation. Upon hearing Kŏsigi’s broadcasted message, the soldiers from the former 

Paekche led by Mundi are at the negotiating table with the Silla generals, led by Kim 
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Yusin. The soldiers demand a piece of land and exemption from future military 

campaigns. Only then would they agree to participate in a dangerous mission to infiltrate 

the enemy’s stronghold. Kim Yusin successfully persuades these “unionized” soldiers to 

execute this dangerous mission by promising them they will receive more land than they 

have requested and by guaranteeing that they—as well as their sons—will be exempted 

from future battles. When another general troubled by Kim Yusin’s generous promises 

asks Kim how he will keep his word, Kim replies that the agreement will not matter 

because all soldiers will “be wiped from the face of the earth today.” The pretentious 

two-way dialogue was delivered as a monologic arrangement enabled by a single voice 

authority. 

In contrast to monologism, Lee offers a Bakhtinian polyphonic quality in Heroes.  

But this is precisely why many critics have excoriated Heroes, citing its “unfocused” and 

“distracting” qualities. Overwhelmed by the apparent plurality of voices in the film, 

critics argue that they are prevented from immersing themselves into the narrative 

because Lee focuses on too many characters. The film has no apparent protagonist. 

Chŏng Tong-chun writes that the film is like a dish that has “excessively diverse 

ingredients, erasing the taste of the main ingredients. [The film is considered] a failed 

dish.”312 As a response to his critics, Lee says in an interview, “my dramatic 

interpretation [of a historical event] is to reveal values that each individual embodies. So, 

the film can be perceived as unfocused but at the same time as abundant. If a director 

focuses on a couple of historical people, the film is about heroism. I do not like that. I 

decide to communicate with the audience with a film that shows each and every character 

has a leading role rather than presenting standardized heroes.”313 Defying the generic 
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convention of having one or two heroic figures in epic films, the director purposefully 

presents a plurality of independent voices from several different characters, equal in 

relation to each other. What can be seen from the film is the complex play of multiple 

voices whether one’s concern is political, personal or familial, together generating 

dialogical dynamism among the characters. Everyone has a reason to live, to win and to 

distrust each other to promote something beyond themselves. 

The film revolves around numerous characters, men and one woman of different 

regional loyalties and socio-economic status: General Kim Yusin of the Silla Kingdom; 

Tang’s General, Kŏsigi and Mundi of the former Paekche Kingdom; Yŏn Kaesomun’s 

three sons—Nam Saeng, Nam Kŏn, Nam San—and a female warrior, Kapsun of the 

Koguryŏ Kingdom. All of their divergent motivations and perspectives on the ongoing 

war are manifested in the polyphony that the director engenders. Each character’s voice is 

sensible and generally valuable, evoking varying degrees of empathy.  

Kim Yusin wants to place the former Paekche troops at the forefront of the battle 

in order to protect the main contingent of the Silla force. Kim Yusin predicts an 

inevitable future war between Silla and Tang after the unification of the three kingdoms 

so he needs the Silla’s military troops to be intact. Kim Yusin is ruthlessly strategic 

without considering the lives of the former Paekche soldiers. However, he is the only 

character with a penetrating insight into the true nature of the Silla-Tang alliance. This 

alliance is formed and sustained only to overthrow the Koguryŏ hegemony in the 

northeast Asian region. Once that mission is successful, there will be many more wars 

between the Silla and Tang to regain that hegemony. Kim Yusin’s insight into Tang 

China’s expansionist desire and his love for his fatherland underlie his battle strategy.  
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Kŏsigi wants to survive and protect Kapsun above all else. Kŏsigi knows from his 

experience that winning or losing will not make the slightest difference to the general 

public. He is determined to return home alive to his mother. Mundi needs to perform a 

meritorious deed in order to receive a reward for his nine widowed sisters. They are all 

widowed because of the frequent battles between the three kingdoms. Mundi is an 

opportunist but also an optimist and realist. Nam Saeng thinks negotiation with Tang will 

save Koguryŏ whereas Nam Kŏn thinks only fighting to the end will save Koguryŏ. Nam 

San is torn about whether to follow his first brother or his second. Despite their 

conflicting ideas, they all love their homeland, Koguryŏ, and want to save the kingdom. 

Kapsun is determined to avenge the murder of her entire family by Tang forces. The 

Tang general is aware of Tang China’s ambitious plan to expand its territory beyond 

Paekche and Koguryŏ and eventually its ally, Silla.  

In his polyphony, Lee includes even the perspective of opposing Tang forces. 

Upon the all-out attack by the Silla-Tang alliance forces, Koguryŏ’s fall was imminent. 

Kŏsigi pleads to Koguryŏ’s remaining troops, who were desperately fighting to the end: 

Kŏsigi: What is the point of killing Tang soldiers? They are also dragged into this 

war, just like me.   

This dialogue enables the audience to see thousands of “faceless” Tang soldiers as 

Kŏsigis of the Tang, fighting far from home in a foreign land only to satisfy an 

authority’s insatiable desire to expand his territory. The existing value system, grounded 

in overweening nationalism, is stripped naked and shown in a new light. Their distinct 

voices suggest not mere heterogeneity but rather are counterposed to the dialogical angle 

to generate multiple social messages that transcend their immediate points of view—
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whether it is the value of a loved one or the well-being of future generations, peace, or 

simply the senselessness of mass killing. Lee’s sympathy is undoubtedly with the 

minjung—the conscripted and subjugated soldiers. In effect, the director carnivalizes the 

somber battlefields into a nonofficial counter-space by building a second life of festivity 

and laughter for the minjung.        

 

Carnivalization of Battlefields 

Without exception, the director transforms battlefields into a world of revival and 

renewal where the inclusive, free and universal spirit of the carnival culture permeates 

both of his films, Battlefield and Heroes. In Battlefield, meal times become participating 

soldiers’ festivals. These meals are not a lavish spread of excellent food—nothing like 

Rabelaisian imagery of the banquet or the feast characterized by abundance. The meals 

the soldiers prepare are simple. Yet despite the simple fare, the battlefield soldier declares 

that “the food always tastes better in the middle of the battlefield.” These anonymous 

soldiers have neither glory nor titles. They cook, they eat heartily, they share meals, they 

laugh and dance together. They are the clowns and fools that appear in Rabelais’ novel 

who are unchained by the seriousness and not crushed by the weight of the battle. They 

are “representatives of the carnival spirit in everyday life out of carnival season.”314 In 

such a way, participating soldiers create a second life of festivity and laughter even 

though they remain within the bigger context of the battle.  

At the impending moments of crisis and demise, they create “the utopian realm of 

community, freedom, equality, and abundance.”315 Much like mingling of aristocrats and 

commoners during the Medieval carnival, high-ranking generals and foot soldiers mingle 
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together for the time of sharing meals.  The mingling is to such an extent that it becomes 

difficult to differentiate the rank of individual soldiers, almost suspending rank and class. 

Everyone is hungry and happy to receive and share food. Human relations are reborn 

through the simplicity of eating together and restored through the joy of sharing food. In 

this way, meal times in the battlefields become a carnival, rendering pure human relations 

as soldiers experience the inclusive, free and universal spirit of the second life that 

carnival culture engenders: “[t]hese true human relations were not only a fruit of 

imagination or abstract thought; they were experienced. The utopian ideal and the 

realistic merged in this carnival experience, unique of this kind.”316 This kind of a 

perennial carnivalesque tradition has long existed in Korean folk culture. During the 

Chosŏn period, Korean folk rituals such as mask-dance drama served as a time of festival 

as village people, who watched and laughed, shared their food and drink with performers 

afterwards.   

Lee enacts precisely this type of traditional village festival in Heroes. With this 

festive carnivalization of the battlefield, Lee offers a subversive vision of the unification 

of the Three Kingdoms devoid of bloodshed. Kŏsigi’s broadcasted message deeply 

dispirited Silla’s troops. Profoundly pleased with this result, Koguryŏ’s leadership 

rewards Kŏsigi by granting his wish to marry Kapsun. In the midst of ongoing 

skirmishes, everyone who participates in the battle from Koguryŏ’s side celebrates the 

wedding ceremony. All the elements of Korean folk performance are present at the 

wedding: Koguryŏ soldiers are performing the traditional mask dance of ch’oyongmu to 

the tune of the farmer’s music (nong’ak) as soldiers play traditional Korean instruments 

of pipes, bamboo flutes, drums and gongs. Entire village people—men and women of all 
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ages—are gathered to watch the comical lion dance (sajanorŭm). Food is prepared to 

share among soldiers and villagers. Kŏsigi, a former subject of the Paekche Kingdom 

who is fighting in the battle as a Silla soldier, is marrying a Koguryŏ woman, Kapsun. 

Their union symbolizes a true unification of the Three Kingdoms without a war or mass 

killing. The festive union of two individuals at the lowest social rank celebrates 

temporary liberation not only from the burden of an unfinished battle but also from the 

belief system that only conquering other kingdoms can achieve unification. The wedding 

ceremony becomes a festive time when the war-ridden community momentarily heals.   

In Lee’s carnivalization of the battles, images of base combinations of the human 

body involving food, drink, defecation, and sexual life play a significant role. Many of 

the images can be seen as deliberate carnivalizing gestures of folk humor, what Bakhtin 

calls the material bodily principle in grotesque realism.317 Bakhtin refers to it as “a deeply 

positive” experience of the living that belongs to “an all-people’s character,” and likens it 

to the literary mode of grotesque realism in Rabelais’ folk culture. In grotesque realism, 

“[the bodily element] is presented not in a private, egotistic form, severed from the other 

spheres of life, but as something universal, representing all the people.”318 Lee’s use of 

bodily activities such as eating, drinking, digesting, defecating and copulating is 

articulated as a mechanism that erases the sociopolitical distinctions among the 

participants of the battles.  

The significant presence of the body and bodily life in Lee’s two films functions 

as the degradation of the “all that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract,” transferring 

“heavenly” appointed kings and royalties of the Three Kingdoms into “the sphere of 

earth,” leveling them down with the common man.319 According to Cho Hyunseol, the 
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founding myths of Korea’s ancient kingdoms share a common feature: the unions of the 

celestial gods and the terrestrial gods.320 The founding myths of the kingdoms through the 

unions of divinities serves to justify their transcendental authorities. With these heavily 

politically motivated narratives of the founding myths, the Three Kingdom era has been 

characterized by rigidly stratified social systems with a clear distinction between the 

rulers and the ruled.321 By associating these sacred beings with all people’s character, 

especially through exaggerated acts of urination and excrement, these rulers are turned 

into flesh.  

But more importantly, the bodily activities signify a renewal of life after the 

countless deaths resulting from the two battles—the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl and the 

Battle of P’yŏngyangsŏng. In the last scene of Heroes, Kŏsigi and pregnant Kapsun settle 

in a remote mountain that does not belong to any kingdom. In this mountain, there is no 

king, no authority of any sort and no military. This place is a utopia for the minjung. In 

this place, Kŏsigi and Kapsun start the history of minjung. To express this simple beauty 

of unbounded existence, Lee adopts the aspect of Bakhtian grotesque realism that 

emphasizes the bodily element.  

 

Conclusion: New Visual Historiography for Minjung Without the Nation  

 Rosenstone writes, “[h]istory may claim to be the human science of the particular 

and the concrete, but it cannot make the past mean without creating abstractions.”322 

Historically, the Battle of Hwangsanbŏl and the Battle of P’yŏngyangsŏng have been 

evaluated as inevitable yet glorious battles that led to Silla’s unification. Historians such 

as Michael J. Seth explain the importance of this unification for the subsequent dynasties 
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and all of Korea’s history: Silla’s victories initiated a society that possessed a strong 

sense of its own identity and historical continuity for the next twelve centuries, from 676 

to 1876.323 During the twelve centuries of the premodern peninsular kingdom, not only 

the kingdom became increasingly homogeneous but also Koreans became one people as 

evidenced in language, cultural identity, and shared values.324 

Lee Joon-ik intervenes in this nationalist narrative of Greater Silla, the first 

Korean dynasty. Using the power of the motion picture camera, Lee destabilizes abstract 

and conventional images of the battles by presenting specific images: “heroic” leaders 

picking a juvenile quarrel, which then spills over into a grand war; a detailed 

conversation between Kyebaek, “a symbol of Confucian patriotism” and his wife, which 

ends in his slaying her and their three children in frustration; the story of fathers deluding 

their brave teenage sons into false beliefs that lead to their deaths. In other words, the 

received and conventional notions and images that established an abstract idea as a 

historical truth are all subverted.  

Lee contests official history by exposing these large gaps between the historically 

held noble ideas and specific, realistic, all-too-human encounters. The director does not 

do so, however, with the somberness and seriousness of a traditional antiwar film that 

demonstrates the horrors of war and the extent of suffering. As Choi Bae Suk writes, Lee 

turns “the war itself as a gust of festival through the mechanism of satire and laughter” 

and deconstructs the formal recognition of history from “the fixed and lined-up formal 

culture.”325 Lee comically contests history with folk humor, incorporating the voices of 

“small others” of society, including clowns and fools. 
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386 generation filmmakers are well aware of the implications of abstraction and 

generalization of a totalitarian culture which prioritized the goal of accelerated economic 

growth. They were keenly aware of how these abstractions and generalizations of 

modernization hid the stories of minjung. Much like a collective sacrifice was demanded 

of the Three Kingdoms to achieve the creation of Greater Silla, a collective sacrifice was 

exacted from the minjung in order to build a modern and affluent twentieth century 

Korean society.  

Lee’s emphasis on such an inclusive culture in which a society reveres diverse 

individuality and an individual’s voluntary involvement is precisely why some scholars, 

including Lee Juneyop and Jeong Taesoo, suspect that Lee is an anarchist.326 They argue 

that Lee’s use of colonized Korea as his films’ setting and his approach to the so-called 

heroes of the national resistance clearly demonstrate his anarchist perspective. The main 

characters in Lee’s biopics on colonial Korea such as Dongju: The Portrait of a Poet 

(Tongchu, 2016) and Anarchist from the Colony (Pak Yŏl, 2017) are far from nationalist 

heroes.327 The protagonists are fearless in criticizing fascist aspects of Japanese 

colonization and imperialist ideology yet they feel a sense of closeness to the Japanese 

masses. Lee’s protagonists differentiate Japanese minjung from their fascist and 

imperialist authority. Lee understands that Korean resistance to the colonial Japanese 

power took multifaceted forms including nationalism, socialism and anarchism.  

Nevertheless, the majority of colonial representations in South Korean cinema 

depict colonial resistance solely from the nationalist perspective. Jinsoo An notes that 

“South Korean films have typically projected the binary opposition of Korean vs. 

Japanese to render the colonial reality—that is, the black and white conflict between the 
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colonizer Japan vs. the colonized Korea.”328 Colonial Korea on-screen is often 

represented by the nationalist heroes who then generate anti-Japanese sentiment. The Last 

Princess (Tŏkhyeongju; dir. Hur Jin-ho, 2016), for example, shows the tragedy of the 

collective suffering of minjok, a homogenous ethnic people of Korea, through the tragic 

life of Princess Tŏkhye (1912-1989). Lee’s anarchistic perspective aligns with his belief 

that social criticism should not be embedded in a sense of entitlement and aspiration for 

political power. Lee explains this by comparing anarchism to feminism: “the ultimate 

goal of anarchism is not authority or power. It is easy to understand if we look closely at 

feminism. Feminism’s resistance to the male dominance is not to engender female 

authority over men.”329  

For Lee, his view on minjung’s history does not take the form of populist 

nationalism. In contrast, the minjung movement has historically been developed through 

nationalistic projects and taken a form of populist nationalism.330 First, during the 1860-

1895 Tonghak Uprising, peasants demanded redefinition of social relations but they 

rallied around the nationalistic religion of Tonghak (“Eastern Learning”) that opposed 

Western influence. Then the minjung movement during the period from 1905 to 1945 was 

directed towards liberating the Korean people from the Japanese colonial rule. After the 

liberation and the Korean War, the minjung movement brought people together to abolish 

military rule in South Korea and to reunify the nation. Ethno-national elements are absent 

in Lee’s films. Rather, characters in his historical films search for their unique individual 

identities, separate from their national identity. Sobchak argues that for Bakhtin, the spirit 

of carnival “eventually led to the Renaissance and its world view that individuals were 

important and that social systems, which by their nature attempt to repress individuality, 
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could be subverted.”331 Lee’s characters deride and resist any kind of power that comes 

from official authority.  
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Conclusion 
 

A genre is always evolving. However, the evolution does not occur organically in 

a vacuum. Who and what are the agents of a genre’s transformation? Can genre also be 

conceived as social action, reflecting and advancing social transformation? “Presenting 

Korea’s Past: Melodrama, Spectacle, and Democracy in Post-2000 Historical Films” 

answered these questions by analyzing the significant regenrefication process of the 

sagŭk genre in the South Korean cinema. After more than thirty years of being labeled 

“box office poison,” the genre of sagŭk is enjoying a surprising revival. Sagŭk films 

dominate today’s South Korean box office and are recognized globally. This renewed 

status is attributable to several factors: a critical rethinking of ancient Korea’s stories; the 

use of melodrama and prosthetic memory to evoke nostalgia; and the phenomenon of 

digital special effects and grotesque realism to create a cinema of attraction.	

“Presenting Korea’s Past” illustrated the ways in which a genre is a site of 

constant struggle among the producing powers and consumers and argued that the 

spectators are the main agents of the genre’s transformation. This project also examined 

how post-2000 subversive sagŭk films signal the potential for the genre to become a 

social act. Defined by its contestation to official history, a new kind of aesthetic 

movement in post-2000 sagŭk films has regenerated public interest in significant 

historical accounts and contexts of premodern Korea. South Korea’s most prolific sagŭk 

filmmaker since 2003, Lee Joon-ik, escapes historical confines to contest the 

metanarratives that structure Korea’s history. His sagŭk films use specific instances that 

challenge conventional images which have established an abstract idea as historical truth. 

I used his two films, Once Upon a Time in the Battlefield (2003) and Battlefield Heroes 
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(2011), as primary case studies to exemplify Lee’s challenge to South Korea’s founding 

story as well as the role traditional sagŭk films played in strengthening the country’s 

official history. Through the lens of Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism, these two 

sagŭk films can be clearly appreciated as emblematic of a revolution in sagŭk film 

making for the new generation of Korean filmmakers. The new generational sagŭk films 

grew out of a rejection of South Korea’s monologic totalitarian culture. Moreover, these 

sagŭk films generated public discussions of official history’s long-lasting ideological 

influence. Until the new millennium, mass media conspired with the chaebol and the 

government to become a mouthpiece for its totalitarian rule. Frequent use of expressions 

such as kungminjŏngsŏ (popular sentiment or national sentiment) and wihwagam 

chŏngsŏng (promoting discord) effectively suppressed the emergence of alternative 

opinions and solidified the idea that the state and people are inseparable.332	The resulting 

culture deprived citizens of civil space for critical reflection and innovation, rendering the 

public voiceless, mere receivers of indoctrination. In championing individual freedom as 

well as freedom to hold a unique position within a larger framework of a collective 

identity, Lee has pushed the sagŭk genre to evolve from its 1970s nationalist origin to a 

genre that transcends race, nationality, ethnicity, gender and class. The sagŭk genre is 

becoming an alternative site to the realm of official culture. The growing field of online 

blogs and discussion forums evince the active historical consciousness of the 

contemporary audience; through them the gradual awakening from decades of South 

Korean totalitarian politics and mass mobilization are revealed.   

My research shows that in visual representations of history, a hierarchy still exists 

in presentational modes, one that is determined by the degree of historical referentiality. 
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Each stage of my research has challenged this existing hierarchy in traditional Korean 

film scholarship, which considers realism as the most historically truthful mode in 

representing national history. This is precisely why there is very little in-depth academic 

research that theorizes and historicizes post-2000 sagŭk films in either Korean or 

Anglophone scholarship. In Chapter One, I demonstrated that realist filmmaking style is 

only conjectured as historical referentiality. Filmic techniques that give the impression of 

authenticity create a culturally integrated diegesis which has been falsely accredited with 

historical referentiality. These realist historical films created a culturally integrated 

diegesis by employing realist filmmaking while forging a prosthetic memory, a false 

sense of nostalgia that every individual, and particularly every national subject, has the 

same historical experience even before they see the film. But a national memory does not 

exist independent of a cultural production. Cultural products—including historical 

films—are always mediated representations: depictions of the past imagined by those 

living today. In this regard, June Yip reminds us how the persuasive “reality effect” of 

cinematic images is especially perilous for historical representations. Yip writes, “[f]ilm 

audiences for whom ‘seeing is believing’ tend to forget that cinematic visualizations of 

history are not transparent windows on the past or mirror reflections but are, like verbal 

narratives, constructed re-presentations.”333  

No singularly authentic way exists to represent history cinematically. I argued that 

post-2000 South Korean historical films have transformed through the use of more 

generic and simplified plots, blockbuster aesthetics, and a more playful version of the 

melodramatic mode. In the process of accommodating a larger audience base of 

domestic, regional, and international viewers, historical films’ definitional attachment to 
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historical referentiality has weakened. At the same time, the genre has become 

historically more interesting, contesting the official nationalist history and suggesting 

alternative historical accounts. Even operating within the constraints of late capitalism in 

the film industry, the genre has evolved into a global one that expresses a more 

egalitarian, dialogic, and post-national ethos. The sagŭk genre is paradoxically both 

profoundly historical, integral to the political and economic transformation of the Korean 

society, as well as transcendent, its universality resonating with a global audience. 

I scrutinized the changing perceptions of history and nation in the sagŭk genre 

primarily through the phenomenon of nostalgia. This dissertation suggested that there is a 

powerful nostalgic imagination of innocence within the genre. Katharina Niemeyer 

suggests that nostalgia “very often expresses or hints at something more profound, as it 

deals with positive and negative relations to time and space.”334 The revival of sagŭk 

correlates to the emergence of South Korea as an economic super power; this is not 

coincidental. Recently produced sagŭk films nostalgically lament the disappearance in 

their communities of universally acknowledged principled values; they offer up spaces of 

innocence, creating cognitive dissonance from the alienating culture of their own 

contemporary world. Several sagŭk films return to a space of innocence, a fictional time 

and space where desirable humanness and utopian social interactions exist harmoniously 

within a collective community. In post-2000 Korean sagŭk films, nostalgia is not a 

yearning for a return to a home that had existed historically, but rather a psychological 

longing to escape from an unsatisfactory present condition; that is, to project one’s 

prospective hopes and desires onto an imagined past. Through its mode of melodrama, 
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the sagŭk films of the 2000s offer a metaphorical prospect of the renewal of Korea’s 

current state as well as its future.  

Linda Williams observes that melodrama uses older spaces of innocence rather 

than unknown, fictive spaces of innocence as it seeks to recover “the maternal place of 

origin,” such as a childhood home or the distant past of a nation.335 In general, the desire 

is to find the space of innocence in the historical past of a real nation rather than a purely 

fictive time and space. Examples of the space of innocence found in entirely fictive 

locations are Shangri-La in the Lost Horizon (Frank Capra, 1937), or more recently, 

Pandora in Avatar (James Cameron, 2009), and Urk from the popular South Korean 

television series, The Descendants of the Sun (2016). In completely fictive spaces of 

innocence, the imagination is less constricted by historical facts and able to be more 

creative in fashioning an inventive space of innocence. On the other hand,	a “historical” 

setting lends a sense of concreteness, suggests there is evidence that innocence indeed 

existed. This ideal state is often believed to have already existed in the past as in the 

Garden of Eden.	To that end, the nostalgic recourse to history in search of a space of 

innocence is aimed at the historical past of a real nation yet distanced enough that no 

one’s living memory can dispute the existence of such innocence—however fictitious 

that portrayal may be.  

The figuration of a time of innocence and pureness of heart occurs in other genres 

as well, especially in the romance television genre (with productions such as Winter 

Sonata (2002)) and the coming-of-age genre (such as Felicity (1998-2002)). These genres 

also display the genuine innocence of youth. However, by its nature, the innocence of 

youth is fleeting. It eventually is lost as a protagonist reaches his or her adulthood. 
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Innocence in the romance and the coming-of-age genres is time-specific, ephemeral, and 

not rooted at the sociocultural level. I proposed that the nostalgic desire of the 

contemporary Korean audience, in contrast, is seeking a more permanent and public kind 

of restoration.  

The historical film genre has a special connection to the spirit or “mentalité” of 

the contemporary as it reveals each era’s emerging historical consciousness. Historical 

film is a longstanding and most beloved genre in Korean history, dating back to the very 

first films produced in Korea in the 1920s. The basic identity of the sagŭk genre has been 

intimately associated with a nostalgic imagination of the founding of a nation and the 

emergence of its people. However, this dissertation indicated a fundamental evolution in 

the basic goals of the sagŭk genre: it is to recover a place and time of innocence where 

the victim’s virtue is recognized, to mete out justice and to rescue victims while 

preserving innocence. In doing so, the genre offers hope for the future even if it takes a 

form of fantasy.  

It is my hope that this comprehensive research of the historical film genre, sagŭk, 

advances the debate on new media ecologies in relation to cultural memory and 

contributes to research into the current use of digital imagery to represent history and the 

challenges it poses to historical referentiality in global blockbuster films.  
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